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PRACTICAL WIRELESS 

LISTEN-IT'S A GOOD SOUND JOB 
THE R.A. TUNING 

UNIT 
.4 really fine design with 
lasting high performance. 
R.F. stetge on all wavebands. 
High fidelity superhet or 
T.R.F. performance, at the 
torn of the switch. Suitable 
for any amplifier. 

10 Gns. plus £2 : 6 : 8 
tas 

'2 .. . ' giU:rOntPel 

Write for our 
illustrated 
catalogue 

THE LI. 
AMPLIFIER 

This seven -valve amplifier. designed for :he lightweight high 
fidelity type pick -up. Independent bees and treble controls. 
Tetrodes with negative feed -bank ensure negligible distor- 
tion. Price complete 17 Gns. Blueprint separately 2,6 
(2 years' guarantee) 

ii EFERRED TERMS AVAILABLE 
Our equipment can 
also be seen and 
heard at Webbs 
ltatilo,SOho Street 
London. w. 1. r 

P ̀ I E R S 
Rptaxl Shop. 
St. Mary Street, 

V Bridgwater. Som.; (Sales) LTD. Ernest Bachxn. 
28, Belmont St.. 
Aberdeen; Farmer 181 Kensington High Street, London, and t b., 83. George 
.Street. Luton. W.8. r '' r-,. WEStern 3350. 

111 1 

WÑiS 
T tf , 

WITH 
THE 

OSMOR 
CQILPACKS 

As specified for con- 
version of the Type 
25 unit of the 
TR.1196, and for 
modernisation of 
war time utility 
receivers and others. 

SUPERHET and T.R.F. 
The OSMOR " Q " Coilpack 
does not " whistle while it 
works " but gives you perfect 
performance in every way. And 
it saves time, money and hcurs 

of wasted effort puzzling over complicated wiring 
circuits. Just 5 connections, 5 minutes' work and the 
job is done -and well done ! 

Send stamp for FREE new circuits, fists of Coils, Coil - 
packs, Dials and all Radio Components, etc. 

New wavelength scales for Type A dials, 81- each. 

OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS, LTD. (Dept. P7), 
BRIDGE VIEW WORKS. BOROUGH HILL, CROYDON, SURREY 

'l'ep f,hone : CRIMSON 1.220. 

August, 1950 

"41 

CONDENSERS 
Pre-eminent since 

1906 
Specified by the leading designers 

for Radio, Television and 

Electronic Applications 

USED THROUGHOUT THE FAMOUS 

"VIEW MASTER" HOME CONSTRUCTOR 

TELEVISION RECEIVER 

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD 
RADIO DIVISION. NORTH ACTON, W.3. Tel: ACORN a I 

A new Super lightweight pickup 

The finest pickup en the market at 
a competitive price 

with interchanueable heads 
Green Spot for microgroove recordings 
Red Spot for modern standard recordings 
Yellow Spot for older standard recordings 

These pickup heads are fitted with an easily 
replaceable armature system complete with a 

semi -permanent sapphire. Downward pressure 
10 -12 grams for standard recordings, and 5 -7 
grams for microgroove recordings. 

Prices : With one Head fd 0 0 plus f 1 14 8 Purchase las 
Extra Heads each f2 10 0 plus LI 18 Purchase lax 
Spare Armature System with sapphire 14/8 including Tay 

Telephone 
Hipperholme 
6 9 1 6 9 

A 

V /1 PRODUCT 
A R. SUGDE',, b 

" LID. 
WELL OREE', _L'.E EtIGHO.USE YORKS 
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I kh.\I;'l'IC TAPE REORDER 
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o 

ELECTRIC Wolf E 

SOERGUNS 

OFF- STRAIGHT EASY - 
GRIP HANDLE 

PERFECT CONTROL 

QUICKER HEAT UP 

LOCALISED HEAT 

LOW CURRENT 

CONSUMPTION 

i1tINTAINS CORRECT 
HEAT 

A IVO1DEL FOR EVERY 
FURPOSE 

Ideal for Home Amateur School Dramatic 
Societies, in fact, its uses are unlimited. We can 
supply Drawings, Motors, Capstan, Drive 
Mechanism, Record Playback Head, Erase Head, 
Top and Bottom Plates, Tapes. Amplifier Com- 
ponents, or we can supply the Famous Qualtape 
Recorder. Complete Kit at £12 10s. Od. 

IVrile for detailed Price List. 

fIECTRONIC SERVICE "HAIIAMSHIRE" ITD. 
93 -95 BUTTON LANE, SHEFFIELD 

Pits %TTS RADIO 
F070 Harrow Road, London, N.W.IO 

LAI))), tee 1î;i ISr. Scrub, Lane). 
AMPLIFIERS. BEADY 

TO USE. 
MODEL ACNE (As illus- 
trated), 10 watt, 4 valve unit, neg. feedback. separ- ate mike stage and separate 
mike and gram inputs, 
2 faders and tone control. 
Input volts, mike .002 v., 
gram .21 v.. £B -18 -6. (carr. 
5. -). MODEL A(18E, 
6 -valve unit with P. Pull. Output of 18; watts. Separate mike stage and separate mike and gram inputs, 2 faders and tone control. Feedback over 3 stages. input volts, .003 v. mike, .3 v. gram., £13 -19 -6 (carr. paid). '.10D1.1, 1'10E, 6 valve 10 watt unit, spec. as AC18E, for D.C. A.C. mains. 

£11 -11 -0 tcarr, 5: -). All above are complete with Case and Chrome. Handles. Outputs match 3, 8 and 15 ohm speakers. MOI)EI. A('4('. A.C. or C4(', A.C. D.C. 3 valve 4 -watt amplifier chassis. Output n, 
3 ohms. £4 -19 -6 (care. 2/6). AC4C. AC10E, AC18E with tuning unit. attachment, 12 6 extra. MODEL T1'1. 3 valve, 3 wave timing unit. Superhet., flywheel tuning, £9 -5 -2. Tax Paid. Stamp for list. 
SPEAKERS. P.M. LITr. W.B. 21:n. 15'8 ; 5 in. 17 6. Rola 3in., 16(6. Truvox 12in. (3 ohm), 37'6. Plessey 5in.. 9 6 ; Bin., 11,9 ; loin., 178. Rola 61ín. M.E. (700 ohm), 10, -. Goodmans, tin., 16 6. 
VALVES. BRAND NEW. 6J5, 6K7, 5Z4. 6J7. 5 9 each. 6.X5, 6V6, 
6Q7, 5U4, IFS. 6C5, 3Q5, 61- each. 6118, 154, 155. ITi, IRS. .354, 6 ;9. 
VARIABLE ('ONDENSERS. Long Shaft. .0005. 2 gang, 4 3 ; 3 gang, 8//9 ; Solid Dielectric .0003. 3;4 t .0005. 3 6. Presets 50pL. 41. 
('OILS. ETC. Wearite " P " Coils, 3 - each, Wearite M400B I.F.s 
10/6 each. Osmor "Q " coil packs. 33 -. 
TRANSFORMERS. Speaker. Pentode 3V6). 311: Midget 154 3S4, 3)11. E.H.T. (for VCR97), 2.5 kv.. 4 v., 4 v.. 27 6. 
('ONDENSERS. Plessey 16 +32 +8 450 v.. 4; 9. T.C.C. 4 mfd. 500 v., 1/6 ' 25 mfd.. 25 v., 1/- each. 25 mfd, 12 v., Bd. each. B.I. cardboard 81 5081550, a3 ; 8 +8. 4,9 ; 8 +16. 6. -. Hunts. 8 +8 450 v, or 16+8 
450 v., 3 9. . 

MISCELLANEOUS. Octal hases, Paxolin. 4d. amphenol, 6d. B7G, BOG, 0.1. Voltage droppers, .2 a., 920 ohm or .3 a., 750 ohm., 416. Linecord .3 a. 3-way 60 ohms Ft.. 441. Ft. Volume controls, All values, less Sw., 2:9. With Sw, 4'6. Chokes 60 m.a. £0 hy., 66. 90 m.a. 10 by., 10'6 ; 150 m.a,. 14 3. All Goods New and Unused. 
Post Free Over £1, C.W.O. or C.O.D. 

Obtainable from all leading tool 
merchants and factors. Write for 
FREE illustrated technical literature 

WOLF ELECTRIC TOOLS LTD., 
HANGER LANE, LONDON, W.5. 

The Solder 

which is 

recommended 

for the 
View Master 

and other 
Television Kits 
As recommended by the designer, use only ERSIN 
MULTICORE SOLDER -the Solder wire con- 
taining 3 cores of non -corrosive Ersin Flux. 60 ft. 
of 18 S.W.G. High Tin Television and Radio 
Solder, 60/40 aL'oy, is contained in Size 1 Cartons, 
Cat. Ref. C.16Ó18. Price 51- retail. 

Obtainable from all leading radio shops. 

In case of difficulty write to : 

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD. 
Mellier House, Albemarle Street, Lendon, W.1. REGent 1111 
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'DNEWS for MUSIC LóvINs 

ï 
Here is a micro- 
photograph b y 
C. E. Watts 
showing the 
stylus after 800 
playings of 
" Danse Maca- 
bre" -the heavi- 
e s t known 

recording. 

This means 
much longer 
life for your 

records. COSMOCORD 

A 
REVELATION awaits every connoisseur of 
true fidelity who has not heard his records 
produced via the acos G.P.20 N E 

T R U E E Fidelity Pick -up. It assures tonal quality 
and brilliance hitherto associated only with labora- 
tory instruments. Moreover, this outstanding per- 
formance is attained WITHOUT RECOURSE TO 
EQUALISERS -Just connect to your radiogram 
or amplifier. The low needle pressure (14 grms.) of 
the permanent sapphire stylus virtually eliminates 
record wear. Output I v. at 1,000 c /s -5 to 20 
times greater than comparable magnetic types 
automatic bass boost ; negligible needle talk and 
motor rumble ; unbreakable, non -hygroscopic 
crystal element. 
NOW OBTAINABLE WITH INTERCHANGE- 
ABLE HEADS FOR STANDARD OR LONG 
PLAYING RECORDS. Long Playing Head gives 
an output of v. at 1,000 cps. and has a needle 
pressure of 7 grams. 

Ask your dealer for a 
demonstration. 

ï 

( O NEW TRUE 
LS FIDELITY PICId'lAP 

a 

LIMITED EIiFIELD MIDDX. 

D.C. Voltage 
0 -75 millivolts 
0-5 volts 
0-25 
0-100 
0-250 
0-500 

D.C. Current 
0-2.5 milliamps 
0-5 

,0-25 
0-100 
0 -500 

A.C. Voltage 
0-5 volts 
C -25 
0-100 
0-250 
C -500 

Resistance 
0- 20,000 ohms 0- 100,000 0- 500,000 
C-2 megohms 
C-5 
C -10 

GUARANTEE: The registered 
Trade Mark " Avo " is in itself a 
guarantee of high accuracy and superi- 
ority of design and craftsmanship. 
Every new AvaMinor is guaranteed by 
the Manufacturers against the remote 
posi aiiicy of defective materials or 
workmanship. 

/ 6 JF /W,i.V O z 

t tCIFIFZIÌIlL/-At 
71t% 771®IG 

11%S11R1UMtAIM 
NOltred r..de Ma. 

A dependably accurate instrument for testing and fault location 
is indispensable to the amateur who builds or services his own set. 

Stocks are now available of these two famous " Avo " Instruments. 
If you have any difficulty in obtaining one locally, please send us 

the name and address of your nearest Radio Dealer. 

The UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR 
(as illustrated) iS a highly accurate moving -coil instrument, 
conveniently compact, for measuring A.C. and D.C. voltage, 
D.C. current, and also resistance ; 22 ranges of readings on a 
3 -inch scale. Total resistance 200,000 ohms. 

Size : 4(ins. x 3 ;ins. x 1lins. Complete with leads, inter - 
Net! weight : I3 ozs, changeable prods and croco- 

dile clips, and instruction 
Price : £8 : 10 : O book. 

The D.C. AVOMINOR 
is a 21 -inch moving cull meter pro, iding 14 ranges of readings 
of D.C. voltage, current and resistance up to 600 volts, 120 
milliamps, and 3 megohms respectively. Total resistance 
100.000 ohms. 

Size : 44inr, s 3 ;ins. x l ;ins. Complete as above 
Nett weight : 12/ ozr. Price : £5 :5 : O 

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers :- i 

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. 
Winder Ho use, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I. 'Phone : VICtoria 3404-9 
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH 

327 

18th YEAR 
UF ISSUE 

BY THE EDITOR 

Suppressors -No Compulsion 
THE Postmaster- General, in a written 

reply to a parliamentary question, states 
that he does not propose to take 

legislative action to make suppressors com- 
pulsory in motor vehicles. This problem has 
become more acute as television has developed, 
and it will not be disposed of by a parliamentary 
reply. Sooner or later the weight of public 
opinion will force the Government to take 
action, now that there is a visual reproduction 
of the interference as well as an audible one. 

The suppression of the ignition system of 
motor cars can be carried out for a few shillings. 
It is argued on behalf of motorists that it is 
unfair to expect them to go to the small expense 
of fitting suppressors, and that the problem 
should be tackled at the manufacturing end. 
This presumably could be done, but it would 
be far more costly. 

In any case, it is not only motor cars which 
offend, but many other forms of high-frequency 
electrical apparatus. The industry has been 
pressing for legislation to make suppression 
compulsory for a number of years. and it is a 
pity that. the Postmaster -General in his reply 
did not give reasons why he proposes to 
continue to allow it to be voluntary. It is of 
little use expressing pious hopes that motorists 
and others will fit suppressors. They will only do 
so when they find that the interference affects 
their own receivers. 

The problem is by no means shelved, and 
complaints which at present are confined to 
two areas will gradually become nation wide: 
The time to make suppression compulsory is 
now. 

As part of a campaign to overcome the 
trouble an unusual film has been prepared by 
the B.B.C., by arrangement with the radio 
industry, showing how easy it is to fit any 
ear with an interference suppressor. 

The film. which is now being-televised at 
intervals, incorporates the sort of interference 
familiar to most viewers-the " snowstorm " 
effect on the picture and the " machine -gun 
rattle " on tilt- sound -when an unsuppressed 
motor car travels near a television receiving 
aerial. After the film's opening announcement 
has been submitted to this form of interference,- 

the picture steadies for a straightforward 
demonstration of two kinds of suppressor and 
how to fit them. One is a simple type, costing 
between ls. Gd. and 2s., which is fitted on the 
car distributor head and will stop most forms of 
interference. With the other type, also shown 
in the film, the ignition cable is cut and the 
ends screwed into the suppressor, which cannot 
be shaken adrift by the vibration of the engine. 
The fitting of a suppressor in no way impairs 
the efficiency of the engine. 

The film ends, as it began, with a burst of 
interference and a reminder from the announcer 
that sparks from your car spoil people's pleasure.' 

TV AERIAL BAN 
LOCAL authorities in some areas are banning 

the erection of TV aerials, and the industry 
through the R.E.C.M.F. and B.R.E.M.A. have 
issued a booklet which gives expert advice on 
the subject of television aerials. It has been 
circulated to the surveyors of local authorities - 

throughout Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 
Although the booklet is intended for private 
property owners, it is also on sale to the public. 
The letter to the surveyors expresses the hope 
that the booklet may be useful not only in 
advising the council but in dealing with 
enquiries from tenants who may have their - 

own opinions as to the type of installation most 
suitable. 

The booklet shows the factors which must be 
considered before an aerial suitable for a 
particular building or district can be selected. 
It emphasizes that tests must- be carried put 
on the site before such decision can be macle. 
A list is given of firms who are providing 
testing facilities and who will advise local 
authorities and property owners on aerial 
installation. Eight types of aerial are classified 
and illustrated. It is. only fair to state, however, 
that owners of radio receiving sets are com- 
plaining of the interference caused by adjacent 
television receivers. Owners of the latter, there- 
fore, should make quite certain that they are 
not themselves 

- offending in this respect before 
complaining about interference with their own 
reception. F. J. C. 
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Broadcast Receiving Licences 
THE following statement shows the approximate 

numbers of licences issued during the year 
:ended April 30th, 1950: 

Region 
London Postal 
Home Counties . . 

Midland . 

North Eastern .. 
North Western .. 
South Western . 

Welsh and Bordier Counties 

Total England and Wales 
Scotland . 

Northern Ireland 

Number 
2,309,000 
1,627,000 
1,715,000 
1,878,000 
1,587,000 
1,048,000 

722,000 

.. 10,886,000 

.. 1,115,000 

.. 203,000 

Grand Total .. .. 12,204,000 

The above total includes 363,950 television 
licences, of which 221,115 were in the London 
Region. 

New Third Programme Transmitting Station 

for Sheffield 
ON June 6th the B.B.C.'s Third Programme trans- 

mitter at Manor Lane School closed down, 
and the service was taken over by a more powerful 
transmitter which has been installed in a building 
adjoining the Heeley Baths. The new transmitter 
has a power of 1 kilowatt and is connected to a 
" T " aerial, one end of which is suspended from 
a chimney on the Heeley Baths. The increased 
power and more efficient aerial 
will give listeners in the Sheffield 
district better reception of the 
Third Programme. The wave- 
length will remain unchanged at 
104 metres. 

Amateur Saves 37 Men 

AN amateur, listening to time 

trawler band at 4 a.m. re- 
cently heard a call for help. 

The message said that two 
unknown ships had been in 
collision and one was sin king. 

The listener gave the alarm 
among the Dungeness fishing 
colony and men and women rushed 
to the lifeboat house. Within 15 
minutes, the James Cooper Hen- 
derson was at sea. 

lay six o'clock the crew of 37 
of the 3,712 -ton Spanish steamer 
Cabo E.spartel, who had taken 
to their boats, were rescued by 
the Dungeness lifeboat. 

9 

August, 1550 

of 'WIRELESS 
Appointment of Head of Engineering Secretariat 

FOLLOWING 
Mr. F. Williams's appointment as 

B.B.C. Superintendent Engineer, Studies, 
Mr. J. H. D. Ridley has become Head of the 
Engineering Secretariat, a department that deals 
mainly with the control of expenditure within the 
Engineering Division. 

Mr. Ridley has been engaged on radio work 
since the earliest days of broadcasting. From 1921) 

to 1922 he was with the Marconi Company, and 
from 1922 to 1932 with Burndept Wireless, Ltd. 
After that he joined the Edison Swan Electric 
Company, remaining there until 1938 when he 
came to the B.B.C. In 1945 he became Assistant 
Head of the Engineering Secretariat. 

Mr. Ridley is well known for his cinematograph 
films of nature subjects. Last year he accompanied 
Dr. Julian Huxley, F.R.S., and Mr. James Fisher 
on an expedition to Iceland to make films of bird 
life for the Television Service. 

Customs Use V.H.F. 
CUSTOMS and Excise, in stepping up their 

war against smuggling have ordered new 
V.H.F. R.T. equipment which will enable them to 
operate in much the same way as police patrol 
ears. 

This equipment was fitted as an experiment on the 
Vigilant. It proved a great success. 

Now it will be installed in the Valiant and the 
Vincent. 

The Vigilant carries two fast launches -ono 
for fine weather, and another for rough seas. 

A section of the new Ekco showrooms recently opened in Glasgow. 

4 

'I 

a 
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- Danish Radio Exhibition 
THE Danish State Radio and Denmark's Radio 

Industry are arranging an exhibi h in 
Copenhagen, from August 11th to 20th, to mark 
the twenty -fifth anniversary of the State Radio. 

The exhibition, which will be under the patronage 
of H.M. King Frederik, will include radio and 
electrical measuring equipment, radio components, 
radio and television apparatus and will demon - 
strate working television and music studios. Most 
of the products on show will be of Danish maim- 
facture. 

The Danish Radio plans to illustrate its progress 
over the past quarter- century and, at the same 
time, , to give visitors an idea of what its future 
services will be like. The television studio and the 
music studio will be built round an auditorium 
capable of holding 1,000; during the afternoons 
anti evenings, performances will be broadcast from 
these studios. 

On the Skyline 

THE B.B.C. Outside Broadcasting Department 
arranged an ambitious coverage of the first 

post -war R.A.F. Pageant at Farnborough. 
There were two major operations in the pageant. 

The first, which was broadcast in the Light 
Programme on July 7th, reconstructed. an attack, 
based on the Amiens Prison raid. in which a 
squadron of low -level Mosquitoes breach the prison 
wall. Arms are dropped to the escaping prisoners 
who are then evacuated by helicopter and glider. 
Raymond Baxter was in the glider to give listeners 
his impression of the scene as his aircraft was 
towed in and later, snatched off the ground by a 
Dakota. John Ellison was reporting from one of 
the Mosquitoes and Wynford Vaughan Thomas was 
on the ground to describe, amongst other things, 
the aerial combat when the fighter cover to this 
operation was engaged by " enemy " fighters. 

The pageant's second feature, broadcast in the 
Light Programme on July 8th, consisted of a 
mock attack on the airfield by Mosquito aircraft 
bombing from 5,000ft. Charles Gardner was in 
one of the Mosquitoes, which was later inter- 
cepted by a squadron of Meteors taking off at 
high speed from the airfield. Raymond Baxter 
was in a Meteor and Wynford Vaughan Thomas 
again reported from the ground. 

All three airborne commentators have served 
in the R.A.F. John Ellison was a pilot before the 
war : Charles Gardner flew with Coastal Command 
and Raymond Baxter was a fighter pilot. Wynford 
Vaughan Thomas of Anzio fame has been co -opted 
into this ex- service team. 

New Radio Control 
ANEW form of radio control was recently 

demonstrated at Portsmouth. A high -speed 
sea -going launch, designed as a bombing target 
for the R.A.F., was put through complicated 
evolutions up to a distance of eight miles by means 
of a control which operates by musical tones. It is 
claimed by the inventor, Mr. F. Parfitt, that this 
type of equipment which has only five buttons can 
give complete control and cannot be jammed. 
The launch, incidentally, is armour plated and 
unsinkable. 

Suppression of E.H.T. Radiation Interference 
WITH the extension of television transmission to 

the Midlands area last December, the problem 
of interference to normal radio reception by tele. 
vision receivers reached major proportions. 

Although the trouble originates in the line ti4ne 
base circuit., the associated circuits also radiate, 
including in a number of cases the wall coating of 
the C.R.T. itself. It soon became apparent that 

A " wired " chassis. The main part of the American 
miniature receiver in which wiring, resistors, etc., 
are all chemically printed with oxide silver paint 

on ceramic. 

screens around individual components were not 
effective, and the only satisfactory method found 
was a screen around the whole receiver. 

In the course of the investigation into this 
problem Messrs. Acheson Colloids Limited were 
approached and a special product was developed 
for the purpose. 

The product in question, "dag" Dispersion 479, 
is a quick -drying water -based paint designed to be 
brushed on the inside of the cabinet. Tests show 
that a radio receiver will operate satisfactorily, even 
on the long -wave band, only a few feet away from 
a treated television set. 

Those interested are asked to write for further 
technical information regarding the use of Dis- 
persion 479 to Messrs. Acheson Colloids Limited, 
18, Pall Mall, London, S.W.1. 

Grounds for Divorce 
LISTENING on his own frequency on his car 

radio receiver whilst travelling home recently, 
an American heard his wife talking over his trans- 
mitter to another amateur. As a result of what 
he overheard he has filed a petition for divorce, 
citing the other amateur. 
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Phase -shift 
A Useful Wide -range 

Audio Oscillator 
Instrument Built from Junk -box Spares 

By J. C. FUND 

THIS simple oscillator covers, in three steps, 
frequencies from about 40 cycles per 
second right up to and beyond the limits 

of audibility. It gives a generous output, in the 
region of three volts peak, and this remains remark- 
ably high over the full range of frequencies. 

The stability of frequency is excellent, and over 
the range quoted the wave -form produced is good 
enough for most purposes, but if some measure of 
distortion can be tolerated a little adjustment of 
the preset controls (VR3 and VR4) will further 
extend the lower limit down to about 20 cfs. 

The instrument works entirely from batteries, so 
that the bugbear of mains hum is avoided, and as 
radio -frequencies are not employed and the circuit 
includes no inductors, there is no need for screening. 
Nearly all the components comprised in the brief 
list of parts are standard items, and, together with 
the two valves, which are general -purpose two -volt 
triodes, they will be found in almost every amateur's 
collection of discarded spare parts. 

From the circuit diagram, Fig. 1, it will be seen 
that V2 is driven by VI through a conventional 
RAC coupling, and that negative feedback is applied 
from the anode of V2, via the blocking capacitor C3 

and the potentiometer formed by VR3 and VR4 
(VR4 is the catliode bias resistor, common to both 
valves) to the point marked (B), the cathode of V1. 
Simultaneously, positive feedback is applied to the 
point marked (C), the grid of V1, this time through 
the potential dividing network VR1 -Ci and VR2 -C2. 

The conditions required for the maintenance of 
oscillation are (a) that the 
positive feedback at (C) 
should exceed the negative 
feedback at (B), and (b) 

LIST OF COMPONENTS v 

Resistors : 

2 x 5,000 ohms. 
2 x 50,000 ohms. 
1 x 25,000 ohms. 
1 x 500,000 ohms. 

Capacitors : 

2x.0001FF. 
2x.001FF. 

':2x.01FF. 
2x.1 FF. 
1x3FF. 
Variables : 

s 1 x double -1 megohm. 
1 x 2,000 ohms. 
1 x 100,000 ohms. 
Switches : 

One 3 -way 2 -pole Yaxley. 
One single -pole on-off. 

Valves : 

Two general -purpose two -volt 
triodes.. 

Terminals, control knobs, re-1 
. sistance wire, systoflex, etc. 

01 00/ 000/f/F 
C/ 

that the voltages which appear at these two 
points should be in phase with one another. As 
regards the first requirement (a), it will have been 
noted that VR3 and V114 are variable, and once 
the optimum setting for VR4, which sets the ,rid 
bias voltage, has been determined, VR3 can be 
adjusted in its turn to decrease the negative fee, ]hack 
to the point where oscillation commences. When 
we consider (b), however, the position becomes more 
complicated. Both the points (B) and (C) are fed 
from the point marked (A), which is common to 
both positive and negative feedback circuits : 

(B) is in a purely resistive arm, so that at all fre- 
quencies of oscillation it will be exactly in step with 
the point (A). The positive feedback point (C), 
however, lies on an arm containing both resistance 
and capacity, which in the " upper " part are in 
series, while in the " lower " section they are 
arranged in parallel. It can be shown mathematically 
that for any given set of values for VRI, VR2, Cl 
and C2 the points (A) and (C) will be in phase at 
only one frequency. Accordingly, by making these 
values variable, the frequency at which the circuit 
as a whole will oscillate can be fixed. 

Obviously, if the degree of positive feedback 
obtaining at the point (C) is not to be unduly dis- 
turbed, the upper and lower sections of the potentio- 
meter VRI -Cl- VR2 -C2 must be varied simul- 
taneously : the most economical and convenient way 
of arranging this, while giving adequate range 
coverage, is to provide for Cl and C2 each to consist 
of three capacitors, selected by means of a two -pole 

VR/ 
/Mn 

l` 11 
TTT. 
OI 001 O00uF 

2 
Fig. z.- Circuit Diagram. 
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three -way Yaxley switch, while VR1 and VR2 are 
continuously variable resistors, ganged or geared 
together. (It so happens that at the time of writing 
a very suitable component, consisting of a pair of 
1- megohm carbon potentiometers, mounted on a 
common spindle, is offered at 2s. Od. by Radio 
Clearance, Ltd., of Tottenhani Court Road, London, 
W.1.) 

Ranges 
The values chosen for Cl and C2 will depend to 

some extent on the characteristics and condition of 
the valves employed : in the author's, instrument 
values of .01, .001 and .0001 hF provided ranges 
running respectively from 40 -300, 200 -2,000 and 
1,500- 25,000 cycles per second. 

The oscillator is intended to feed into a relatively 
high impedance, such as the grid circuit of an 
amplifier, and the purpose of the 25,000 ohms 
resistor placed across the output terminals is to 
minimise the effect which the varying input im- 
pedances of different amplifiers might have on the 
calibration. If required, however, the instrument 
will give a good account of itself in conjunction 
with an ordinary pair of headphones. preferably in 
series with a resistor of, say, 50,000 ohms. The 
oscillator described could, of course, easily be 
combined with an amplifier and built -in speaker 
to provide a complete unit, but to ensure freedom 
from back -coupling the amplifier should have two 
stages. the first giving low gain but acting as a 
" buffer." 

In the prototype instrument as described space 
has been found for a No. 800 cycle lamp battery 
which supplies current for the valve filaments -of 
course, through a short length of resistance wire 
which takes care of the surplus 0.8 volts given by 
the battery. This self -contained L.T. battery is 
doubly convenient, as besides saving one pair of 

Fig. 2. Panel Layout. 

E 

external leads it makes it a simple matter to keep 
the L.T. and H.T. supplies separate -it will have 
been noted from the circuit diagram that H.T. and 
L.T. negative poles are not directly connected to 
one another. 

If a pair of 1.4 volt miniature valves should be 
to hand, a very neat 'self- contained instrument 
could be made up, with both batteries inside the 
case : the modern small layer -type H.T. batteries 
would be suitable, as even with the older 2 -volt 

No. BOO Battery 

Fig. 3.- Wiring Diagram. 

valves the anode current consumption does not 
exceed 3 milliamperes. 

Constructional Notes 
Layout is not at all critical, but as high values of 

resistance are employed in the control circuits some 
care should be taken to maintain a high standard 
of insulation and to avoid leakages. It will be 
found advantageous to bond the metal cases of 
VR1 and VR2 to the " earth " line. 

The original model was built up in a' wooden box, 
71in. x 51in. X 21in. deep, whose plywood bottom 
provided the panel. A partition of ¡in. thick wood 
makes one wall of the battery compartment and 
serves, at the same time, to carry the valves 
mounted in old- fashioned baseboard -type holders : 

it will be found that if the valves are positioned 
well away from the panel, there will be room 
underneath them for the two variable resistors 
VR3 and VR4. The scale fixed to the panel can 
consist of a piece of thin, white card or ivorine, and 
should be marked to show the three positions of the 
selector switch SW 1. The scale traversed by the 
cursor fitted to the fine -frequency control knob 
operating VR1 and VR2 can conveniently take the 
form of three concentric circles, and the cursor 
itself can be a piece Of thick celluloid fastened with 
cement to the underside of a skirted -type knob and 
scribed with a hairline. This ensures that the while 
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of each of the three scales is always visible. There 
are no scale markings for the controls VR3 and 
VR4, as these will not often need to be touched : 

the spindles, which protrude through the panel, 
are cut off short and slotted for adjustment with a 
screwdriver. 

Brass contact pieces for the battery are bent to 
shape and screwed to the partition. It will be 
found that with the battery in position there is a 
spare space of about tin. X ldin., and this is used to 
house the on -off switch and the resistance wire in 
circuit with the valve filaments, which is threaded 
through a short length of " systoflex." The sockets 
for the two leads to the H.T. battery are also 
brought in here, and in the original model, in order 
to leave more room for the " control " components, 
the anode resistors and the components forming 
the coupling between the valves have all been kept 
on the battery side of the partition. The anode 
resistors, by the way, have been kept to the low 
figure of 5,000 ohms in order to minimise the risk 
of distortion ; even so, the output is quite high 
enough for most requirements. 

Now with regard to the two sets of capacitors 
forming Cl and C2. These should, of course, be 
good quality components, preferably mica types, 
and it is suggested that for convenience the switch - 
and- capacitor assembly should be " prefabricated." 
That is to say, the six capacitors should be soldered 
to the appropriate tags of the switch and finished 
off with four flying leads, for connection to VR1, 
R1 /R2, VR3 and H.T. negative respectively, and that 
only then should the switch be fixed in position on 
the panel. The six capacitors have been omitted 
from the wiring diagram (Fig. 3) in order to avoid 
confusion. 

Operation 
When the instrument has been completed, connect 

the output terminals to an oscilloscope or a suitable 
amplifier, plug in to an H.T. battery giving about 
100 volts, and switch on. Set SW1 to the middle 
range and the control of VR1 and VR2 to about 
the centre of the scale. A little manipulation of 
VR3 and VR4 should very soon produce a strong 
" signal " at about 400 c /s. ; the fine- frequency 
control should then be operated to make sure that 
connections have been made the right way round ; 

it may be necessary to reverse some of the leads. 
VR4 should next be adjusted for maximum / 

output and, following this, VR3 should be turned 
hack until oscillation ceases, after which it should 
again be advanced until the note is heard again. 
It will be found that if this setting is kept to the 
minimum, the wave -form is improved. Before 
deciding on the final setting for V3, make sure that 
oscillation is maintained on all ranges, as inadequate 
feedback will cause the oscillations to collapse at 
the lowest frequencies. 

Accurate calibration really demands the use of 
an oscilloscope hut, with care, a good deal can be 
clone by aural comparison with another calibrated 
source (or even a piano), relying on the ear to detect 
the unwanted harmonics which indicate a marked 
departure from the basic sinusoidal wave -form. 

This little oscillator will be found invaluable in 
checking the performance -of amplifiers and speakers. 
and the -effect of insertion of various forms of 
filters and tone -controls. It will also provide a 
means of tracking down those mysterious buzzes 
and reverberations which so often spoil the per- 
formance of powerful high- fidelity equipment when 
used in ordinary living- rooms. 

V.H.F. Constant Impedance 
Attenuators 

THE problems of variable attenuator design 
for accurate V.H.F. measurements have 
been a subject of scientific research since 

the beginning of the high- frequency era in com- 
munications. The familiar techniques employed 
in designing constant impedance attenuators for 
use in voice -frequency and carrier -frequency ranges 
have so far failed to afford the saine degree of 
precision when applied to the V.H.F. range. In 
this range, unavoidable wiring and resistor react- 
ances coupled with mutual impedances within the 
attenuator become significant and cause a marked 
deterioration in performance. 

First in the field to meet what has in some 
quarters become an urgent need for a medium - 
priced, constant impedance, variable, V.H.F. 
attenuator in the range up to 50 Mc /s. is Standard 
Telephones and Cables, Limited. These attenuators 
set a new standard of performance in the V.H.F 
range. Two models for use in 75 -ohm circuits are 
available. One model, variable in 1 db. steps, 
gives a maximum insertion loss of 9 db. The other, 
variable in 10 db. steps, provides a maximum 
insertion loss of 90 db. Both models can be used 
in tandem and will handle up to I watt input. 
They are ready for building into customers' own 
equipment. 

Of practical importance and interest to laboratory 

engineers and others engaged in making accurate 
measurements, is the information that the maximum 
deviation from nominal loss at D.C. does not 
exceed + 0.05 db. for any setting on the 0 -9 db. 
model. On the 0 -90 db. model, the insertion loss 
error does not exceed 1 0.06 db. for the 10 db. 
setting, rising linearly to a value not exceeding 
±0.3 db. for the 90 db. setting: 

In keeping with this accuracy of adjustment, the 
high -frequency performance is quite remarkable. 
The total insertion loss error at 50 Me /s. (inclusive 
of D.C. errors as above) will not exceed ± 0.05 db. 
for the 1 db. setting, rising linearly to a value not 
exceeding 0.15 db. for the 9 db. setting. On the 
0 -90 db. model, the total insertion loss error at 
50 Mc /s. (inclusive of D.C. errors) does not exceed 
± 0.1 db. per step. The above insertion loss errors 
are, in all instances, relative to zero db. setting. 

Individual calibration charts for the frequencies 
up to 100 Me /s. for the 0 -9 db. model and 60 Me /s 
for the 0 -9 db. model can be supplied. 

TWO NEW EDITIONS 

"PRACTICAL WIRELESS" CIRCUITS 
15th Edition 

WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES &TRANSFORMERS 
8th Edition 

6/. or 6/6 by Post from 

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House, 
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. 
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Negative Feed -back 
Some More Details of a Modern Circuit Arrangement 

By ERIC LOWDON 

TO many amateurs there is something slightly 
sinister about negative feed- back -an air of 
mystery that savours more of the black 

arts than the down -to -earth business of radio 
circuitry. For instance, the valve manual may give 
the A.C. resistance of a valve as being X ohms, but 
put it in a circuit with negative feed -back and, as 
the amateur has read, the Ra may appear to be 
much higher, say Y ohms ; or to add to his bewilder- 
ment he may have read somewhere that negative 
feed -back makes the Ra much lower, say Z ohms. 

appearing between grid and cathode, and Vo the 
volts output. 

In this article the D.C. components in the circuit 
are ignored, and we are dealing only with A.C., 
signal currents and voltages. Since Cl and 02 will 
form short circuits to A.C. (assuming negligible 
reactance) the circuit can be redrawn as shown in 
Fig. lb. It will now be seen that so far as the output 
is concerned, RL is effectively in parallel with the 
valve, and the effective grid- cathode signal input is 
the same as Vi. 

But there is still one component that is quite 
invisible, and that is Ra, the A.C. resistance of the 

valve. In order to complete the 
picture, then, we can replace the 
valve with a generator and series 
resistance Ra ; this is shown in 
Fig. le. Thus we have evolved a 
circuit that is equivalent in every 
way to that in Fig. la, so far as o signal voltages and currents are con- 
cerned. Note : it is usual when 
employing this artifice to label the 
generator output -voltage as l4Vg, 
that is, the amplification factor of 
the valve multiplied by the grid - 
cathode input volts ; for the purpose 
of this article it will be more con- 
venient to call it E as has been 
clone in the diagram. 

We have, then, a generator sup- 
plying E volts and driving a current 

of E /Ra R amps (ohms law) round the circuit. It 
will be immediately obvious that if Ra and E are 
constant, then a given variation of RL will cause the 
current in the circuit to vary by an amount depend- 
ent on the relative values of Ra and RL. If Ra is 
very large compared with RL then even a large 
variation of RL will have only a small effect on 
the current ; on the other hand, if Ra is small 
relative to RL then a large variation in RL will 
cause a big variation in current. 

The effect on the voltage developed across RL is 

(a) (b) 
Fig. I. Diagrams illustrating the evolution of the equi 

It seems that the valve manuals can't be believed 
any more ; the Ra of a valve with negative feed- 
back may be X ohms, Y ohms, Z ohms or anything 
you like ; in fact, it can be X, Y, and Z ohms at the 
same time. 

Does the Ra really jump about in this mysterious 
fashion ? If so how does negative feed -back operate 
on the valve ? Before we go further, here is a clue ; 
there are two kinds of feed -back (negative is under. 
stood from now on), current feed -back and voltage 
feed -back. One causes the Ra to increase-or so it 
seems -and the other causes an apparent decrease ; 
perhaps this makes things seem a little more reason- 
able. Incidentally, neither of these two types feed 
back current, they both feed back voltage -here 
we go again ! 

In actual fact, this question of variable Ra and 
its effect on the circuit is not difficult provided you 
look at it in the right way. To answer it we have 
to consider the relationship between the load 
resistance RL and Ra. 

Amplifier without Feed -back 
To begin, then, let us consider a simple amplifier 

circuit without feed -back as shown in Fig. la, 
where RL is the anode load resistance, Re the 
cathode bias resistance, Cl the cathode bypass 
capacitance, and C2 all the capacitance that usually 
appears between the HT end of RL and earth - 
decoupling, smoothing, and stray capacitance, etc. ; 
Vi is the input signal volts, Vg the signal volts 

(c) 

valent circuit. 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 2.- Simple amplifier and modification to 

introduce N.F.B. 
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no less obvious. In the first case, that of the high 
Ra, the current Variation is small and therefore 
the change in voltage across RL will be nearly 
proportional to the change in its resistance ; if, 

for instance, the resistance of RL is halved so also 
will the voltage across it be nearly halved. In the 
second case, where Ra is very low compared with 
RL, change in the resistance of RL will result in 
a current variation very nearly proportional to the 
change in resistance ; that is to say, if RL is halved 
the current will be nearly doubled and the voltage 
across the resistance will be maintained more 
closely to its original value. 

A few figures will illustrate this : Suppose that E 
is 100, 20,000 ohms for Ra, and 5,000 ohms for RL 
then, 

I= E /Ra±R 
= 100/20, 000 -1- 5,000 =100 /25,000 =.004 amp. 

and the volts developed across RL, call it Vo, will 
be, 

Vo =IXR= .004X5,000 =20 Volts. 

If RL is now halved the circuit current becomes 
.0044 amp. and the volts drop across the new value 
of RL is 11 volts. 

Now suppose Ra to be small compared with RL, 
thus : E equals 100 volts, Ra equals 1,000 ohms, 
and RL equals 5,000 ohms. Calculating in the 
same way as above we have .0167 for the current 
and 83 volts across RL. When RL is halved, the 
current becomes .0285 amp. and the volts drop 
across RL is 71 volts. 

It is seen, then, that the effect of a comparatively 
high Ra is to cause a large variationin output volts 
with change in RL, and a comparatively low Ra 
tends to maintain the output volts with change in 
RL. Armed with this knowledge we can now give 
our attention to negative feed -back. 

Current Feed -back 
In Fig. 2a, we again have our simple amplifier 

circuit in which the input volts are applied between 
grid and earth, but since CI presents a short circuit 
to A.C. the input is effectively between grid and 
cathode. Now look at Fig. 2b. 

Here the bypass condenser has been removed, 
and this simple alteration makes a remarkable 
difference to the working of the circuit. The input 
signal Vi is no longer applied directly between grid 
and cathode, but is in series with the cathode voltage 
Ve and in opposition to it. The effective grid - 
cathode voltage is therefore Vi -Ve. (Don't forget 
that we are concerned only with signal voltages ; 

D.C. voltage conditions are being ignored.) 
A little thought will show that this is so, for if the 

grid is moving in a positive direction with respect 
to earth, then the current through the valve must 
be increasing and the cathode must also be moving 
positively. If we assume that the grid has moved 
5 volts positive and the cathode 2 volts positive, 
then the grid has moved 3 volts more positive than 
has the cathode. 

Since the valve is only interested in the volts 
which appear directly between its grid and cathode, 
it will he obvious that only three volts of the five 
volts input are effective in producing an output. 
The other two volts are employed in neutralising 
the two volts increase across Re. 

This is negative feed -back and since Ve depends 
on the current. through -RL it i4 called current 
feed -back. 

The first most noticeable effect of current feed- 
back, then, is to reduce the output for a given 
input, but as this can hardly be classed as an 
advantage there must be some other reason for 
its adoption in amplifiers. In actual fact, it not 
only reduces the gain of the circuit but also reduces 
the harmonic distortion generated within the.;;; 

valve in the same ratio, and this is, of course, a 
decided asset. 

However, don't let this fact encourage you to l' 
nip the bypass capacitor out of your amplifier 7. 
output stage, for as we shall see in a moment, i 
current feed -back is particularly unsuitable for this 

l part of the circuit. 

Current Feed -back and Ra 
Turning again to Fig. 2b, let us suppose that the 

valve has a fairly low Ra compared with RL. 
If RL is now reduced to, say, half it's original value, 
then the signal current in the valve and therefore 
through RL and Re will increase, and the feed -back 
voltage Ve must also increase because the voltage 
drop across Re will be greater. The effective grid 
cathode volts Vi -Ve will thus decrease giving rise 
to a decrease in output current which tends to 
balance out the original current rise due to the 
smaller value of RL. The current is therefore 
maintained at somewhere near it's original value, 
but since RL has been reduced by half so then will 
the output volts be reduced proportionately. This 
as we saw earlier in the article (Fig. lc), is exactly 
what happens in a non -feed -back circuit where the 
valve has a very high Ra compared to RL. 

In this case then current feed -back has effectively 
converted our low Ra into a high Ra so far as 
change in anode load is concerned. As any high - 
quality enthusiast will tell you, this is far from the 
ideal state of affairs required in an output stage 
where the load is a loudspeaker whose impedance '1 

varies with frequency. If the Ra of the output , 

valve is high then the output will vary with fret 
quency and result in distortion. Another important 
reason why the Ra should be low is that since the 
reproducer is effectively in parallel with the valve, 
a low Ra will assist in damping out unwanted 
natural resonances in the speaker. 

For these reasons current feed -back is never used 
in the output stage of an amplifier, though it may 
find important uses in other parts of the circuit. 

Voltage Feed -back and Ra 
Turn now to Fig. 3. This will be recognised as 

the simple amplifier of Fig. 2a with the addition of a 
potential divider consisting of R1 and R2 connected 
between anode and earth -for the moment assume 
that the reactance of Cl is negligible -and the 
portion of the output voltage. Va developed across 
R2, is connected in series with the input voltage Vi. 

This is an example of voltage feed -back, so called 
because Va is proportional to the output voltage 
across RL and not, as in the case of current feed -back, 
to the output current flowing in RL. 

As before, the effective grid- cathode input voltage j 
is the difference between the input volts and the 
feed -back volts -that is Vi -Va. In this case,.- 
however, change in RL has an entirely different,ib 
effect on the apparent Ra of the valve. sa 

(To be continued) ` 
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The Saucepan Special 

I CERTAINLY rubbed my eyes the other clay when 
there dropped on to my desk a booklet issued 

by the Director of Information of Lusaka, Northern 
Rhodesia entitled " Report on the Saucepan 
Special," which is described as the Poor Man's 
Radio for Rural Populations. The report has been 
written at the request of the Director of Information 
Services of the Colonial Office because the success 
of the cheap wireless set for Africans in Central 

.Africa will be an important factor in decisions which 
have yet to be made in other colonies on the estab- 
lishment of broadcasting organisations. 

The Saucepan Special, a receiver of British manu- 
facture, has been enormously successful in Africa. It has been bought in considerable numbers and it 
is already having the effect upon Africans that it 
was meant to have, as an instrument of mass 
education. The Saucepan Radio is a simple, but 
efficient, short -wave receiver operated by an 

The " Saucepan" Special. 
external dry battery of 90 volts H.T. and 1¡ volt L.T., giving 300 hours' service. 

The cabinet of the receiver is in effect a large 
aluminium saucepan (without handle) of 9in. diameter with a back plate attached by screws and sealed, and a gauze- covered opening at the front of 4in, diameter. At this opening is the combined 

on -off switch and volume control and below it tho 
- two -speed timing control and tuning dial. There is 
no tone control or other refinement. The set stands 
on black bakelite knobs, the tuning dial is white ; the appearance of the receiver is more attractive 
than one would imagine. It is painted blue since research in the various colonies in Africa revealed 
the fact that one tribe or another had some kind 
of superstition about almost every other colour. 
The back plate is tight fitting and the three holes 
in it are gauze -covered, so that the set is entirely 
insect proof. It is also tropically finished throughout. 
The receiver is a formal (though simplified) four - valve superhet type. Its range is from 25 to 90 metres. The aerial and earth wires are attached 
to the set, and it is important that the earth sytern 
should be used with this receiver. Before the sets are distributed a small copper plate is soldered on to the earth wire which should be buried about 
9in. in the ground. 

The receiver and the battery, which is about 
Bin. by 3in. by 5 1rin., each weigh just over 7lbs. The aerial wire supplied could with advantage be lengthened. 

I understand that the manufacturer is working on a very low margin of profit, relying upon large sales. The government had agreed to suspend customs on all radios of not more than £4 f.o.b. U.K. value. At present there is no system of wire- less licences in Africa ! I must examine one of these receivers. 

Radio Book Reviews 
WHY is it that the B.B.C. seldom, if ever, review technical books 1 There are as many, if not more, readers of technical books to -day than there are of fiction and biography. Five years of war compelled most people to acquire technical 
knowledge in a wide range of subjects, and the technical book industry in this country has ex- panded enormously in consequence. One would imagine from the radio book review feature that no one in this country read anything of a technical nature. The newspapers are also remiss in this respect. The B.B.C. and the newspapers are ignoring a feature which would have a very popular appeal. Technical books are expensive to produce, and at a time when the spread of technical education is a matter of national concern, I should have thought the B.B.C. would have been the first to draw attention to important technical works. I know that the B.B.C. boys read this feature, so perhaps I am making a suggestion which they will adopt. Obviously the books would have to be reviewed by a person with technical and scientific, as distinct from literary qualifications. The view seems to be at present that unless the book is a simple one, telling you how to ride a bicycle or paper a wall without dabbing it here and dabbing it there it is of no interest to the public. 
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dar the Experimenter -2 
More Experiments in Electromagnetic Induction 

By " MICRON" 

AT first, when the signal -amplitude is small, 
rectification will take place around the bend 
of the characteristic -where the curvature is 

large, and varying. In this region, it will be far 
from true to say, " Io is directly proportional to 
Eg." The rectification will be " out of proportion," 
or non- linear, causing much distortion in the shape 
of each half -wave of anode current. 

If the experiment is carefully carried out, the 
effect at the bend will he shown by slow, and 
unequal increments in the meter readings for given 
changes in volume control settings. When the 
amplitude of Eg is sufficient to take the peak 
considerably, into the straight part of the character- 
istic, i.e., much above the bend, Io will become 
nearly directly proportional to the signal input : 

an important requirement of distortionless detec- 
tion. 

Valve Voltmeters ; " Radio Controls " 
The fact that we do get a D.C. component from 

a rectifier suggests construction of numerous useTul 
pieces of apparatus. 

The milliammeter will be an accurate tuning - 
indicator if the received signal is strong enough 
to give a readable indication -or previous H.F. 
stages make it strong enough. Thus a tuning 
'condenser may be calibrated in wavelengths or 
frequencies, making a " ivavemeter." 

Plotting calibration curves for condensers (when 
used with variqùs coils) will be a useful series of 
experiments in .,themselves. Broadcast frequencies 
!are exact within very close limits for this purpose. 
The actual shape of graph connecting wavelengths 
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(or frequencies) with dial settings will depend 
on the " law " of a given condenser -which provides 
another line for investigation. 

One important advantage of the " lower anode 
bend " type of detector over all others is the 
extremely high impedance of the valve grid cathode 
circuit -equivalent to an open- circuit or " infinite 
impedance " at low frequencies. This is especially 
advantageous in valve voltmeters which may he 
used to show high -frequency voltages existing 
across other high -impedance R.F. circuits where any 
appreciable shunting effects would be serious. 

Our anode -bend rectifier is in effect a " valve 
voltmeter." An " Eg," of 50 c/s or even 5 Me /s. 
frequency is made to give a readable indication 
on a D.C. moving coil instrument. If we have 
accurate means of measuring the R.M.S. voltages 
applied at 50 c /s., a calibration curve may be drawn 
connecting milliamp readings with R.M.S. volts, 
and this will remain reasonably correct up to fairly 
high radio -frequencies. 

The " law " of a valve voltmeter (as shown iri the 
calibration curve) will depend whether it is worked 
over a linear or non -linear part of the characteristic. 
Once calibrated, of course, the same valve, the same 
bias, H.T., and filament voltages must be employed 
as in calibrating. 

If a fairly sensitive relay is substituted for the 
milliammeter, we have possibilities for fascinating 
experiments in " radio control." Extremely weak 
signals from a transmitter thousands of miles 
away (or stronger ones from a local oscillator) 
could first be amplified by the H.F. stages of a 
receiver, and applied to grid- cathode of the 

detector stage. The relay would 
close under the action of the 
resulting " Io," and could be 
arranged to initiate all sorts of 
things- switch -on lights, ring 
bells or buzzers, control models, 
etc. etc. 

-Eg 

2v. Or 4v Winding 
Giving 50 cycles 
Signal /nput ' (.4) 
From Mains Transf me 

Fig. g. -- Demonstrating "Anode Bend" Detection with a Milliammeter. 

aEg 
1 (.f _ (b 

Signal Detection 
A next step should be to study 

what is taking place in the 
detector when receiving a modu- 
lated H.F. carrier. 

l The emphasis we have put on 
° the " D.C. component " (Io) 

E9 should make the matter perfectly 
clear. Instead of remaining at 
a fixed value, Io will start 
" swinging " up and down at 
audio- frequency as illustrated in 
Fig. 6. This is because the 
amplitude of each rectified 

pulse " of anode current is 
different; Fig. 6b, hence so will 
the successive average values. 

Yet, if the rectification is 
" linear," a milliammeter will 
continue to register the steady Io. 
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A moving coil D.C. instrument cannot follow A.C. 
changes ; it always stops at the " mean value," 
and if the current swings equally on both sides 
of Ia. the latter remains a constant " mean." 

But if there is any non -linearity, it is possible - 
to mention one case -that Io will increase moro 
at the crest of the modulation than it decreases 
at the trough, in which case there will be an average 
increase in Io -the D.C. component rises from Io 
to Io', say, the effect being to give a sharp upward 
" kick." in the milliammeter at modulation peaks. 

With linear detection another fact may be 
gleaned from this. If we make sure of the D.C. 
component for any purpose-A.V.C. let us say - 
we shall have a current (or the resulting voltage 

(a) Modulated NF (b) After Rectification 

Fig. 6.- Rectification of a modulated signal. The 
D.C. component will now be varying at the frequency 

of the amplitude modulation. 

developed across resistances) which depends only 
on the carrier amplitude, i.e., is independent of the 
neodulat ion -a fact, of course, which can be observed 
in ordinary tuning indicators, or in A.V.C. (it 
would be a poor thing if A.V.C. bias varied with 
modulation). 

Studying Mathematical " Laws " 
We have already touched upon experimental 

studies of " quantities," with reference to valves, 
detection, valve voltmeters, and simple calibra- 
tions. 

One difficulty here will be measuring equipment, 
though much can be done in improvising or making 
up permanently items such as valve voltmeters, 
rectifier instruments, frequency -measuring devices, 
low- frequency bridges, etc. The hobby will tend 
to become costly when developed along these lines, 
but many may think it well worth while. 

Let us start with a job which calls for nothing 
more than a few coils, a condenser, and an ordinary 
or improvised receiver, a study of sorne of the 

laws " connecting frequencies or wavelengths 
with inductance and capacitance values. 

The " tuning- point " or resonant wavelength of 
an LC- circuit is given by : 

Wavelength (Metres) = 18851/LC, 
where, L =1íH. 

C =µF., 
or, 

160 Frequency, f(l,-c/s) = approx. ' PP rox. 
If we omit the constants we may write : 

Wavelength A, a 1/LC. 
Frequency f a 1 /1 /LC, 

the sign " a " signifying is proportional to," or 
" varies as." 

The important thing to note is that Wavelength 
(or Wavelength range) varies as the square root of the 
tuning capacitance ; the Frequency varies inversely, 
as the square root. The same is true of L if C is 
kept constant. 

Note : It is not correct to say, varies as the 
" square " of the tuning capacitance. Transposing 
the expression gives 

Ccc22, 
or a 1 /f2, or (1 /f)2. 

Take a practical question. What range of wave- 
lengths can be tuned by a variable condenser of 
500 pi/F. minimum capacitance ? 

You will know, of course, from the tuning dial 
of a M.W. receiver that the range is, roughly, 200m.- 
600m. -a ratio of about 3/1. 

But the ratio, 5001íµF./50 1íµF. is 10 /1, or, as a 
more convenient figure, let us say 9/1. When the 
condenser vanes are " all in," the capacitance is 
nine times the minimum -with the vanes " all out." 
Yet the wavelength range is only 3/1. Ih other 
words, 

Tuning range in metres = A/Capacitance Range. 
= 1/9/I =3/1. 

Consider another question. If with. a given coil, 
200 µµ.F is required to tuna to 1,000 kc /s, what 
value condenser will be necessary to tune to 1,200 
k /cs ? 

The frequency rat io = 1,200/1,000 = 1.2/1. 
Capacitance a (I/02, or inversely as (1.2/1)2= 

1.44 /1. Therefore, since a smaller C is required for tuning to 1,200 kc /s., 
C= 2001í1íF /1.44, or 2001íµF + 1.44 =139 µµF. 
As a preliminary experiment to check these 

fundamental proportions, suppose you have chosen 
a coil which should tune from 200m. to 600m. 
with a variable condenser of about 9/1 capacitance 
ratio. You make up some sort of receiver or insert 
this LC- circuit across aerial and earth of an existing 
receiver. 

You find the tuning range is not 3/1, but some- thing like 2/1. Perhaps you can tune -down to 
200m. (depending on the coil used), but you cannot go higher than 400m. What accounts for this ? Knowing the condenser values, how could 
you calculate the approximate value of the quantity 
involved ? What is the remedy ? 

Book Received 
" WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER." Collection of articles on " Design for a High-quality Amplifier," by D. T. N. Williamson, formerly of the M. O. Valve Company, now with Ferranti Research Laboratories. Published April 20th, 1950, at 3s. 6d. (postage 2d.), for " Wireless World," by Ilifle and Sons, Ltd. Size 9in. x 7lin. Thirty -six pages and 31 illustrations, 

This 1:, -watt amplifier has gained world -wide recognition among quality- reproduction enthusiasts for its remarkably low harmonic and intermodulation distortion. The response curve is flat within 1 dl,. up to 10 kc /s. Direct, coupling in the first stage helps to reduce phase shift, which is negligible over the range 10 c/s -211 kegs. 
Input for the main amplifier is 1.0 v. peak. With a simple record -compensated pre -amplifier it is 18 mV.; 1.3 mV for use with microphones and under 1 mV with a high -gain pre -amplifier. The booklet gives full details not only of the basic circuit, but also of ancillary equipment recommended by the designer for high - quality reproduction of records and radio programmes. Circuits for correcting recording characteristics are included and also high- and low -pass filters, the latter variable. There is a fading control for reducing gain to zero when changing records; the rate of fading is automatically controlled. 
Contents include : Introduction. Basic Requirements : alternative specification. Details of chosen circuit and its performance. Design data of new version. Design of tone controls and auxiliary gramophone circuits. Design for a radio feeder unit. Replies to queries raised by constructors. 
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Equivalent Circuits 
An Important Aspect of the Set Designer's Work is Described Here 

By E. 

THIS article is intended to give the reader an 
insight into the methods used by designers 
in nearly all aspects of design work. With 

the aid of an equivalent circuit the designer's job is 

somewhat eased, partly because it removes a lot 
of circuitry which is not necessary in the process 
of designing, and also because an equivalent circuit 
often presents to him a clearer picture of what is 
happening. Let us take as a first example the 

Fig. i.-Simple potential 
divider circuit. 

3ij-n 12 

WM,-c..-v../ 

/6 jv 

o O< 

40 

f 
Fig. z.- Equivalent 

circuit of Fig. I. 

simple potential divider, the circuit of which is 

shown in Fig. 1. 
If we wish to know the output voltage a few 

simple calculations will show us as follows: 
50 10 10 50 

I1 = T3- amps... Vo =5 X = =163 volts. 

Now if we connect the 452 load to the output Vo 
and we wish to know the circuit that will flow, 
how are we going to do it 1 It is no good saying 

that the current flowing is equal to V' because as 

soon as we connect up the 4o load the output 
Vo will fall to a new level because of the extra 
volts drop on the 1052 top arm. The only way 
we can see so far is to go right back to the beginning 
and start all over again as follows: 

50 50 50 X 9 

= 
41 amps. 

I1 10}5X4 10{ 
20 110 /n 

5+4 9 

The output voltage Vo is equal to the current II 
multiplied by the 5 and 452 in parallel, and is, 

45 20 volts, therefore, Vo =11 X 9 =-91/1/ 

instead of the previous 163 volts. 
We can now calculate the current 
flowing through the load, which is 

91/11 =100 
4 44 

amps. 

Varying Loads 
Now if we want to connect up 

different loads and calculate the load 
current -in each case we would be Fig. 3. Potential Fig. 4.- Single -stage voltage 

letting ourselves in for a lot of divider circuit amplifier. 

unnecessary work. What we want without values. 

N. C. 

here is an equivalent circuit of the potential 
divider. Now consider the circuit of the potential 
divider. On the assumption that the 50 v. supply 
is being delivered by a generator having no 
internal resistance, if we switch off the generator 
without disconnecting it the terminal . voltage 
would fall to zero and the generator or 50 v. 
supply has effectively been replaced by a short 
circuit. If we were now to look into the Vo 
terminals we would see 552 in parallel with 100 
that is 3312, and if we switched the generator 
on we would look into 163 volts as previously 
calculated. Therefore as far as we are concerned 
wo are looking into a generator of 163 volts output 
and having an internal resistance of 3352, and we 
can therefore draw an equivalent circuit of the 
potential divider, as shown in Fig. 2. 

If we now want to connect up the 452 load and 
calculate the current that will flow, all we do is 

divide the generator volts by the load+ series 
resistance as follows : 

50 
162 3 25 

I2 =33+4 22 11 
or 29/11 amps, 

which is exactly the same answer as we arrived 
at before when we calculated it by the round- 
about method. We can see now that for any 
value of load resistance, which we will call R, 
the current that it will draw is given straight away 

161 
by the formula I -3á +R 

for that particular 

potential divider. You can prove this for yourself 
by trying several examples and working out the 
results by each method. 

Simple Formula 
The output voltage delivered by any potential 

divider can instantly be obtained by the use of a 
simple formula. We will derive the formula first, 
then. we can see how easily it is applied. Consider 
the simple potential divider shown in Fig. 3, where 
actual values have been replaced by symbols. 

Fig. 5.-Equiva- 
lent circuit of 

Fig. 4. 
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The current flowing into the divider as a result 

of the applied voltage Vl is I= D and the 
R1; -R_ output voltage Vo is equal to the current multiplied 

by the resistance R1. so 
V' R1 Vo =I R'= x R1 Vo =V1R 

1- 2 We can see how this applies to our first potential 
divider merely by replacing the symbols by their 
true values as follows : 

Vo =50 X 
5 =250= 

16 volts. 10+5 15 
The effective output resistance, or internal 

resistance as it is often called, is straightway got by 
the formula Ro= x R and substituting real 

5x10 ' +Rx 
values Ro = 

5 
=31Q. 

-I-10 
These formule and the equivalent circuit 

then show us, in the shortest time, the capabilities 
of any potential divider whose arms are composed 
of components where voltage and current bear a 
linear relationship. 

Valve Equivalent Circuits 
Let us now consider another type of equivalent 

circuit which is much used, that of the thermionic 
valve. Fig. 4 shows the circuit of a triode valve 
connected up as a voltage amplifier. Now before 
we look at the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4, let us 
consider one of the fundamental properties of the 
valve, its amplification factor, or p. u is defined 
as the change in anode volts divided by the change 
in grid volts, the anode current being maintained 
constant. This, therefore, means that if an alternat- 
ing potential is applied to the grid such that it 
does not overload the valve, an alternating poten- 
tial would be developed between anode and cathode 
which would be p times as great ; and as the 
valve has an A.C. anode cathode impedance 
designated Ra, this impedance can be reckoned 
as being in series with the alternating potential 
fs Vg. 

It is quite logical then to draw the equivalent 
circuit as shown in Fig. 5. Here all the irrelevant 
things such as H.T. supply, cathode biassing, valve 
symbol, have been removed. 

When I say irrelevant, I mean irrelevant as far 
as design procedure is concerned, because we 
already assume that the valve is operating under 
correct conditions. 

The equivalent circuit (Fig. 5) shows the valve 

Fig. 6. Basic cathode Fig. 7. -Eq civalent 
follower stage. circuit of Fig. 6. 

and its circuitry as being equivalent to a generator 
delivering an A.C. output voltage p Vg and having 
an internal impedance equal to Ra of the valve. 
This generator is feeding the anode load RL across 
which the output voltage Vo is developed. The 
usefulness of the equivalent circuit can readily be appreciated when we calculate one of the most important things, the stage gain. Now considering 
it as a potential divider we saw from a previous 
formula that the output voltage from a potential 
divider composed of two arms and being fed with a 

e V was Vo = V R' voltage and substituting g 
R1 pVg for V and Ra and RI, for Rr and Rl we have 

Vo = pVg 
Rn+ 

RL 
Now the stage gain is equal 

to the output voltage divided by the input voltage, 
therefore the stage gain which we will represent by 
the letter A - ° = hRL a very well -known _ 

R, +RL formula. 

Cathode Follower 
The cathode follower has an equivalent circuit 

which is often used in analysing its performance. 
Fig. 6 shows the basic circuit of a cathode follower 
stage. 

The only fundamental difference between the 

Fig. 8.- Standard tram- Fig. 9. Equivalent 
former circuit. circuit of Fig. 8. 

cathode follower and the normal amplifier as far 
as circuitry is concerned is that the load RL has 
been moved from the anode circuit and placed in 
the cathode circuit; but this simple change consider- 
ably modifies the performance of the stage so far 
as concerns gain, output impedance and input 
impedance. Fig. 7 shows the equivalent circuit 
of the cathode follower stage, and one can readily 
see the difference between it and the normal 
triode amplifier by merely comparing their equiva- 
lent circuits. 

Here the valve and its circuitry have been re- 
placed by a generator delivering a voltage 

+µ Vi 
and having an internal impedance of value R" 
One can see that the effective generator voltage 
for the same value of input volts is considerably 
less than that of the normal amplier (Fig. 5), but we also see that it has a much lower internal impedance, 
and this is an advantage because it means that the cathode follower will feed into circuits of low input impedance. The cathode follower also has a very 
high input impedance, and these two factors make it very suitable for such applications as a buffer , stage in oscillators or an output stage in pulse . generators, etc. Now with the aid of the equivalent 
circuit and our previous potential divider formula 
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we will calculate the stage gain of the cathode 
follower as follows : 

Vo =1+ 
V. 

Multiplying top and 

,1V1,, 
bottom by (1 +0 we get Va = 

K., RL (1+,') 
V FtR 

the stage gain which equals 
V,p (1 ;-,4)' 

Another well -known formula. 

and 

Transform 
Let us take as a last example the transformer. 

In order to ease the calculation and make the 
subject more easy to grasp we will consider the 
transformer to be perfect, which means that unlike 
practical transformers this transformer will have no 

magnetising current, no leakage inductance, no 

D.C. resistance, etc., and will therefore be 100 per 
cent efficient. These assumptions are often made 
when dealing with the transformer simply. Fig. S 

shows our transformer, which in this case is a step - 

down transformer, such as a speaker transformer. 
The secondary has connected across it an 

impedance Z which could well be the speech coil 

of a loudspeaker. 

We will calculate the effective impedance one 
would see looking into the primary terminals as a 
result of the load Z being placed on the secondary. 
Now calling this imaginary reflected impedance 
Zp and remembering that in a 100 per cent. efficient 
transformer the primary watts will equal the 
secondary watts the following formula is obtained 
V ' -VAZ where V1. = prim.mry volts and V,= 
Z i, 7. 

secondary Volts. Rearranging we get 
z L 

Vpy Z - uP,Z and as -Váz = N z 

Z V, ' 

where N is the transformer ratio we have Zp =N2Z. 
We could therefore represent the transformer by 
the equivalent circuit of Fig. 9, which shows an 
impedance of value N2Z, and that is .the effective 
impedance the output valve in a radio set would 

see if the transformer were placed in the anode 
circuit. Incidentally, the transformer ratio necessary 
to match an output stage to a speech coil can be 

calculated from the last formula because as one 

can see, if Zp= N''-Z then N=-=i N =, 
where Zp equals the anode impedance of the valve 
and Z equals the speech coil impedance. 

Marine Radar 
THE Kelvin Hughes Marine Radar Type 

is a further development of P.P.I. type 
radar equipment as used for navigational 

purposes. While this design includes many of the 

successful features of earlier types, recent advances 
in the technique of design and construction enable 

a simplified, more compact and more efficient 

equipment to be produced. 
The principal features of the Type 2 design are 

the reduced dimensions and weights of the various 

units and the larger and improved display : the 

power consumption has also been 
reduced. Simplification - of the 
equipment and a substantial reduc- 
tion in the number of expendable 
items (particularly valves) con- 
tribute to increased reliability, while 
seryicing is greatly simplified by 
new methods of construction. 

Dimensions and power con -ump- 
Lion. The reduction in dimensions 
will be particularly noticeable in 
the case of the two main units 
(transmitter and display units), 
which are usually installed in the 
wheelhouse. This reduction, to 
gether with the low power consump- 
tion (1 kW.), extends the possibility 
of fitting radar to the smallest class 
of vessel. 

The P.P.Z. Display. A 12 -in. 

diameter cathode -ray tube is used. 
and a very high standard of 
definition has been achieved. The 
larger diameter of C.R.T. inert- - 

the scale of the display -expand i i . . 

in effect, the display as seen on 
smaller tubes, and it will be appreci- 

aced that the presentation of a one -mile picture on 
a tube of this size greatly facilitates pilotage in 
estuaries or other similar narrow and congested 
areas. 

Four range scales, 25 m., 15 m., 10 in. and 1 -5 
m., are provided, the 1 -5 in. range being continu- 
ously adjustable between these limits. Accurate 
range is measured by an adjustable range marker 
ring superimposed on the display, and immediate 
approximate range by superimposed calibration 
patterns. The values of range interval between the 
rings of the calibration pattern are 4 m., 4 m., 2 in., 
and in., respectively, for the four ranges. 

A close -up of the display unit showing fuses and tell -tale neon indicators. 
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Radio Valve Rcviow-5 
Voltage Amplifying Triodes 

IT was Lee de Forrest's epoch -making invention -the insertion of a ` grid " between the 
cathode and anode of a simple thermionic 

diode, thus converting the valve into a triode - 
which made possible radio telephony and broad- 
casting as they are known to -day. In theory - 
and also in practice -the triode can perform each 
of the three essential processes for telecommunica- 
tions ; it can be used as an oscillator for generating 
alternating voltages ; it can be used as an amplifier 
to magnify radio or audio -frequency signals ; 

and it can be used as a rectifier for detecting or 
demodulating signals intercepted by the receiving 
aerial. 

This is clearly indicated by the fact that early 
broadcasting receivers were equipped with anything 
up to six identical triodes. 

In practice, however, many of the functions 
formerly fulfilled by triodes can be performed more 
efficiently by more complex or special purpose 
valves, and triodes are not to -day used to the same 
extent as in the past. There are, however, a number 
of purposes for which this type of valve is quite 
adequate. 

The Triode as an Oscillator 
The local oscillator in a superheterodyne receiver 

is usually a triode. In most cases this triode com- 
prises a small electrode system mounted in the saine 
envelope as a pentode, hexode or heptode which 
serves as the mixer. This application has already 
been covered earlier in this series of articles. Triodes 
for use as power oscillators in transmitting equip- 
ment are rather outside the scope of the present 
article and will be dealt with in a later instalment. 

The Triode as R.F. Amplifier 
The conventional R.F. amplifier is, of course, 

the pentode, but there are a few highly -specialised 
types of triode designed for use as R.F. amplifiers 
in very- high- frequency communications equipment. 
Even so, the stage gains obtained are compara- 
tively small, and the valve serves mainly as a 
buffer to prevent oscillations from the frequency- 
changer reaching the aerial. 

The Triode as Detector 
In present day receiver practice the detector is 

almost invariably a diode, and a diode is merely 
a rectifier and has no amplifying power. Early 
receivers commonly employed a triode as detector, 
and this form of detector was held in esteem because 
of its great " sensitivity." A little consideration 
of the basic circuit of the " leaky grid " triode 
detector shows, however, that this arrangement 
is really a combination of a diode detector and an 
A.F. amplifier. The grid and cathode form, in 
effect, a diode detector, producing an audio - 
frequency voltage across the diode load (i.e., the 
grid leak), and the audio -frequency variations of 
grid potential produce corresponding variations in 
the anode current whereby an amplified audio - 
frequency voltage can be obtained. 

341 

are Dealt with This Month 

The vaunted " sensitivity " of the triode 
detector, therefore, is merely the normal ampli- 
fication obtained from the valve in its role of A.F. 
amplifier. This amplification was, in the past, 
enhanced by the barbaric practice of applying 
regenerative feed -back whereby part of the A.F. 
output was returned to the grid circuit and re- 
amplified. Blessed were they of the listening 
fraternity who so handled this " reaction " that 
the valve did not revert to its third possible function 
and burst into uncontrolled oscillation ! 

The Triode as an A.F. Voltage Amplifier 
If a diode detector is fed with a really strong 

signal, a matter of several volts, and is followed 
by a very sensitive output pentode, voltage ampli- 
fication between the detector and output stage may 
not be necessary. Generally speaking. however, 
the signal available at the detector stage of a 
broadcast receiver will rango from several volts for 
the local stations down to a small fraction of a volt 
for the weaker or more distant stations -quite 
insufficient to load a normal output valve. 

A stage of audio- frequency voltage amplification 
is therefore provided, and this is very commonly a 
triode. As most modern receivers incorporate 
A.G.C., the double diode required for this purpose 
is frequently built into the same envelope as the 

To Grid Of 
Output Valve 

(b) 

Fig. z. Basic circuit of triode amplifier, together 
with (a)- Transformer coupling, and (b)-Resis- 

tance-capacity coupling. 

triode amplifier, and the valve is termed a double- 
diode- triode. 

The basic circuit of a triode A.F. voltage amplifier 
is given in Fig. I. The amplified A.F. voltage 
appearing across the load " Z " is transferred to the 
grid of the following valve, which is usually the 
output valve. Early triodes for this purpose were 
of medium impedance, and the " load " in the 
anode circuit was usually the primary of an iron - 
cored transformer, the secondary circuit of which 
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as included in the grid circuit of the following augmented the somewhat modest gain of the valve 
valve. The turns ratio of this transformer gave a itself'. 
voltage step -up of front 2k to 6 times, and thus An audio -frequency transformer, however, is 

VOLTAGE AMPLIFYING TRIODES 

Type Description or 
Application 

Construction 
and Base 

V; 
(V) 

It 
(A) 

Va -VCi 1;, 
(V) (V) (mA) 

gm 
(nu4 /V) 

ra 
(liLi) 

p 

DAC32 .. 
KBC32 .. 

PM21IL . 
TDD2A .. 

Mullard 
(1) BATTERY TYPES 
Equipment Types 
Diode triode . 

Double diode triode .. 

Replacement Types 
Medium impedance 

triode 
Double diode triode .. 

' 

Octal .. .. 
Octal .. .. 

4 -pin .. .. 

5 -pin .. .. 

1.4 
2.0 

2.0 

2.0 

0.05 
0.05 

0.1 

0.1.2 

9(1 
100 

135 

135 

0 
0 

1.5 

1.5 

0.15 
2.4 

2.2 

1 .05 

.275 
1.2 

1.4 

1.2 

240 
21 

21.5 

25 

65 
25 

30 

30 

Type Description or 
Application 

Construction 
and Base. 

Vb 
(V) 

li, 
(A) 

Va 
(V) 

-Vgl 
(V) 

la 
(mA) 

°m 
(mA /V) 

r., 
(St2) 

p 

EBC33 . 

EBC41 .. 
EC31 .. 
ECC33 .. 
ECC34 .. 
ECC35 .. 
ECC40 .. 
ECC9I .. 

ECC31 .. 
9'DDI .. 
354V .. 

EBC3 .. 

(2) A.C. MAINS TYPES 

Equipment Types 
Double diode triode .. 
Double diode triode .. 
Low impedance triode 
Double triode . 

Double triode .. . 

Double triode .. . 

Double triode .. . 

DoubletJiode .. .. 

Maintenance Types 
Double triode . . 

Double diode triode .. 
Medium impedance 

triode 
Double diode triode .. 

Octal .. 
B8A .. .. 
Octal .. .. 
Octal .. .. 
Octal . .. 
Octal .. .. 
BSA .. .. 
B7G .. .. 

Octal .. .. 
7 -pin .. .. 
5 -pin .. .. 

P base .. .. 

6.3 
6.3 
6.3 
6.3 
6.3 
6.3 
6.3 
6.3 

6.3 
4.0 
4.0 

6.3 

0.2 
0..225 
0.65 
0.4 . 

0.95 
0.4 
0.6 
0.45 

0.95 
0.65 
0.65 

0.2 

250 
250 
250' 
250 
250 
250 
230 
100 

250 
250 
250 

250 

5.5 
3.0 

16 
4.0 

10.0 
2.5 
5.2 
0.85 

4.6 
7.0 
4.5 

5.5 

5.0 
1.0 

20.0 
9.0 

10.0 
2.3 
6.0 
8.5 

6.0 
4.0 
6.5 

5.0 

2.0 
1.3 
3.2 
3.6 
2.2 
2.0 
2.7 
5.3 

2.3 
2.0 
3.5 

2.0 

15 
54 
3.3 
9.7 
5.2 

34 
11 

7.1 

14 
13.5 
11.5 

15 

30 
70 
10.5 
35 
11.5 
68 
30 
38 

32 
27 
40 

30 

p 
T e Yp Description or 

Application 
Construction 

and Base 
Vb 
(V) 

lb 
(A) 

Va 
(V) 

-Vat 
(V) 

Is 
(mA) 

gm 
(mA /V) 

r:, 
(1w) 

UBC41 .. 

1IL13 .. 

IIL13C .. 

TDD13C .. 

(3) D.C. /A.C. TYPES 

Equipment Types 
Double diode triode .. 

Replacement Types 
Medium impedance 

triode 
Medium Impedance 

triode 
Double diode triode .. 

B8A .. .. 

P base .. .. 

7 -pin .. .. 

7 -pin .. , .. 

14 

13 

13 

13 

0.1 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

170 

200 

200 

200 

1.6 

3.7 

3.7 

5.0 

1.5 

5.0 

5.0 

4.0 

1.65 

3.3 

3.3' 

2.0 

4.2 

12 

12 

13.5 

70 

40 

40 

27 

H.Tt 

put To 
Gt-ids Of 
Push -Pult 
Output 
Valve 

is 

AF 
/nput 

Fig. 2. -Basic circuit for 
double 

H.T.- 

Negative 
4 Feedback Line 

phase inverter using a 
triode. 

a fairly expensive piece of apparatus, and this 
arrangement is now seldom used, being replaced by 
a triode of greater internal resistance operated 
with a resistive load, a coupling capacitor being 
employed to transfer the amplified A.F. signal to 
the grid of the next valve. 

The Triode as Phase Splitter or Inverter 
In amplifiers employing two output valves in 

push -pull it is necessary to supply two signals of 
equal magnitude, but of opposite phase to the grids 
of the two output valves. This was at one time 
achieved by using an A.F. intervalve transformer. 
with centre -tapped secondary winding, but with 
transformer coupling becoming somewhat out- 
moded, a form of resistance capacity coupling 
employing a double triode is the more usual arrange- 
ment. 

Of the many suitable circuits, a typical example 
is shown in basic form in Fig. 2. The A.F. input is 
applied to the grid circuit of Section A of the double 
triode and is amplified in the usual way. 

(To be continued.) 
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E.M.I. EQUIPMENT 
of special interest to 

AMATEURS AND 
EXPERIMENTERS 

at attractive prices including :- 
AD40 Miniature Mains Transformer, 3I0- 0 -3I0, 

4v., 6.3v. 230 -250v. input, 65 -80 m.a. 
current rating : 1316 plus 116 postage. 

AD4I Mains Transformer. 325 -0 -325, 4v., 6.3v. 
100 -250v. input. App. 100 m.a. current 
rating. 1916 plus 116 postage. 

ADI6 Smoothing Choke. Approx. 8 hys 
200 m.a. 250 ohms D.C. Res. 616 plus 
1I6 postage. 

Also available in limited quantities :- 
AMPLIFIERS, MICROPHONES and LOUDSPEAKERS. 

Full details and prices from : 

E.M.I. SALES & SERVICE LTD. 
AMATEUR DIVISION 

HEAD OFFICE, HAYES, MIDDLESEX 
E 194 Ass 

343 

SEE THE WORLD in well -paid and 
interesting jobs ! Our i -year Marine 
or Air Radio Officers Courses will train 
you to ist Class P.M.G. Standard - 
the stepping stone to well paid posts. 
Training for Radio Officers' Certificate 
is recognised as providing grounds for 
deferment of call -up. Personal super- 
vision by expert instructors. 

Write for full details and FREE 
BOOKLET. 

Write to Dept. 32. 

E.M.I. INSTITUTES 
15, PEMBRIOCE SQUARE, HOTTING HILL CATE, 
LONDON, 111.2. TELEPHONE: BAYSWATER 5151 /2 

Associated with 

IMARCONIPHONE 
COLUMBIA 

ETC. 

I4 

Unfortunately we have to increase the 
price. The rising cost of materials is 
partly to blame -the rest is due to our 
striving after perfection. Hundreds of 
HOMELAB'S have now been supplied, 
and in the course of production all 
improvements resulting from continued 
development have been incorporated. 
The result is and instrument of really 
outstanding performance which is being 
used in Universities, Industrial Organisa- 
tions, Medical Research and other fields 
where the requirements are exacting and 
the price a secondary consideration. 
For those experimenting with television 
and radio receivers the HOMELAB 
with its wide frequency coverage is an 
ideal instrument, and many are being 
used very successfully for these purposes. 
Why not call and see it yourself, not just 
the finished article in its attractive 
cabinet, but the works as well -we have 
nothing to hide. If you cannot call 
send s.a.e., for.full particulars enclosing 
P.O. for 2/6d. if the circuit diagram is 
required. 

IMPORTANT. -Orders at present on 
our books will be executed at the old 
price. 

DELIVERY. -The HOMELAB is not 
yet available ex- stock. The supply 
position of difficult items has improved 
and a steadily increasing rate of 
production is being achieved. All 
enquiries will receive our prompt 
and courteous attention. 

s?.1"r. ,y.`:r.,<?;<. ".ä. dl x?s"o i;2slá_ '. 

HOMELAB SIGNAL GENERATOR (100 
PRICE : f9 9s. Od. 

Orders and enquiries to :- 
HOMELAB INSTRUMENTS, 
116, GROVE ROAD, LONDON, E.17 
Showrooms : 374, High Road, London, E.11 

kcs.- 130 rocs.) 
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PREMIER Long Range TELEVISOR KITS 
FOR LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM 

USING 9" OR 12" MAGNETIC C.R. TUBES. ' USING VCR97 C.R. TUBE. £17.17.0. (Car r age) 

£19.19.0 including all parts, valves and loud - 

(carriage, etc., 15/ -) speaker, but excluding C.R. TUBE 

The Vision Receiver, 4 R.F. stages (EF54s), Diode Detector 
and Noise Limiter (6116) Video valve (EF54). 
Complete Kit with valves, £3/16/0. Carriage 2/6. 

The Sound Receiver, 3 R.F. stages (GSH7s), Double Diodo 
Triode (6Q7), which acts as Detector and L.F. Amplifier, 
Noise Limiter (EA50), output valve (6V6). 
Complete Kit with valves, £3/1/0. Carriage 2/0. 

The Time Bases, blocking oscillators on Line (68117 and 807), 
and Frame (V1t137 and 6V6). E.H.T. from Line Output Trans - 
former, loin. P.M. Speaker, Sync. separators 6116 and 6V6. 
Complete Kit with valves, £8/5/6. Carriage 5/ -. 

The Power Supply, double wound transformer isolating the 
receiver from the mains. Rectifier 5U4G. 
Complete Kit with valves, £4/16/6. Carriage 3/ -. 

CONSTRUCTION BOOK 3/ , 

Five Easy to Assemble Kits are supplied: 
Vision Receiver with valves, carriage 2/6 .. £3/13/6 
Sound Receiver with valves, carriage 2/6 £2/14/6 
Time Base, with valves, carriage 2/6 .. £2/7/6 
Power Supply Unit with valves, carriage 5/- .. £6/3/0 
Tube Assembly, carriage and packing 2/6 £2/18/6 
This unit includes the VC1197 Tube, Tube Fittings and 
socket and a bin. PM Moving Coil Speaker with closed field 
for Television. 

The Instruction Book costs 2/6, but is credited if a kit for the 
complete Televisor is purchased. 
Any of these Kits may be purchased separately ; in fact, any 
single part can be supplied. A complete priced list of all parts 
will be found in the Instruction Book. 
20 Valves are used, the coils are all wound and every part is 
tested. All you need to build a complete Television Receiver 
are a screwdriver, a pair of pliers, a soldering iron and the 
ability to read a theoretical diagram. 
WORKING MODELS CAN BE SEEN DURING TRANS- 
MITTING HOURS Al' ' OUIt FLEET STREET AND 
EDGWARE ROAD BRANCHES. 

The following Sensitivity figures prove that the Premier 'Televisor Kits are capable of reception at greater distances than 
any other Standard Commercial Kit or Receiver whether T.K.F. or Superhet. 
VISION RECEIVER. Sensitivity : 25 )ív for 13v. peak to peak measured at the Anode,of the Video Valve. Sound Rejection 
Better than 40 db. Adjacent Sound Rejection : Midland Model. Better than 50 db. 

SOUND RECEIVER. Sensitivity : 20 pv. Vision Rejection : Better than 50 db. 
New Summer List now ready. 6d 

®PREMIER RADIO CO. 

MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD. 

al 
POST ORDERS TO 167, LOWER CLAPTON RD., E.1. 

'Phone : Amherst 4723. 
CALLERS TO 152/3, FLEET ST., E.C.4. Central 2833. 
207, EDGWARE RD., W.2. Ambassador 4033. 
This branch is cpen until 6 p.m. on Saturdays. 

HENRY'S 
SPECIAL OFFER. -Brand new S.T.C. H4'200 rectifiers. 
Output 2,400v. 3 mia, our price, 15/- ea. only (plus 4d. post). 
SLIDER POTS. As used in latest commercial T V. Bank of 
4, comprising 2 of 10,000 ohm, 500 ohm and 100 ohm. Only 11- 

ea. the complete set. 
TYPE SA INDICATOR UNITS. As recommended for ex- 
Govt. T)V construction. Absolutely complete (included VCR97 
with mu-metal 
only. at 67/6 each. plus 7/65 carriage and)pa packing. 

quantity 

R.3515 I.F. STRIP. A complete I.F. Unit, comprising 6 SP16 
I.F. Stages, tuned to 13.5 m /cs. 1 EA50 diode detector. and 1 

EF36 or EF39 output or video stage. A few modifications 
only are required to adapt this unit, which will give pictures 
of extremely good quality. Price, complete with valves. and 
foolproof modification instructions, is 45s. plus 5s. packing 
and carriage. Limited quantity only. 
DUAL PURPOSE MAINS TRANSFORMER -S. Special 
350-0-350v. nd , 

d(chassis mounting, and guaranteed. 18 /6 only p 

9d. post). 
IGRANIC MAINS TRANSFORMER. A special purchase 
enables us to offer the following : -250 -0 -250, 70 mA., 6.3v. 
2a., 5v. 2a., half- shrouded, drop- through type, with voltage 
adjuster panel. Absolutely brand new and guaranteed. 151 - 
only, plus 9d. post. 
R.1355 MAINS TRANSFORMER. 200/250v. input. Outputs 
250- 0-250, at 120 mla.. 6.3v. at 6a.. 5v. at 3a. Fully shrouded 
top chassis mounting and guaranteed 100 per cent. Only 28/6. 
MINIATURE MAINS TRANSFORMER. 250 -0- 250, 60 mia., 
6v. 3a.. 5v. 2a.. fully shrouded, well finished, size slip. x 3in. x 2 t 

in. Price 211 -. 
EX -GOVT. VALVES. The following valves. es- Government, 
brand new and guaranteed, can be supplied :-6J6 at 12.8. 
6AK5. PEN46, 6L6 metal at 10 /- each. EF50, EF54. EF55. RL37. 

PM22A, all ate 7,6 1each.185U4, 6SN7GT. lZ4, Mil 4, 6K7GT, 

6C6 V6G or GT, 7C7. 7T4, 7S7. 7B6, 7C5, 1299A 9D2. VP23, P2, 
12A6. 8D2, 15D2, EF36. EF'39, EBC33. EK32. EL32 SX5GT, 2X2, 
6AC7, 6N7, 78. 9003, IN5GT, 6J5GT. 6C5, KTW61, DH63, TDD2A. 
KT2, 210 DET, 220 SG, V P2B, ACPen, EF8, all at 8/6 each. Also 
9002 and ILN5GT, 8/8. 807. 71 -. 4D1, 5/ -. EA50, SP61, 954, EB34, at 
3/6 each. DI Diode at 2/8 only. And the midget range of 1.4v. 
battery valves IT4 and IS5 at 6,6 each. IRS and IS4 at 713. 3S4 
at 81- each. Most of these valves are boxed. In addition to 
the above few types we-have tremendous stocks of both ex -Govt. 
new valves at equally competitive prices and B.V.A. valves at 
current B.o.r..prices. 

Send stamp for Current Component List. 

5, HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.2 
PADdington 1008/9, 0401 

The STEPPING STONES 
TO SUCCESS! 

Don't hesitate about your future ! Go forward, 
confident that The Bennett College will see you 
through to a sound position in any career you 

choose. The Bennett College methods 
are individual. There's a friendly, 

personal touch that encour- 
ages quick progress 

and makes for 
early efficiency. 

i2 

CHOOSE 

YOUR CAREER 
Blue Prints. 
Book -keeping. 
Building. 
Carpentry and Joinery. 
Civil Engineering. 
All Commercial subjects. 
Shorthand (Pitman's). 
Telecommunications (City 

and Guilds). 
Draughtsmanship. 
Radio (Short Wave). 

tr% !3 .'/ 
Quantity Surveying. 
Radio Service Engineering. 
Mathematics. 
Matriculation. 
Plastics. 
Wireless Telegraphy and 

Telephony. 
Surveying. 
Teachers of Handicrafts. 
Television. 

If you do not see your own requirements above, write 
to us on any subject. Full particulars free. 

Direct Mail to DEPT. 10 -1 

TIME BENNETT COLLEGE LTD. 
SHEFFIELD 
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Two -valve S.W. Receiver 
A Long Range Simple Receiver for the Beginner 

By A. W. MANN 

THE receiver to be described, is of simple 
design, but is nevertheless one of proved 
efficiency. It should be of interest to those 

who like to build experimental receivers in which 
they can incorporate suitable spare components 
which are to hand. The use of doubtful and junk 
components should however be avoided. 

The Circuit 
Fig. 1 shows the theoretical circuit, in which will 

be seen a regenerative triode detector, six -pin 
plug -in type coils, and a simple yet efficient form 
of band spreading. The extra expense of a band - 
spread condenser and slow- motion dial will prove 
in terms of results to be fully justified. 

Components Values 
The grid leak and grid condenser values specified 

are, in the writer's opinion, the most suitable for 
use with triode detectors, and enable the operator 
to obtain smooth regeneration throughout the 
full tuning range, providing of course that too 
high a voltage is not applied to the plate of the 
detector valve. That, however, is a matter for 
experiment. 

The H.F. Choke and Coils 
If you have a set of plug -in coils which cover all 

ranges between ten and one hundred metres, the 
H.F. choke should be of the type which will function 
efficiently throughout the full range with entire 
freedom from resonance peaks. The Eddystone type 
No. 1010 or one of the old Graham Farrish screened 
all -wave type meet these requirements. 

Should you have suitable tuning condensers 
and slow- motion dials to 
hand, by all means use 
them. There are various 
makes of coils available and 
the theoretical diagram shows 
how the aperiodic or primary 
winding may he cut out of 
circuit. 

Thus you can use only the 
grid and reaction winding of 
the six -pin coil, or four -pin 
coils if these are to hand. 
The .00005 fiF pre -set, aerial 
series condenser should be 
used on all bands apart from 
the trawler and 160 metres 
amateur band, and in these 
circumstances true aperiodic 
coupling should be used. 

If however you are using 
four -pin plug -in coils, the 
above trawler and amateur 
bands are best received 
using a .0001 ¡aF pre-set 
condenser in series with 
the aerial 

L.F. Coupling 
Transformer coupling is used between the 

detector and output stage, and deeoupling is also 
included. A suitable pentode L.F. transformer 
can be used if loud -speaker reception of the more 
powerful Europeans is desired, and is to hand. 

As the original model was required for headphone 
reception only, a Lissen Hypermu Nickel -iron 
core type was used. The Ferranti AF4 is also 
suitable. A pentode output choke, however, 
should be used. 

Depending on the form of H.T. supply used, some 
modification of the decoupling resistance might be 
found necessary. If an H.T. battery eliminator is 
used and the detector plate voltage on the lowest 
tapping is found to be excessive, the value of 
this resistance should be increased to 50,000 ohms 
or higher. 

If when tuning on the higher range coils, the 
regeneration starts with what may be aptly termed 
a bump, the detector voltage is definitely too high. 
Some experiment is necessary on each aerial 
coupling. Note the following. A cuts out aperiodic 
winding, B is for use on 160 metre bands, C for use 
on all other bands. 

Layout 
Fig. 2 shows the component layout. The valve 

holders and coil holder as shown, are of the base- 
board type, as used in the original model. If 
however you have none of these on hand, I would 
strongly advise the purchase and use of the more 
modern chassis mounting type. 

The layout diagram conveys the relative posi- 
tions . of the components at a glance. The coil 
holder and the detector valve holder should be as 

Fig. i -Circuit of the Regenerative Detector and Pentode Output receiver. 
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close together as the grid condenser coupled 
between them will allow. The leads from the 
band -setting condenser should go to the coil 
holder connections. The band- spread condenser 
being wired in parallel with the band -setting 
condenser. 

The Wiring 
All leads should be short and as direct as possible, 

but the tuning condensers should not come within 
the magnetic field of the coil winding. Do not 
use old wire. Push -back insulated wire is now 
available and is very handy to use. My own 
method when using this is to remove the insulation 
from one end, and push back the other end. This 
avoids the piling up of the insulation, and certainly 
looks neater. 

Chassis and Pane) 
Chassis and panel dimensions will depend upon 

the relative size of the larger components. An 
aluminityn chassis and panel should be used. 
Alternatively a plywood chassis with two side 
runners, and a plywood top face with aluminium 
sheet could be made at low cost. 

It should be understood, therefore, that the 
chassis and panel dimensions are given only as a 
guide, and some slight modification may be found 
necessary. 

When building this receiver, do not make the 
chassis and panel first and then lay out the 
components. Take a sheet of drawing paper, mark 
out a plan of the 12ín. by loin. chassis to full size. 

Aerial LTA HT- 
Terminals LTt H.T. +I 

A B C Earth 
NT, t2 

Follow this by arranging the components in their 
relative positions as shown at Fig. 2. 

This method will enable you to avoid cramped 
layout, and on the other hand excessive spacing 
between components, which would result in long 
leads. 

Apply this method to the panel layout but in this 
instance use cardboard. The relative position of 
the tuning condenser and dials can be determined 
at a glance and mistakes avoided. 

One point which should be understood is that 
unless the chassis and panel assembly of this, or 
for that matter, any short -wave receiver built 
as a rigid assembly, tuning operations will be 
accompanied by a series of crackles. 

The panel should therefore be of stout gauge 
material, and the brackets used should have at 
!east a 2Ain. base. (See Fig. 3.) 

It j also a sound idea to bend over about half 
an inch at the top of the panel at right angles: 
This, together with the support provided by the 
chassis, will guard against panel whip when tuning. 

Another point is that the panel should not be 
depended upon to provide effective earthing of the 
tuning and reaction condenser moving vanes, or 
rotors. Wire up to both sides of these condensers : 

it may save trouble later. 

Tuning Dials 
The writer is strongly in favour of panel- mounted 

slow- motion dials (where direct calibration is not 
desired) : the Utility and Muirhead are good 
examples. 

These could be used in conjunction with Raymart 
tuning condensers. A reac- 
tion condenser with integral 

Output s.m. drive was used in the 
original model. 

Safety First 
Beginners and others are 

sometimes worried when 
about to try out a new home - 
constructed receiver in case 
a wiring mistake has passed 
undetected, with the pos- 
sibility of burnt -out fila- 
ments. Two components 
should be common to all 
battery receivers -a fuse and 
fuseholder. Fuses are cheaper 
than valves. 

Two versions of this re- 
ceiver were built, the second 
one now being under test. 
So far as performance is 
concerned, there is little to 
choose between them. This 
version, however, is far 
simpler to build and wire. 

Experimental Designs 
This is an experimental 

design, as distinct from a 
sponsored, complete kit re- 
ceiver. It is intended solely 
for the experimenter who 
wishes to use spare compon- 
ents and build his receivers 
with the minimum of extra 
outlay. 

000 /pF 
Pre -set 

Baseboard 
or Chassis 
Type Cl/ 
B Valve I/ 
Holders 0 

o 

o 

50pF 
Pre -set 

Fuse 

LE 
Transfi;P 

h;T 

000 /pF 

Output 
tI0O) 

Choke 

000 / pF' 
Band -set Condsr, 

El 

5M(] 

Der. 
2/0 

A 

/5 pF Band -spread 
Condsr, 

GB 

-_D 
'01 r) 

LF 
h T2 

0 2NFo p 
O/pFOp 

SG 

A 

0002 uF 
Reaction 
Cond sr 

r1:7 II 

e 

9 Volt 
GB 

Battery 

>tl®INII! 
On -Off Switch Under Condenser 

Fig. 2.- Chassis and Component layout. 
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It is therefore only suitable for those who have 
previous constructional and trouble- tracking ex- 
perience. I stress these points because every single 
model built will include in it different components 
from those used by the author. In fact, no two 

e' 

Band -spread 
Tuning 

Condenser 

Band -set 
Condenser 

U 
On -Off 
Switch Reaction 

Condenser 

/2 
-= 

Fig. 3. -Panel and chassis panel mounting. 

/0 

versions will be alike. Such differences may result 
in instability or other trouble being experienced, or, on the other hand, a receiver better than the original model. 

Point -to -Point Wiring 
The true .experimenter, given a suitable circuit 

and layout, should be able to go ahead with the 
construction, trace the cause of any trouble and 
effect a cure. 

If not, with practice, and by following the methods 
outlined, he should eventually find it possible to 
do so. Those are the reasons why point -to -point 
wiring diagrams are not given. 

The original model used by the writer has proved 
to be a good DX receiver. Those who are interested 
in all continents, all zones, and set listening period 
reception should find that it will meet their require- 
ments if carefully built. 

It is a good performer on the world broadcast 
bands, and equally good on the amateur bands. 
The Now Zealand 20 metre amateur phone station 
ZL4HP has been heard with this receiver, and later 
verified by QSL card. (Incidentally, this report was 
sent because no other station tame back to his 
repeated CQ and QRM was bad.) 

There is much activity on 160 metres at the time 
of writing. The low noise level of this receiver 
makes it ideal for reception on this band. 

In conclusion, the writer will be interested to 
hear of the results obtained with a receiver built on 
these lines, especially in the case where the aerial 
is the indoor one described in the April issue of 
this journal. 

Television on Tap 
SIX months from the date of the Postmaster -General's 

licence, the first resident of the City of Gloucester 
will be able to have trouble -free TV laid on to 

his home by wire for 7s. 6d. a week. This charge will 
include four ordinary radio programmes (3 B.B.C. 
and I special) as well as the TV programme whenever 
there is one on the air. Seventy miles from Sutton 
Coldfield, he will get reception, free from all interference, 
as brilliant as though he were only a mile or so from 
Alexandra Palace. And there will be no aerial to bother 
with, and only one selector knob to adjust. 

Before deciding to go ahead with this progressive 
scheme, the first of its kind to exist, the Gloucester 
County Borough Council made a close study of various 
systems, especially the experimental installation that has 
been operating on test for a year at Northampton in 
conjunction with the Northampton Wireless Relay 
Company, Ltd. 

Equipment 
This equipment, designed and installed by Link Sound 

& Vision, Ltd., a firm owned jointly by Pye, Ltd., of 
Cambridge, and Murphy Radio, Ltd., was finally 
approved, and work is now going ahead on the Gloucester 
installation. 

Basically, the system comprises a master receiving 
station picking up programmes from Sutton Coldfield 
and redistributing them by wire throughout the Gloucester 
area. Sets similar to ordinary TV sets in appearance 
are installed in subscribers' homes, and ease of installation 
is a great advantage of the system. This is the first 
time that an entire town or area (as distinct from blocks 
of eats) has been equipped in this way, and town -planning 
authorities throughout the country are taking a keen 
interest in Gloucester's pioneer lead. 

Our Cover Subject 
MRS. CLEMENT ATTLEE, the wife of the 

Prime Minister, opened the first of the new 
B.B.C. television studios at Lime Grove, Shepherd's 
Bush, London, recently. Titled " Studio D," the 
premises form the B.B.C.'s biggest studio now in 
operation -5,400 square feet, or moro than twice 
the area of the two studios of Alexandra Palace. 
Studio D is to be the first " Television Nursery " in 
the world. Devoted mainly to children's pro- 
grammes, it will eventually extend the range of 
children's broadcasts. The first hour additional 
to the normal Sunday " Hour " was broadcast on 
Wednesday, May 31st. To cope with the increase in 
programmes, the B.B.C. has appointed three men 
and four women as " Children's Hour " producers. 
Programmes produced in Studio D are fed by special 
cable to Alexandra Palace for broadcasting. 

Our cover this month shows a general view of 
the new studio as the first programme was being 
broadcast from the premises. 

Our companion paper, Practical Television; gives 
up -to- the -minute news on all topics relative to 
both the programme and the technical side of this 
new art. 

THE NEW NEWNES MONTHLY 

Practical Television 
Edited by F. J. Camm 

No. 4. Now on Sale Price 9d. 
Get Your Copy Now! 
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HAT is QRP ? " is fast becoming as peren- 
nial and vexed a question as ` What is A " DX ? " To the American ham, able as SIPIPE 1 

he is to use as much as one kilowatt input legally, r 
QRP is undoubtedly something in the region of 
100 watts or under. Transmitters of 250 watts An Effective One -watter for the QRP Enthusiast an 
are termed " medium power." And in this country 

im Led that SO's will become few and far between, it is not uncommon to hear hams talk of their P Q 

25- wafters as QRP. Of course, it is all a matter but that contacts assume some sense of achievement 
of opinion, but for real QRP the basis should in proportion to the power used. 

probably be 5 watts or under, possibly even lower. So for the ham who wishes to tread new pastures, 
The dyed -in- the -wool Iow -power fan also considers probably due to finding the chasing of super -DX 

that for QRP work the valves should be directly a little tedious, and to the newcomer to transmitting, 
heated types -any form of mains supply (even for maybe a little QRP work would prove to be not 

heaters) being definitely de trop. only diverting but fascinating and instructive. 

On this basis, and using a, normal H.T. block, At any rate, in both instances, it is certainly worth 

i it would be difficult indeed to produce an input in a trial. 

excess of a couple of watts. But experience has The simple transmitter to be described was 

shown that the increase from 1 to 5 watts makes originally constructed to meet the requirements of 

very little difference at the receiving end. So the a hunt -the- transmitter " outing, but it operates 

QRP fan normally contents himself with anything eery successfully in the shack. The original 

up to 2 watts, and even this is considered to be requirements were that it should put out a strong 

I QRO by some diehards who go on the air with enough signal to be picked up easily by the maraud- 
ing bands of receiver teams using simple one - 

The line must, however, be drawn at some point and two -valuers. This on a hastily slung -ot 
II and so we will consider that one single solitary watt aerial. 

i will meet our requirements. And if anyone It was used for its field day activities on top 

doubts what can be done on this power (if it can be band and this is probably the best frequency to 

i called such !) the exploits of such QRP giants operate it on when used in the shack. But by 

(excuse the metaphor) as G3XT, G6ZN, et al, suitably changing the coils, other bands can he 

should prove to be an eye -opener. covered. Eighty metres is the next best bet, with 

1 It is no great achievement to work DX using 7 Mc /s following as a further choice. It has not 

S 
150 watts input, 100 watts or even 50. Given been tried on 14 and 28 Mc /s, simply because the 

an average aerial and location WAC is child's writer has no 14 Mc /s crystals ; in any case, unless 

play on even 25 watts ; before the war we used to one has 28 NIc /s crystals it means using the PA 

do it with 10. But when one gets down to real as a power doubler which would hardly be a practical 

QRP then contacts of what normally are considered proposition in this case ! So the prospective 

to be " local " become feats. By -this, it is not QRP operator is advised to tackle the low frequency 
bands, with a special emphasis on 1.7 Niels, where 

Hr+ surprising results can often be obtained using this 
type of very low- powered gear. 

RFC 

`---- ---- 

R 

Xtal R/ 
C7 

® 
C 

J 
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-77 
Sw 

[..T.+ 
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Fig. i.- Theoretical circuit of the complete unit. 
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The Circuit 
The one -watter is more or less the same on 

paper as its larger cousins, though, of course, in 
a rather diminutive fashion. It is a two -stage 
transmitter -CO /PA -using the 2 -volt KT2 tetrodes 
in both stages. With 120 volts H.T. the PA 
should draw around 10 mA., perhaps a little under, 
which with a little mental calculation works out at 

Resistors 
RI- 47,000 ohms. 
R2- 100,000 ohms. 
R3- 10,000 ohms. 
R4- 10,000 ohms. 

LIST OF C 
C6-160 saF. variaba 
C7 -250 / MF. variaba 

Valves 
V1-KT2. 
V2 -KT2. 

Capacitors Jack sockets 
C1 -0.002 µF. JI- Keying jack. 
C2 -160 11µF. variable. J2 -CO anode curre 
C3 -100 µµF. jack. 
C4 -0.002 F. J3-PA anode curre 
C5 -0.002 µF. jack. 
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A M VI 1 TrElk 
Transmitting Beginner By ELECTRON 

1;2 watts input. If the H.T. is increased to, say, 
150 volts then it is possible to squeeze about 2 watts 
from this little transmitter. But believe me, 
the, difference in results between the two inputs 
will be negligible, so it is advisable in the interests 
of economy to use but 120 volts, or even 100. 

The crystal oscillator stage follows conven- 
tion. The key is inserted in the earthy end of 

82 > 

Fig. 2.- Chassis drilling data. 

the grid resistor return and this was found to he 
the most favourable position. Some may prefer 
keying the screened -grid line, or even the H.T. 
On no account key the filament circuit -if you do 
the results will be no oscillation, for the valves 
must " warm up " 

The anode circuit consists of the usual tuned 
circuit made to resonate with the grid circuit 
frequency (that of the crystal). The screened- 
grid feed is of the potential divider type, as this 
tends to give better stability, a factor that is of 
utmost importance when QRP is used. 

The- CO is coupled to the PA stage through the 
capacitor C3. Battery bias is applied to the PA 
valve. The output of the PA valve comprises 
a tuned circuit of the same frequency coverage 

1PmNENTS 
Other components 

One crystal holder. 
Two British 5 -pin ceramic valveholders. 
Three sets of coils and holders (see table for coil 

data). 
On /Off switch. 
Aerial feed -through terminal. 
Two extension rods and couplers. 
Three control knobs. 
One RF choke. 
Two condenser brackets (insulated). 
N.B. -For measuring anode currents a milli - 

ammeter of 15 -50 mA. FSD is required. 

Battery Leads 

Aerial 
Tuning 
(C7) 

Aerial 

Fig. 3.- Appearance of finished unit, 

as that in the anode circuit of the CO stage. Since 
the transmitter was designed for a throw -out 
Marconi -type aerial, a tuning circuit for this aerial 
is an integral part of the transmitter. This aerial 
tuner is link -coupled to the PA tuned tank circuit 
and is built into the unit. 

The two jacks shown in the circuit, J2 and J3, 
are respectively for checking the anode currents 
of the CO and PA stages and are used when the 
transmitter is tuned up. Details will be given in a 
later paragraph. 

Choice of Components 
When dealing with médium- and high -power 

transmitters it is most important to take the 
utmost precautions against RF leakages and losses. 
But on QRP work it is vital -for there is so little 
power to spare that losses must be reduced to the 
barest minimum First of all, use ceramic or other 
low -loss holders for the valves and the coils. Use 
air dielectric variables and preferably those with 
ceramic insulation. The crystal holder, which is 
actually an 807 base, must be of low -lóss construc- 
tion, also. 

Regarding resistors, there are but four in the 
complete unit. These can be of very low ratings 
-say, } watt. Capacitors required number three, 
apart from the variables in the tuned circuits. 
Make sure the capacitors are efficient. 

As to coils, the prospective builder of the one- 
watter has several choices. In the original model 
standard five -pin coil formers were used and the 
actual coils home -wound. Details of these coils 
will be given in the next instalment. If the 
transmitter is to be used on the higher- frequency 
bands it would be an advantage to use self support- 
ing horizontally mounted inductors ; this con- 
tingency was not visualised in the original trans- 
mitter, but each constructor will have his own 

.bt 
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ideas on matters like this as it is purely one of 
personal choice. 

The remainder of the components leave little 
Ito be commented upon and so we can now proceed 
to discuss the details of construction. 

I--lousing the Transmitter 
A somewhat unusual form of housing is used, 

due to the requisites of the original model. The 
'chassis is mounted in a hinged carrying case in a 
vertical position -the opposite to normal chassis 
position. The case was purchased at one of the 
local surplus radio stores and it may be easily possi- 
ble to find a similar one fairly rapidly. For those 
desirous of using an identical case it will be cf 

Fig. 4. Details for panel drilling. 

interest to note that it was originally used for an 
aerial coupling unit and it has these words stencilled 
on the outside of the lid-" ` Aerial Coupling Equip- 
ment. Aerial Unit F. ZA0841." If one of these 
cases cannot be unéarthed and the constructor 
wishes to build his one -watter the same as the 
original one, the sizes of the case, chassis and 
anel will be found in the panel above. 

With the chassis mounted in the way described 
. 

It one has to do to tune up the transmitter is to 
ift up the lid of the case and the controls will be 
xposed for simple adjustment. The sketch 

will show this quite clearly. And the final touch' 
as the webbing strap. This was taken from a 
lass D wavemeter and forms an ideal carrying 

strap when using the transmitter on field days. 
Regarding batteries, it is possible to fit these 

into the carrying case itself providing that midget 
accumulator and H.T. blocks are used. A couple 
f simple metal clips could be made up for securing 
he batteries in position to avoid their moving 

around inside the case. Arrangements were made, 
however, in the model described to use external 

atteries. It was agreed at the time that a self- 
' ontain.ed unit would have been better, but the 
lub committee decided that as we already had 

standard 2 -volt accumulators and 120 -volt H.T. 
blocks, it would not be in keeping with the club's 
current financial status to invest in entirely new 
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batteries ! But, if the prospective builder has 
midget batteries or is prepared to purchase them, 
it is by far the better policy to adopt. For instance, 
the Ever Ready number 67 battery is very suitable. 
It will supply 1031 volts and has a grid bias tapping 
of -4.5 volts. The dimensions of the battery are 

Dimensions of Metalwork 
: Chassis : 8 lin. wide x 5 in. long :< 21ín, deep. 
Panel : 9in. wide X 9in. deep. 
Cabinet (inside measurements) : 91in. x 91in. X ; 

Olin. (with lin. flange around the top for: 
bolting chassis and panel.). Cabinet hinged: 
lid measures tin. deep. 

thin. x 61in. x 51in: and this can easily be accom- 
modated in the main case. Other small batteries 
could, of course, be used, and the grid bias block 
could be fitted to the inside of the hinged lid with 
a simple metal clip. 

Construction 
The layout drawings will show how the whole 

unit is constructed and it is hoped that the following 
notes will clear up any odd points that may occur. 
As it is assumed that many of the readers of this 
article are beginners in the field of transmitters 
the notes are designed primarily for their benefit. 

The first task, of course, is to drill the necessary 
holes. The panel 'and chassis fixing holes aro the 
preliminary drillings and then the holes common 
to both, such as for the spindles of the variables, 
the switch and the aerial terminal. As the varia- 
bles are mounted on brackets set back from the 
face of the chassis (about which more later) the 
holes should be a good clearance for the extension 
spindles (say about ¡in. diameter). The switch 
and aerial feed -through holes will naturally depend, 
upon the type of components used. The remainder 

Heavy Gauge 
Aluminium 

Hole To Take 
Variable 

Capacitor 
Spindle 

_ á Paxo/in 

Aluminium & 
Paxo /in Bolted 
- Together , 

Securely 

Holes For Fixing . 

Bracket To Chassis 

Fig. 5.- Bracket for condenser. 

of the panel holes are perfectly straightforward ; 

a valveholder must be fixed for the crystal, three 
jacks inserted and the aerial tuning variable 
mounted. Since this component's rotor is earthed 
the capacitor can be mounted direct on to the panel 
without any extension rod. The only other panel 
holes are minor ones -the two small holes to accom- 
modate the anchor tags. 

(To be continued.) 

4 
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Radio Valve Faults -2 
Types of Fault and the Process of Fault Finding in the Modern Radio Valve By H. GARDNER 

FUNDAMENTALLY any valve consists cf a 
cathode which when heated will emit 
electrons, an anode to which these electrons 

finally flow, and one or more grids to control the 
flow or act as screens. 

The cathode must be of such design that it is 
capable of emitting the required number of elec- 
trons to constitute the maximum anode current 
when it has reached some chosen temperature. 

The earliest valves had cathodes made from 
plain tungsten wire which had to be heated to 
bright incandescence in order to obtain the neces- 
sary emission, but these were soon replaced by 

V/ V4 

Parallel Operated Valves 

V2 V3 V4 

A 

T T T iT , o 
Series Operated Valves 

Figs. t and 2.-Note the possible difference of 
potential between heater and cathode of V4 in each 

case. 

valves in which the cathode contained a percentage 
of thorium oxide which enabled them to be run 
at a lower temperature. In these cases the cathode 
was directly heated by means of an electric current 
being passed through it, but the necessity for 
heating the cathode from an A.C. mains supply 
required a construction which would allow of the 
retention of heat so the temperature fluctuations 
caused by the rising and falling values of the A.C. 
mains should not be reflected in the operation of 
the valve. 

Consequently, it was necessary to provide a 
cathode of such physical dimensions that tempera- 
ture fluctuations of this nature could not occur. 
In the case of output valves, the filament itself 
was of sufficient thickness to cause no appreciable 
trouble, but in valves used in early stages further 
precautions were necessary. 

The emission material or cathode proper, was 
therefore separated from the heating filament, the 
cathode being made of suitable dimensions to 
allow of it retaining a constant temperature. 

Cathode Insulation 
It thus became necessary to insulate the cathode 

from the heater and as insulators of electricity, 
are also good insulators of heat, it became desirable 
to construct the cathode with no more insulation 
than was necessary to be effective. 

A glance at the circuit diagram of various forms 
of mains receivers will show that the requiremènts, 
of the insulation between the heater and the cathode 
will vary according to the type of circuit in use. 

In a straightforward A C mains set there will 
rarely be a potential of more than a few volts 
between heater and cathode, but in the case of 
series operated valves and valves used in seine 
types of special applications, the potential may, 
amount to a considerable figure. 

Consequently, the manufacturer will vary thel 
insulation between heater and cathode in accord- 

ance with the normal requirements of the circuits 
for which the valves were designed. 

Breakdown of the heater- cathode insulation is 
not a usual fault in mpdern valves operated in 
accordance with the makers' specified conditions, 
but if hum in a receiver is believed to be caused 
by such a condition a straightforward test can be . 

applied to the insulation between the cathode and 
heater of the valve. 

There are, howe""er, several important precau- 
tions to take in making this test. The use of a test 
voltage higher in value than that specified as the 
maximum to be applied between the heater and 
the cathode of the type of valve under test, may 
easily result in breakdown of the insulation of a 
good valve, so reference should be made to published 
characteristics before undertaking the test. 

It is also worthy of note that expansion and 

H. T+ 
stabilised 
Supply 

Stabi /ised 
Screen 
Supply 

G.B,- 
Supply Must 
Be Such As 
Not To Be 
Varied By 
Changes In 
Anode Current 

Fig. 3.- Heater supply 
must apply accurate poten- 
tial across heater. This 
supply must give correct 
voltage for any current 
drawn. Care must be taken 
to prevent oscillation 
through arrangement of 
leads to electrodes. 

Fig. 4.-A not uncom- 
mon method of checking. 
emission. Pitfalls 
concerning this test are 
discussed in the text.' 
One of the most serious 
is the possibility of break- 
down due to excessive 
current. 
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contraction of the parts comprising the heater and 
cathode may cause the fault to appear only under 
'certain temperature conditions and it is therefore 
important to test the valve not only with a cold 
cathode, but also with the cathode at normal 
'operating temperature. 

Cathode Tests 
The purpose of the cathode being to provide 

'electrons for the current flow of the valve, it follows 
that a drop in its emissive properties will throw 
the valve off characteristic. 

The emissive properties of the cathode are reduced 
with use. If the valve has been severely over -run, 

f or the heater under -run, such properties may be 
¡damaged in a short space of time. Testing the 
condition of the cathode in this respect is not the 
Simple matter that it appears at first sight. In the 
prat place it is necessary to have some sort of a 
it: yardstick " against which to make the measure- 
ment, and the only one usually available is the 
data given by the manufacturer for new valves in 
good condition operated under certain stated 
conditions. Testing a valve under these conditions 
it is possible to see how far it may fall short of 
the performance to be expected from it when new. 
This still leaves the tester in the position of having 

¡to use his judgment as toswhether the trouble is 
serious enough to affect the working of the particular 
;apparatus in which it is used. 

There are numerous pitfalls to be avoided in 
¡ ¡making this test. Unless the cathode is put fully 
to work, in other words unless the valve is operated 
;under the conditions specified by the maker, the 
true drop in emission will not be shown although 
some drop will be indicated. The ideal test, there- 
rfore, is to put the valve under its normal operating 
conditions as stated by the manufacturers and 
check the anode current against that given as 
Correct under those particular conditions. 

Unfortunately, it is possible for a valve to show 
¡up well under such a test when in fact this is far 
from being the true state of affairs, for unless all 
the other electrodes and vacuum are in order the 
¡anode current may actually be in excess of that 
given for the conditions of test. 

Care must also be taken to ensure that self - 
oscillation is not present. Capacity between the 
fairing leading to the electrodes may easily provide 
a circuit which in the case of high slope valves will 
,cause this trouble. Such self -oscillation will, of 
course, give an entirely fictitious reading of the 
anode current. 

A not uncommon method of testing the con- 
dition of the cathode is to strap together all other 
electrodes in the valve, apply an alternating 
urrent, use the valve as a rectifier and measure 

the rectified current. Manufacturers' published 
data does not usually provide useful information 
for this test. There is also a word of warning to be 
given concerning it insomuch as an unsuitable 
value of A.C. supply to the valve may seriously 
damage it either by causing too much current to 
lbe drawn from the cathode or overheating of the 
control grid or other electrodes to a temperature 
;which may cause gas to be driven from them. 

No mention has so far been made of the first 
and most obvieus test which should be carried out 
on a valve. That is, to ensure that the filament or 
heater circuit is intact. This may sound exceedingly 

simple, but there are two points worth watching. 
In the older types of valves it is not uncommon for 
the heater or filament wire to become intermittent 
or disconnected by reason of faulty soldering to the 
pins in the base. In the case of the old split types 
of pin, this sometimes was the result of an en- 
deavour to open out the splits in order to obtain 
better contact between the pin and the socket. 
Examination of valves of this type with a view to 
checking this fault may result in a few minutes' 
job with a soldering iron saving an otherwise good 
valve from the scrap heap. As nearly all types of ' 

valves fitted with these pins are now obsolete, an 
irreplaceable valve may be saved from destruction'' 
by watching this point. 

Even a straightforward filament or a simple heater'' 
can occasionally develop a fault worth checking, 
and it can be of interest to make a test as to whether 
the filament or heater still retains the resistance 
value that it was designed to have. This test 
must, of course, be made by measuring the necessary 
voltage required to pass the stipulated current 
through the filament or heater under test, as other- 
wise variation of the resistance of the filament or 
heater due to temperature change will provide a 
fictitious result. 

Technical Literature Received 
AUSEFUL range of photo -electric and electronic 

equipment is described in the new series of 
leaflets received from Radiovisor Parent, Ltd., of 
1, Stanhope St., London, N.W.1, founded 21 years 
ago. These include the firm's new photo -electric 
press guard and the recently developed type 
FR49 Flamestat flame control device for the pro- 
tection of industrial gas -fired ovens, etc. 

Other leaflets deal with units for indicating the 
density of smoke emission from chimney stacks, 
counting moving articles on conveyors, automatically 
controlling the switching of street lights, and the 
protection of premises by infra -red beams. Other 
applications of the firm's products include automatic 
fire detection, the control of hopper filling, the 
detection of turbidity in liquids, as well as countless 
specialised applications for almost every trade. 

" Mermaid " R/T Equipment 
A leaflet has recently been issued by the com- 

munications department of Philips Electrical, 
Ltd., and is now ready for mailing to the trade. 

The leaflet concerns a compact " Mermaid " 
radio -telephone equipment specially designed for 
small vessels. It conforms with G.P.O. require -..,1 
ments. 

New Aid to Valve Dealers 
A comprehensive price list of all current radio 

and television valves at present manufactured in 
this country, together with their Mullard equivalents, 
where applicable, is now being distributed to the 

by the valve sales department of Mullard 
Electronic Products, Ltd. 

This list, which is in the form of a chart measuring 
26in. wide by 22in. high, is intended for wall - 
mounting. It has been designed for quick and easy 
reference, and should prove of great value to all 
radio and television dealers. 
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MAGNETIC RECORDING 
Hints and Tips for Experimenters 

Ey F. C. BLAKE 

FROM the number of letters received in the past 
six months, the construction of magnetic 
recorders, both wire and tape varieties, has 

become very popular. Recording by magnetic 
means is not a new invention, Poulsen having used 
it at the beginning of the century for recording 
telegraphic messages, before the advent of the 
thermionic valve. 

The discovery in recent years of the use of high - 

6BA Brass Screw 

Brass 
Bracket 

50 Turns 
Each Side 
30 SWG 

Mumeta/ 
Strip 

Approx. 

1/4x/4 

So /der 

Fig. I. -A s t :pie record- playback head. 

frequency current, as distinct from the earlier 
D.C. biasing, has helped considerably in improving 
the reproduction, giving a greater dynamic range, 
and great reduction, if not elimination, of back- 
ground noise. 

To obtain the best results, the wave -form of the 
H.F. bias frequency must be sinusoidal, or at least 
symmetrical, otherwise a noisy background will 
be produced on playback, equivalent to a small 
direct current bias, the amount depending on the 
proportion of " unbalance " of the wave -form. 
The use of a buffer stage will help to keep the 
wave -form correct, especially if there is a con- 
siderable load to supply, as when erasure current 
is also being taken from the same source. 

Difficulty is often experienced in getting sufficient 
current to erase, and I find the best scheme is to 
feed the erase head through a series condenser of 
suitable capacity to act as a resonant circuit. The 
precise capacity can easily be found by placing a 
small lamp, such as a 6.:3v. .3 amp. pilot light in 
series with head and condenser, and. changing the 
capacity until optimum brilliance of bulb is found. 
The actual frequency of the oscillator is not critical, 
and is usually in the neighbourhood of 30 -50 
kc /s. 

Although heads may now be obtained ready -made, 
a simple yet quite efficient head may be made 
from a strip of mumetal as shown in Fig. 1, which 
is suitable for both tape and wire. 

The strip is best obtained from a discarded para. 
feed or similar inter -stage transformer, and it 

should not be cut or bent more than absolutely 
necessary, as this will tend to harden it and destroy, 
its particular properties. Mtunetal is recognisable 
by its silvery appearance -but unless you are certain 
of the core material you will be using, it is best to 
get several samples from different sources. Radio 
metal is also silver in colour and, although this is 
not suitable for record- playback heads, it will be 
useful for making erase heads. If you have some 
silicon iron stampings these will be ideal for erase 
heads, which can be made in the same way as the 
record- playback heads but with a 2 thou. brass shim 
inserted in the gap instead of the aluminium 
foil. 

A brass bracket is made to secure the lamination 
which is drilled in the centre to clear a 6 B.A. 
screw, the tips of the " lam " if previously cut 
must be perfectly square and clean edged, the inside 
butting edges should be tinned. 

After covering each side with a layer of medical 
plaster, two windings of fifty turns are carefully 
put on. Next, the ends of the " lam " are carefully 
bent with a small pair of pliers so that the tips touch 
each other squarely. This is most important, and 
demands just a little patience. 

When satisfied that all is correct, carefully insert 
a small shim of aluminium foil such as is used for 
wrapping chocolates. The foil is usually in the 
neighbourhood of 1 thou. thick. 

A little solder is now run on to the ready tinned 
undersides of the tips to lock the gap at its set 
width. Finally, the face of the gap is carefully 
filed dead level with a magneto or other very fine 
file, and then polished with a well -worn strip 
of emery cloth. If care has been taken in correctly 
aligning the gap and pole pieces very little filing 

Mumeta/ Strip Mounted On Bracket & Insulated 
With Medical Tape 

Strip Partly 
Bent Ready For 

Winding. 
Note Direction 
Of Windings. 

Fig. 2. Details of construction of the head. 
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should he necessary. Too much filing is detri- 
mental. 

The lead ends should be covered with silk sleeving 

R1 loon .1-i w. 

heads are 
through a 
described 

R2 
/0011 3w. 
wirewovnd 

OEM 

Cs 
004 
o0i 

6T 1pF - 
00/pF 

R4 R5 

220f1 47Kn 
/w 4NF 

T 

used, the recording. head .should be fed 
resistor. A suitable circuit for the head 
is shown in Fig. 3. The resistor R2 

keeps the aùdio recording 
current reasonably constant 
at all frequencies, and with.. 
out it there would be 
preponderance of bass, and,; 
serious overloading. This ,iä"v 
due to the fact that the head"! 
acts almost as a pure induót 
ance. At high frequencies. 
the head impedance would' 
be high, with consequently; 
a low current. flow througlt',; 
its windings ; as the recordin v 

frequency is decreased more 
and more current would flow, 
until saturation with atten. 
dant distortion commenced. 

The most satisfactory way 
of finding correct level of 
audio current is to use a 
" loop tester," Fig. 4. An 
endless wire or band of tape 
is made up, and either fitted 
to the recorder mechanism 
with a spring -loaded pulley 
to hold it taut, or to a 
gramophone motor, on the 
spindle of which is mounted 
a suitable pulley. By fitting 
two heads, one for recording, 

Ó C3 e S¡¡/-/.F95 

O (S@e TPKt) 

Recording 
Head 

To 
Erase 
Head 

Fig. 3.- Oscillator and head circuit. The oscillator coil may be obtained 
from Wright and IVeare, Judge Industries, etc. 

taken from an odd piece of 
flex and twisted together to 
reduce hum pickup. 

It is a good plan to make 
several heads at the same 
time, selecting the best after 
testing each one individually. 
The D.C. resistance of the 
head is about .5 ohms. 

Impedance Counts 
Several readers thought 

that the head should have 
a D.C. resistance of 15 ohms 
when connecting it to a 
" 15 ohm " transformer. 
This, of course, is not nec- 
essarily so, as it is the 
impedance of the head that 
matters, which is governed 
by the number of turns, the 
core, and the gap width, 
whilst the D.C. resistance is 
'due to the size of wire used. 
In the head described 30 
s.w.g. silk and enamelled 
wire was used ; any gauge, however, around this 
figure will be quite satisfactory. 

High -impedance heads are rather difficult to 
make as the large number of turns necessitates the 
use of thin gauge wire, but as already stated. 
they may be purchased ready -made, should the 
constructor wish to record at high impedance 
direct from the anode circuit of the output valve, 
and to dispense with the input transformer. 

In either case, whether high- or low- impedance 

Playback 
Head 

Capstan 

Record 
Head 

Microphone 
Transformer~` 

Radio Bias 
Set Osc 'tr 

"Erase 
Magnet 

L 

Fig. 4. -The Loop Tester. 

the other for playback, instantaneous checks can 
be macle with different bias and recording eurren 
levels. It is most important to see that the hea; 
are aligned correctly with one another, otherwi 
there will be a serious loss of top response. 

ADDRESS CORRECTION 

WITH reference to the article on Tape Record 
ing in our July issue, will readers please note 

the new address of Audigraph, Ltd.: 74. Gt 
Hampton Street, Hockley, Birmingham, 18. 
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CLYDESDALE 
Bargains in Ex- Services Radio and Electronic Equipment 

A.C. Mains Power Unit with Built -in 
Modulator. 
A complete 110 to 250 volt 50 cycle A.C. 
Mains Power Unit, consisting of one L.T. 
sulpply transformer -4 v. 4 a. (3 windings) 
for the rectifier. etc.. at 3.25 -0-3.25 v. 8 a. 
winding supplying the 6.3 v. circuit of a 
built -in modulator, suitable for swinging 
a transmitted carrier of 100 w. input, plus 
an 'outlet for the supply of an external 
transmitter. A 200 -0-200 v. 50 mA fully 
smoothed supply for bias needs. A second 
transformer (H.T.)- 500- 0.5500 v. 200 mA 
(twice), rectified and smoothed, one supply 
fot the internal modulator, the second 
Supply is carried to an outlet for external 
uSk 
Wives include 36C5, 2/807 and 2 /AVI (FW4 /5) 
8001 Controls are located on the steel front 
panel. Unit complete in varnished wooden 
cabinet with carrying handles. 
220n. x 16ín. x 131in. 

PRICE ONLY. 
CLYDESDALE'S £12.10.^ CA PAID. 

Infra -red Image Converter Cell. 
Sniper -scope. Snooper- scope. 
This cell converts images bathed in infra- 
red light into normal visible objects. 

OST 
PR ICE ONLY. 
CLYDESDALE'S 12/6 PAID. 

each. 

Ex British Army. 
Telesonic timtr/ 
Revr. 
Designed for 2-way 
communication on 
audio voice frequen- 
cies (Ultra long 
wave). No R.F. is 
employed. The range 
is limited, ideally 
suitable for working 
locally, space for 
batteries within the 
Tx. and Rx. ( separate 
units). Dim. : 14)10. 
x llin. x 8Mn, and 
lin. x 6in, x 2in. re- 
spectively ; valves include 21VP23, 
2IATP4 Xmtr. 3X18 
1.5 v., 1. XP 1.5 v. 
Rcvr. 
R c v r . with pick- 
up coil. but Xmtr. 
less coil. 
CLYDESDALE'S 
PRICE ONLY. 

1/.O "0CARPRIIAAGE 

(as detailed) 

Now Ready, List No. 7 

of ex- Services Bargains fully illustrated. Send 6d. to 
cover distribution cost. Please print name and address. 

Order direct from : 

CLYDESDALE ." T. 
2, Bridge St., Glasgow, C.S. Phone : SOUTH 270619 

Visit our Branches in Scotland, England and N. Ireland. 

TELEVISION 
TELEVISION RECEIVERS 

SCANNING AND FOCUS COILS 
P.M. FOCUS UNITS 

5 /8kv. R.F., E.H.T. UNITS 
E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 

Technical Publications post free. 

"TELEVISION CIRCUITS" a booklet I 

compiled for the Constructor, post free 1/6 

HEADPHONES. 
Balanced armature, 600 
ohms. Ideal for crystal 
sets. 5/9. Browns type 
" F." High impedance, 
30/9 per pair. MORSE 
KEYS. Practice type. 
All parts in brass on 
polished wood base, 3/3. 
CRYSTAL SET COILS. 
Medium save. Boxed 
with circuit .2.3. CRYS- 
TAL DETECTORS. Semi- 
permanent type, 8/9. 
Catswhisker type (less 
crystal), 3; -. Packet 
containing crystal and 
.spare t hisker, 1; -. 
CRYSTAL DIODES,. 4/3. 
CRYSTAL SETS. Stan- 
dard, with "Cat »w -hisker" 
Detector 91.W. only( 
11/' -, De -Luxe type in 
cream plastic with semi- 
permanent detector. 
M.W. only. 6 / -. ENAM- 
ELLED COPPER WIRE, 
}Ib, reels, 16, 17, 18, 19 
and 20 .0.0.11.. 2/3. 21. 

and 2 2 B.W'.G., 2/6. 
2:1 and 24 R.W.O., 2/9. 
23, 26 and 27 9.W" .G., 
3 / -. 28, 29 and 30 R.\KO. 
3 /2. 32 n.W.G., 3/3. 
33, 34 and 35 R.W.O., 
3/7. 36 and 37 S. W.(4., 
4/ -. 38 and 39 R.W.O., 
4 /3. 40 RW.0., 418. 
DOUBLE SILK 
COVERED COPPER 
WIRE. 25 S.W.O., 213. 
2(ì 8.1k .G., 215. 28 

30 8.W.G., 
32 R.W.G., 3/1. 

34 S.W.. 3 /5. :16 

B.W.O., 3/7 2 oz. reels. 
DENCO POLYSTYRENE 
SOLUTION. Ideal for 
doping coils. Low loss 
and damp resisting. /oz. 

COOD5 

NAYNES RADIO lid., 
Queensway, Enfield, 

Middlesex. 

TRANSFORMERS 
230v. A.C. INPUT 

150.0.150 volts at 100 mia. Size 3" x 
32 "x4k" 

SIMILAR. 
150.0.150 and 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 volts. All at 70 mia. 

Size 22" x 32" x 32 ". 
CHOKES 20 Hy. 80 Ma. Standard 61 -. 10 Hy. 60 Ma. 

Shrouded 416. 10 Hy. 30 Ma. Midget 21 -. 
Post 6d. each extra. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 

4/- 
PLUS 1/- 

POST. 

F'IELD'S 435- 437BSTRAAÑFORD RD., 

bottle. 113, 2 oz., 2/7. 
BAKELITE SHEET. 
Meal frr panels, etc. 
lin. thick, Brown, avail- 
able in the following 
sizes : -5115. x 4in., 2/5. 
tlin.'x nin., 3/ -, tin. x Min. 

317. bin. X 10in., 4/2. 
Bin. x 10in., 5; -. Mn. s 
12in., 5r10. Black, ils., 
Din. x n'iv., 3, -. 12in. x 
Oui.. 3 9. AERIAL 
WIRE. " Perlite." 
Plastic covered 5eft. 
coils, 4' -. TUNING 
CONDENSERS. .0005 
)(dd. Air spaced, 4 /6. 
Midget bakelite, 5/3. 
TERMINALS. 

15 each. 
Red and Black. MINIA- 
TURE OUTPUT TRANS - 
FORMERS. Ideal for 
personal rec ivers, 
matches 354, 3V4 valve 
to 1 ohm speaker, 4/6. 
MIDGET P.M. LOUD- 
SPEAKER. Celestion 

:} htn voice coil, 
26'3. Plessey Sin. 3 ohm 
voice ...il, 18;6. 'Truvox 
elliptical bin. x 4in. x 
911,1. deep. 3 ohm voice 
coil, 19, 6. Midget Valves. 
IR3, 16:6. 1T4, 14/8. 
105, 18 6. 384, 3V4, 
1410 post free. SCREEN- 
ING CANS. a Piece type 
for octal valves, 2;3. 
TUNING CONDENSERS. 
Tin gang, 100 pf, less 
trimmers, 8:6. ALUM- 
INIUM SPEAKER FRET 
As used by leading 
manufacturers. (loll or 
Bronze, 12in. x 12ín., 
5:3; chrome, 12ín. x 
12in., 3.9. Any other 
size available to order at 
5,3 per sq. ft. plus post 

l'l: MINT C.W.O. 

VALLANCE'S. Valiance & 
Dept. P.W., 144, Briggate, Leeds, 1 

and packing. When 
ordeeing, please state 
whether you require the 
longer dimension to be 
horizontal or vertical.' 
TELEVISION COILS.' 
Complete set of coils and' 
one video choke (Sutton 
Coldtietd and Alexandra 
Palace) for " Practical 
Wireless " T.R.F. Tele 
visor, 17/3. ALUMIN- 
IUM CHASSIS, with 
rein7.72d} corners, le B.Win. deep, Ills. x 

4in., 5/2. 81e. s 31n., 7' -. 
10ín. x 61n., 9/5. 12in. x 
Sin., 10/5. 12in. s Sin., 
115, 161n, s 9)n., 12.' -. 
18in. x 101n., 13/3. Sin. 
deep, Sin. s 61u., 5;6, 

loin. x Sin., 9/8, 12in. x 
Sin., 10/8. 14in. x 9in., 
18/6. l6in. x 10in., 14(3. 
18151. s 13ín., 17,3.. 

OUTPUT TRANS- 
FORMERS FORS, 

QUALITY " REPRO 
DUCTION. GARDNERS' 
750. Special high fidelity' 
transformer for single 
PX4 or PX23 class valve.! 
Primary 3,800 ohms.' 
Secondary 0.2- 5/7.3/15' 
ohms, 42/- p.5;ost free.l, 
OP754. Special high: 
fidelity transformer for' 
two PX4 class valves in' 
push pull. Prinmryl 
6,000 ohms, centre, 
tapped. Secondary 
0- 2.5/5/7.5/15 ohms, 48, 9 
OP756. Special high/ 
fidelity transformer for 
two PX25 Class valves 
in push pull. Primary. 
6,000 ahnte, centre 
tapped. 9eeoadary,l 
0- 2.5/5/7.3/15 ohms,51, 61 
post free. 

nr ('(1,11_ 

Davison, Ltd., 
'phone 29428/9 

it 

STERN'S BATTERY PORTABLE " PERSONAL " KIT 
A complete kit of parts to build a Midget 4 -valve All Dry 
" Personal " Set. 
Consists of regenerative T.R.F. Circuit, employing Flat Tuned 
Frame Aerial with Denco Iron Dust Cored Coil. thereby ensur- 
ing maximum gain for Single Tuned Stage, covering Medium 
Waveband. 
Valve Line -up : 1T4 (R.F. amp.), 1T4 (Detector), 1S5 (lst A.F.), 
and 3S4 (Output). Includes 31m. P.M. Speaker and with chassis 
already drilled and shaped. 

Consumption of only 7m/A ensures long battery life. 
The kit is designed for a cabinet, minimum size 61ín. x 41ín. x 
3in. Detailed Building Instr. and circuit, including Practical 
Layout included with each Kit, make assembly very easy 
(supplied separately for 1. -). 
PRICE FOR COMPLETE KIT, £3/18/9 (Plus 16/7 P,T.). 
Suitable Unpolished Cabinet, 12 9 ; E. Ready B114 Battery, 9/7. 
The MIDGET A.C. MAINS 2 VALVE RECEIVER. All the 
Components to build this popular Set, as specified in the March 
1949 issue of Wireless World, can be supplied complete for £3. 
Reprint of detailed building instructions, giving practical 
layout and circuit supplied separately for 9d. 
The WIRELESS WORLD 3 VALVE A.C. MAINS SET. 
Covering long and medium waves. We can supply the complete 
components to build this set, including drilled chassis, valves. 
M /coil speaker. etc.. for £4 5,0. Complete wiring diagram and 
instructions included ( supplied separately for 9d.). 
We can now supply an attractive Walnut cabinet for the Wire- 
less World 3 -valve set, with a complete slow -motion dial and 
drive assembly. (Station named dial to latest wavelength.) 
Inclusive price, £115.0. 
A Complete Kit of Parts to build a MINIATURE " ALI- 
DRY " BATTERY ELIMINATOR, giving 69 Volts (approx.l 
and 1.4 Volts. Suitable for use with any Personal Receiver 
requiring above voltages. It is housed in a light metal case. 
size 411n. x Ihn, x (lino and can be accommodated in most 
Personal Sets. Price of Complete Kit, including detailed 
Assembly Instructions and Layout, £1/17/8. 
Send 3d. stamp for our Comprehensive Component Stock 
List, which also shows our various Kits of Parts. When order- 
ing please cover post and packing. 

STERN RADIO LTD.. 
109 & 115, FLEET STREET, E.C.4- 

Telephone : CENtral 5814 & 2280 
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Designing your own Receiver 
Advice and Guidance for the Beginner 

By STANLEY BRASIER 

THERE are always beginners in radio and 
there always will be, but the subject cannot 
be learned quickly, and a start is usually 

made by building one or two simple receivers to 
strict design -such as those found in this journal. 
This is all very well, but before long the time comes 
when the student wants to try his hand at building 
a receiver to his own design, but the desire is 
thwarted by the fact that he does not know how to 
start. To this one may answer that if the student 
has not that knowledge he is not in a position to 
start designing. The argument to offset this, 
however, is that by such designing he will absorb 
far more in the matter of knowledge and in a quicker 
period. For it is an undisputed fact that a little 
practical experience is worth a whole lot of theory. 
For instance, if one wants to know something of the 
workings of a certain test instrument, one may wade 
through pages of literature on the subject and still 
not find the exact information desired, but make 
the thing up -be it only on the breadboard principle 
-and after a little experiment, this knowledge, plus 
a lot more, will soon be acquired. 

Similarly, in receiver design, the same benefits 
are conferred. With a published design, one takes 
it for granted, knowing that it will work and that 
is the end of it. With a receiver of one's own design, 
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however, there is always the stimulus of pride in 
one's own efforts, and the added interest spurs one 
on to get the utmost out of the set. Quite probably 
the finished result will be little or no better than a 
published design, but what a lot of knowledge has 
been gained. 

Having started the ball rolling, so to speak, the 
thirst for knowledge increases and is supplemented 
by theoretical and technical learning from the 
many books on the subject. By this means, practise 
helps theory and vice versa. 

It is the experience of the writer that these 
would -be designers have a reasonably good idea of 
the requirements of the radio section of the receiver 
and in this respect need only a little guidance in the 
method of procedure. It is usually the calculation 
of values of the various components in the power 
section which cause the most worry. 

Symbols 
The beginner will naturally have studied the 

design of various receivers, and should be familiar 
with the numerous diagrammatical symbols used 
to denote components, types of valves, etc. The 
ability to draw theoretical circuit diagrams is 
essential before anything is attempted and in this 
connection most textbooks include a page or two 
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suggested circuit for a simple 3 -valve plus rectifier A.C. Mains Receiver. Details 
of design and the principles involved will be described in this series. 
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devoted to symbolic diagrams. Similarly, valve 
data books provide lots of information on the 
various types of valves. All this should be studied 
earnestly. 

With a beginner having a natural and keen 
interest in radio, certain factors are easily or auto- 
matically absorbed and are implanted upon his 
memory for good and all. It is the theory, after a 
eortain point, that is so difficult to master. The 
enthusiast knows, from constant reference to these 
pages, that one must observe various rules of 
thumb. He knows, for instance, that a condenser 
will pass A.C. and will block D.C. but does not 
know why ; and that A.C. has to be rectified before 
it ;can be used for H.T. at the valve electrodes, but 
has no notion of A.C. theory. 

Given a certain standard of intelligence, such 
things, and many others, are readily absorbed, and 
usually provide all the bare information to start 
on the venture of receiver design. 

Naturally, a certain amount of elementary 
knowledge on the subject of radio is necessary. 
We have already discussed the question of circuit 
diagrams but to emphasise the ease with which such 
a diagram may be read -as compared with a wiring 
or block diagram -refer to any typical receiver 
design. Most novices tend to avoid the theoretical 
counterpart, until it is realised that a block diagram 
is quite tedious to unravel, and that once mastered, 
the essential details of a theoretical diagram can be 
appreciated in a few moments. In this respect 
it is interesting to see how long it takes to decipher 
a block diagram into its theoretical equivalent. 

Ohms Law 
A thorough knowledge of Ohms Law is also 

essential because it is the key to many calculations 
necessary even to simple design. This is also avail- 
able in most text books, but for ease of reference 
it is given here. It denotes the relationship between 
voltage, current and resistance, and is the law by 
which, if two quantities are known, the third may 
be assessed. Where E = voltage (electro- motive 
force) I= current in amps., and R= resistance in 
ohms, the various formulae are : 

I_E =E E =IxR 
R I 

Note that in all cases I is in amps., not milliamps., 
so that the result must be multiplied or divided by 
1,000 if milliamps. are used. 

And since wattage (or power) is dependent upon 
the quantities used in Ohms Law it can be assessed 
as follows : 

WATTS (or W) =ER- or W =ExI or W =IzxR. 

resistances of the same value, joined in parallel 
will have a total resistance of half the value of one. 

Resistances 
Whilst on the subject of simple mathematics it 

would be as well to consider resistances and con 
densers in series and parallel, for such calculations 
are always useful during receiver adjustments. 
Resistances in series are merely added together 
thus, R =R1 R= { Rg, etc. Resistances in parallel 
are more difficult since the resultant R is the 
reciprocal (the quantity divided into 1) of the sum 
of the reciprocals, thus : (I 1 1 \_ 1 R 

V; Rz +R3 TOT AL 
In this connection it is useful to remember that two 

Capacity 
Turning now to capacity, the formulae are 

similar, but reversed. Therefore, condensers in 
parallel are calculated thus : C= C'+C'+C3, etc., 
while condensers in series are : 

1 11 1 -C. 
%C1 Cz C3) TOTAL 

Here, again, two condensers of the same value 
joined in series have a resultant value half that of 
one, so that two 0.0005 F. condensers in series 
result in a total capacity of 0.00025 µF. 

Inductance 
Regarding inductance, it i3 not necessary at this 

stage to wade through pages of elucidation on coil 
design. This is a case where one can study the matter 
at any time and at any length. For the purposes of 
initial receiver design it is sufficient to think of 
inductance in terms of, say, a long - and medium - 
wave coil, or a 20 henry low frequency choke. It 
is far safer and more reliable in the first stages of 
construction to make use of commercial coils - 
home construction to one's own design can come 
later, when the theory has been grasped. But there 
is no point at the moment in worrying and making 
lengthy coil calculations when the ready -made 
component, tried and tested, is available at a modest 
price, and provides an acknowledged standard of 
efficiency. 

The novice should he able to discriminate between 
high frequency and low frequency, alternating and 
direct current, and appreciate the basic principles 
of voltage dropping, smoothing, decoupling, etc. 

Knowing these, he will, in turn, be able to analyse 
a circuit diagram into its H.F., DET., and L.F. 
sections. The same applies to the A.C. and D.C. 
power supplies. 

Regarding such items as coupling and decoupling 
condensers, grid leaks, paths, etc., here again we 
may rely on the rule of thumb, or accepted practice. 
From reference to various designs we know that the 
value of a grid condenser of a detector valve comes 
within a certain range, therefore we would not 
be likely to make this value 2 µF. 

For the remainder of the circuit, Ohms Law can 
he relied upon to see us through and an explanation 
of calculations, together with a certain necessary 
standard of ability in simple mechanics, will be 
given later. 

Assuming we are now in a position to estimate 
out requirements with regard to a suitable receiver, 
this will naturally vary according to individual 
ideas and localities, but for the purposes of this 
article we cannot do better than to decide on a 
three -valve H.F. detector and L.F. receiver 
which always has good average sensitivity and 
acceptable quality. And for the purposes of greater 
explanation, the power can be provided from A.C. 
mains. 

Design 
If we attacked the problem of designi scientifically 

we should say that for a given tiny input, a certain 
power output is required, and then proceed to find 
out how many valves would be wanted and the stage 
gain required to produce the results needed. How- 
ever, previgas .designers have shown us that our 
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three valves will give a good performance and it 
is now only necessary to decide on the types of 
valves to be used. This is where one's preferences 
may come into play and provides an opportunity 
to design the set around valves of one's own choice. 

Output 
The first thing to decide is how much power output 

(in terms of watts) is expected and as we are not 
concerned with batteries we can afford to be some- 
what extravagant with current, upon which output 
is always dependable. On the other hand, the 
receiver is to be limited to three valves, only one of 
which will provide L.F. amplification. However, 
by using a pentode output valve which gives more 
watts output for a given anode current than does a 
triode, we can rely on about 2 watts, which (we 
will assume) is ample for our requirements. It 
should be appreciated that to realize this output 
a reasonably large input signal, such as that from a 
local station is necessary. 

In order to provide as much sensitivity as possible 
to the receiver it would be wise to use H.F. pentodes 
for the detector and H.F. stages, so that we are now 
in a position to choose the valve types. In practice, 
of course, valves may be on hand which could be 
used, but as a start must be made somewhere, 
it is suggested that the receiver is built around type 
6K7 for the H.F. stage, 6J7 for the detector and 
6V6 for the output stage. 

Coupling 
The next question is that of .intervalve coupling 

between detector and output valve. If a triode 
were being used as detector we could he sure of 
plenty of amplification by using an L.F. transformer. 
The use of this component, however, encourages 
hum pick -up and, in any case, is not suited to the 
H.F. pentode which it is proposed to use. On the 
other hand the gain of the H.F. pentode is greater 
than the triode so that with resistance capacity 
coupling, good amplification will still be obtained. 

There is quite a choice of the type of coupling 
between the H.F. and detector stages ; that most 
common being by means of an H.F. transformer. 
Choke coupling is also very efficient and may be 
considered as an alternative. 

Selectivity 
The question of selectivity has also to be dealt 

with; but in order to avoid complications at this 
stage we will content ourselves with two tuned 
circuits, one of which will provide coupling between 
the aerial and the first valve. 

Reaction should be provided in order to increase 
the overall sensitivity of the receiver, but since 
this method of control is passing out of favour it 
can be omitted, thus obviating an extra control. 
We shall see later, however, when testing the 
completed' set, how an alternative system may be 
applied. 

Power Supply 
The circuit is now pretty well lined up and 

it remains to provide a power supply to the valves. 
This is to be drawn from A.C. mains via a trans- 
former. (It is pro sed to explain later the require. 
ments for an A.C./D.C. receiver.) The mains trans- 
former primary winding should be toted at the 

voltage of the mains and in practice it is tapped for 
voltages .between 200 and 250. On the secondary 
side, three windings will be required, i.e., the 
H.T. winding, the rectifier heater winding, and that 
which supplies the ordinary valve heater in the 
receiver. These latter are always run in parallel. 
therefore the current required is additive, the 
voltage being that of one valt-e. Reference to the 
valve data will show that this voltage is 6.3, whils 
the combined current consumption of the three 
heaters is 1.05 amps. This then, is the rating for 
the transformer heater winding. Although the\ 
voltage rating should be correct, it is usual to allow 
a safe margin of current working and in this case 
up to 2 amps would be permissible. 

Regarding the rectifier, we could have used the' 
metal type, thus saving a secondary winding, but 
since this is intended to be shown in the A.C. /D.C. 
version, the valve counterpart is suggested here for 
purposes of explanation. It is usual for a transformer 
incorporating a 6.3 v. winding to be provided with 
another at 5 volts for the valve rectifier. This is 
quite convenient as there are various types from 
which to choose, but we cannot decide on this until 
the H.T. requirements have been calculated. 

Transformer Requirements 
Full wave rectification is standard in A.C. (only) 

receivers and for this reason a centre tapped H.T. 
winding is required and it is now necessary to 
find out what voltage and current is to be drawn 
from it. Further reference to the valve data shows 
that at 250 (max. voltage) the 6V6 consumes 50 
milliamps including the screen grid,. which must not 
be forgotten. The 6K7 anode and screen will take 
13 milliamps and the 6J7 a further 2.5. Actually 
this latter current will be lower because of the anode 
load resistance connected in the 6J7's anode, 
causing a severe voltage drop, with consequent 
low current ; but the difference will not be sufficient 
to upset our calculations. The total current is 
therefore 651 milliamps and it now remains to find 
the voltage required. The maximum voltage per- 
missible for the anode of the 6V6 is 250. Note that 
this is at the anode and in the interests of quality 
and watts output it is advisable to maintain it. It is now necessary to calculate how much resistance , 

(therefore voltage drop) will be in circuit between 
this point and the output point of the rectifier. 

Loudspeaker 
If we are to consider using a mains energised 

loudspeaker, now is the time to decide, becauset 
it will affect the voltage needed at the H.T. secone4a 
ary quite considerably. The field coil of this type 
of speaker may well have a resistance of 2,000 ohmià11, 
to which may be added about 400 ohms for the 
primary of the output transformer. Note that the 
total current will pass through the loudspeaker, 
field coil whereas only that of the output valve 
anode will flow through the transformer primary 
By applying ohms law (I =CYR) the voltage 
drop across the field coil will be 65 x 2,000_130 

-130 d' 

and that across the transformer primary 45 x 400 
1,000 

= 
18 v. In addition to this the grid bias voltage of 
12 must also be considered. 

(To be continued) 
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246, HIGH STREET. 
HARLESDEN, N.W.10 

RCA 

6ÁB7 
/1853 Metal 

3 /II 

BRITISp, 
AMERICAN, 

BATTERY. 
A.C. 
end 

UNIVERSAL 

TYPES. 

If1 yours is a Valve Problem -BULLS 
are the People who will most likely 
solve it. Mullard, Brimar, Cossor, 
Mazda, Marconi, Osram. Tungaram, 
Hivac -any type, British and American. 
All prices include Purchase Tax, most 
valves are Ex- Ministry of Supply. new 
and unused. There is only one " BUT." 

You must IIURRY- 
AMERICAN TYPES 

(Unused and Boxed) 
OZ4, 8/- : 688. 7i- : 6SL7, 61- ; 19, 9 - 

105, 7/- ; 6C5, 71- ; 6SJ7, 9/3 ; 25L6GT 
7/- : 1LA4, 81- ; 6C6. 9(- ; 6SN7, 7 -- 
25Y5, 8.- : 1R5, 8/- ; 6D6, 9/- : 6T7 
813: 25Z4. 8'- ; 155, 81- ; 6F5. 6 - 
6U7, 8/3 ; 25Z5, 9/- : 1T4, 8/- : 6F6, 7.- 
6SÁ7, 7'- : 25Z6GT, 8/- : 154, S,- 
6F7 8/- : 6V6, 61- ; 35Z4GT, 91- : 1V 
91- 6F8. 9- : 6X5. 8l- : 32, ; 2A3 
8!- 6G6G, 7 :- : 7A7, 7:- : 3944, 8'3 
2X2 6/6 ; 6H6, 3/9 ; 7A8, 7/- ; 4Z 10.- 
3S4 8/- ; 6J5, 5/- ; 7B6, 7/- : 41, 8 3 
3Q5 8/- ; 6J6, 11 /- ; 7C7, 8/- ; 43. 10,9 
5U4 6 / -,; 60. 71- ; 12A6, 5/3 ; 75. 919 
5Z3 111- : 6K7, 71- : 12116, 4/6 : 78, 8í- 
5Z4 61- 6K7GT, 513 ; 12K7. 8/3 : 80 
913 ; 6A3, 10/- : 61(8, 7/- ; 12K8, 7,3 
807, 6/3: 6A7. 12.6 ; 6LOG, 9/- ; 12Q7 
9/- : 8416Z4, 7/- ; 6AC7, 61- ; 6L7, 7= 
12SH7, 7,3 ; 9001, 7/- : 6AG5. 71- ; 6N7 
61- ; 12SK7. 7/3 : 9002. 71- ; 6AG7 
7/- : 6Q7, 7/- ; 12SQ7, 713 ; 9003, 7'- 
6B4, 7/- ; 6SG7, 7/- : 12SR7, 7/3 ; 954 
Acorn. 4/- ; 6B7, 111- ; 65117, 6i- 
14F6, 10 /- : 955. 41- ; 5V4, 71- ; 6SK7, 
8/- 

BRITISH REPLACEMENT T 
TYPES (Unused and Boxed). 

BATTERY TYPES (or equivalent) 
210VPT. 81- : SP2, 81- ; 210LF, 4 - 

TDD2, S/- ; PM1HF, 31- ; PM22A, 59 ; 

LP2, 4'3 : QP21, 7/- : PD220. 10 / -. 
MAINS TYPES (or equivalent) 

ACTH), 16/- ; SP4, (7). 9/- ; FW4500, 

12 12/- 
;; 

S FC13, 8/- ; MS4, 10/ ; VP13C, 
9/9 ; ACHL, 7/3 : VP13, 8/- ; D91, 
813: TDD13, 8/- ; AC.Pen (5), 12- 
HL13, 7/- ; AC.Pen (7). 12/3 ; SP13C. 
9/9 ; 8310, 7/- : PEN3520, 12/- : MU12, 
7/3 : PEN4ODD, 18 /- ; AC2PENDD, 
18)- ; II4 P, 11 /- TYPES 

2 
C5PEN, 

i1. -. 
ACTP, ; 1174.8/6 : X65, 8/- : TP2620 
181- KTW74. 9/9 ; 1131, 8,6 ; VP133 
10/- 

- 1371, 8/8 16ÉL3E3, 8!- áTP22 13 
D1173, 9/6 ; ECC31, SI- ; PEN453DD 
13)- X73. 10'9: EF39. 7/- 1 ME41 
1p/- KTW73, 9.9 : EL32, 7'- : PEN383 
I / - KT72, 9/9 : EF36. 71- : l0l- 
X 4, 9/9 ; EK32, 8/- ; HL133DD, 9/- 
D1176. 9/- ; EM34. 7/- ; HL42DD, 121- 
ÁT"76, 9/9 ; EL50, 71- : PEN45, 9/- 
U76. 8/8 : OCH35. 9/- ; PEN45DD. 81- 
W76, 9/9: DL2. 7/- : KT33C, 9'- 
11L35. 8/- : VP1322. 12/- ; KT32, 7/- 
41MPT, 7/- : ACVP1. 12/- : KT35. 919 
CI, 9 /10 ; TP23, 12/- ; U52, 9/- ; CIC 
9 /10 : HL41, 7/- : DH63, 7/- ; XP, 8/- 
PEN25, 7/- ; KTW61, 7/- : XII, 6/- 
TP25, 8/- ; 1350, 7/- ; ECH35, 9/- 
VP23, 6/- : U17, 9/- : HVU1, 
HL23DD. 5/- ; H63, 7/- : PENDD2530, 9,3 

EX- EQUIPMENT TYPES 
VE191, 6/- ; EF59, 5/- ; VR65, 4,3 

VE56, 4/3 ; VR78, 3/- ;V 8D2 613 
VR53. 4/3; VR92. 3/3; VT52. 5/- 
S130, 6/ -. Postage 9d. 
STOP PRESS : 

EX -W.D. CHASSIS with valves In 
brand -new condition : I115, IT4, I35, 
I34, complete with Circuit Diagrams. 
showing how this can be converted to 
excellent set for Beach. Lawn, etc. 
Only 27/6, post 1, -. Mark envelope P.W. 

HIGH FIDELITY 
and 

INCREASED 
REALISM 

AT LOW COST 
The system of using a " separator " for 
dividing bass and treble between two loud- 
speakers is widely used in the most expen- 
sive reproducing systems. You can now 
achieve similar results by using your 
existing 12in; L.S. Unit for bass reproduc- 
tion, with a second speaker for treble, 
both fed from a Webb's " Cross -over 
Unit." You will find the bass is cleaner 
and the treble improved in brilliance 
and attack : in fact the entire reproduction 
becomes nearer the real thing. 

WEBB'S CROSS -OVER UNITS 
Type " A." Cross -over 2,000 

cycles ... E2 2 0 
Type " B." Cross -over 1,000 

cycles ... E2 12 6 
Type " C." Cross -over 1,500 

cycles ... E3 7 6 
Full details of these Units are given in 
Webb's Catalogue, price 10d., post 
free. This also includes circuits and 
values to enable you to 
BUILD THE UNITS UP YOURSELF 

A SELECTION OF ITEMS 
FROM WEBB'S 

UNRIVALLED STOCK OF 
APPARATUS FOR " QUALITY 

REPRODUCTION 

" STENTORIAN " 5812 
An Bin. L.S. Unit at reason- 

able price recommended 
by Webb's for use as 
treble reproducer in a 
dual speaker system. 
(Available 15 or 3 ohms) El 8 0 

" W.B." CONCENTRIC DUPLEX 
SPEAKER 

Modern design gives out- 
standing quality of repro- 
duction ... ... ... E6 6 0 

" DECCA " PICK -UP 
Does justice to a good ampli- 

fier E3 IS 4 

" COSMOCORD "'GM PICK -UP 
The new crystal approach to 

"hifi" ... ... ... E3 11 5 

SAIE ! SAIE ! ! SAIE ! ! ! 
To make space in our warehouses in prepar- 
ation for re- organisation we are " slaught- 
ering " prices of goods offered below. Help 
us and help yourselves while supplies last. 
First come. first served, so avoid disappoint- 
ment and order early. 
R1155COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS. 
This world renowned 5 _waveband R.A.F. 
receiver is too well known for the specifica- 
tion to be repeated. Every set is guaranteed 
in working order, and is aerial tested before 
despatch. Full conversion details for mains 
use supplied. ONLY 27119'6 (carriage 
12'6). 

RECEIVERS TYPE 25,73. Part of the TR. 
1196. Covers 4.3 -6.7 mcs, and makes an 
ideal basis for an all -wave superhet, modi- 
fication details supplied. Complete with 
six valves ; 2 ea. of EF 36 and EF 39. and 1 ea. 
EK 32 and EBC 33. New condition. ONLY 
196 (postage, etc., 2/6). 

RECEIVERS 18. Covers 6 -9 mcs. and only 
requires normal battery supply to operate. 
Complete with 4 valves ; 3 of VP 23 and 1 

of HL23DD. New condition. ONLY 15í -', 
(postage, etc., 2'6). 
BATTERY AMPLIFIERS. Ex- R.A.F.I, 
Originally used for Inter -comm. on aircraft 
but ideal for use as a pre amp or with al 
gramo pick -up. Complete with valves) 

OONLY 
and 

9 6 posttage 
original transit cases.) 

RECEIVERS R1132A. Covers 100 -124 Mrs,.. 
but lends itself to conversion for other 
frequencies. Has superb slow- motion drivel 
and tuning scale, and 0 -.5 ma tuning meter.! 
Complete with 11 valves, and only.requiresl 
normal power pack for 6.3v, valves to' 
operate. ONLY 59'6 (carriage, etc., 12/6).' 

T1154 TRANSMITTING ASSEMBLY.] 
A vital part of the famous T1154 Trans -' 
matter, this assembly contains some beauti -1 

ful transmitting condensers, pre -set tuning, 
devices. variable inductances, large bar and, 
circular knobs. etc., etc. Designed as a'' 
complete replacement unit these are, 
BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S CARTONS.' 
ONLY 78 (carriage, 3/6). . 

POWER UNITS TYPE 10. Ex- R.A.F.' 
Input 24v., Output 6v. 5 a., 150v. 10 a., 300v., 
at 70 -240 m /a. ONLY 1216 (carriage, 5/ -). 

AMERICAN INDICATOR UNIT APN4.1 
Less valves but complete with CR Tube' 
5CP1. Ideal for conversion into a scope, or. 
worth pounds in breakdown value. In'' 

pefecti6 
condition. ONLY 37/6 (carriage, 

etc., 
AMERICAN RADAR RECEIVER APN4.' 
Less Valves. In addition to the receiver 
components this aircraft receiver contains 
the power supply for the indicator. Contains 
shoals of components. including 15 valve, 
holders, high voltage condensers. switches, 
I.F, transformers, etc., etc. Perfect condi- 
tion. ONLY 17/6 (carriage, etc., 5; -). ' 

INDICATOR TYPE 62. Less valves and, 
CR Tube. This fine two -deck unit Is another, 
first -class proposition for component value.. 
Contains 20 valve holders, condensers,i 
resistors. potentiometers, etc., etc. ONLY/ 
17:8 (carriage, etc., 7/6). 

Cash with order and please write Hama 
clearly. 

WEBB'S RADIO 
14, SOHO ST., OXFORD ST., 

LONDON, W.I. 
Note our SHOP HOURS : 9 o.m.to 5.30 p.m. 

Sots., 9 a.m. to I p.m. 
Telephone : GERrard 2089. 

U.E.I. 
CORPORATION 

The Radio Corner 
138, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.I 

(PHONE : Terminus 7931) 

Open until 1 p.m. Saturdays. We are two 
minutes from High Holborn (Chancery 
Lane Station) and 5 minutes from King's 

Cross. 
PLEASE NOTE THAT WE SHALL BE 

CLOSED from AUGUST 8th -19th. 
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LASKY'S RADIO 

Receiver Units Type 25. New and unused. The receiver section of the TR1196 equip- ment. Easily converted to an all -wave receiver. 6 -valve Superhet. Supplied with 
6 brand new valves : 2 EF36. 2 EF39. 1 
EK32, 1 EBC33. Full details and circuits supplied free with every unit. Lasky's Price 25!-. Carriage 2/6 extra. Antenna Rods, Sectional type aerials. Each rod is steel heavily copper plated, 
121n. long. Any number can be fitted to- gether. }in, diameter. I.asky's Price 2/6 Per Dozen. Post Free. Radar Indicator Units. Brand new in Original Wood Transit Case Contains 1 bin. Cathode Ray Tube Type 
VCR517 and mu metal screen for same. Also the following valves : 3 SP81, 1 6J5, 
3 EA50, 1 Dl, Dozens of components, in- cluding 7 pot /meters, resistances, etc. Enclosed in metal cabinet, size 12in. x gin. 
x 19m. Weight 40 lb. Lasky's Price 49/6. Carriage 78 extra. 30ft. Aerial Masts, Brand New in Wood Cases. Ideal for Field Days, or on a per- manent site. Supplied complete with all guy ropes, base plate. clamps, hooks, etc. Built in 10 strong ash wood sections, each aft. 3in. long, with metal sockets and spigots Supplied with diagrams and assembly instructions. Weight only 171b. Lasky's Price 45/-, plus 5'- carriage. 
20ft. Telescopic Aerial Masts, 4 sections, 
each of heavy gauge metal. Fully extendible. Lasky's Price 27/6. plus 8- carriage. Valve Specials. All Fully Guaranteed. 

each each each 
VR91 5.- KT61 7/6 5Z4 6'- 
V1191 Sylvania 6V6 6/6 5U4 6/- 

7'6 DH63 6/- 6X5 6/- "624 12,6 KTW61 6/6 P2 3'6 6J6 12/6 HL2 3/8 SP41 3'- 
32 3/6 SP61 3 - These are only a few of the many available 
from Stock. 

Send a hid. stamp with your name and address for a copy of our current stock list. 
LASKY'S RADIO 

370. Harrow Road, Paddington. London, 
W.9 (opposite Paddington Hospital i. 

Telephone : CUNniegham 1979. 
Hours : Mon. to Sat.. 9.30 a.m. to 6 'p.m. 

Thurs. half day. 

t 'OW .Hurt 
VALVES. Brand new and boxed. Two 
special offers this month : 615GT, 3l- 
each, or 6 for ISI- ; 6K7GT, 419 each, or 
6 for 251 -. For single valves add 6d. postage. HOOVER ROTARY TRANS- 
FORMERS. Brand new and boxed. 
Type 32. Input 12v. D.C., output 490v. 
at 65 rnA., 3111 each, plus 116 postage. 
METAL RECTIFIERS. Westinghouse 
type. H.T. 300e., 80 mA., 316 each. 
Selenium full -wave bridge, 12v., 5 amp., 
151- etch. 
ACCUMULATORS. Brand new and 
boxed. 2v. 15 amp. hours. 416 plus 6d. 
postage. 
MAINS TRANSFORMER. Primary 
200 -250v. 50 cycles ; 300- 0 -300e. 80 mA., 
4v. at 2 amp., 6.3 v. at 3 amp. Small size 
and upright mounting. Ideal for replace - 
ment in Philips sets, etc. ONLY 1016, 
plus II- postage. A very limited number 
av%iLble. Order early. 
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. 8 x 
16 mfd., 450e. working. Metal can type. 316 
each with clip ; 16 x 16 mfd., 500v. working. 
Especially suitable for high ripple currents, 
616 each with clip. 
CHOKES. 6 H., 70 mA., 219 each ; 20 H., 
250 mA., compact size, half shrouded 
drop through type, 1016 each. 
TUNING CONDENSER. 4 -gang 
.0005 mfd. tuning condenser, ceramic 
insulation. Small size, 216 each. 
Please add extra for postage on orders 

under £I. 
Hest Buy al Ilritain's 
CHARLES BRITAIN 

(RADIO) LTD. 
ii, Upper Saint Martin's 

Lane, London, W.C.2. TEM. 0545 
Shop hours, 9 -6 p.m. (9-I p.m. Thursday) 

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY sss 

J 
UNREPEATABLE OFFER 

4 -VALVE SUPERHET UTILITY RECEIVER. Guaranteed in working 
order. Medium Waveband only. 4 
valves, P.M. speaker, pinewood cabinet. 
size 131 x 12 x 61. A.C. mains 200;250 
volts in good condition, £319'6, plus 5'- carriage and packing. 
8 VALVE SUPERHET RECEIVING 
UNIT No. 25. Easily adapted for S.W. reception for home use. Contains 
two EF36, two EF39, one EK32, one 
EBC33 valves. condensers, resistances, 
etc. Circuit diagram free with every 
set. 22'6. 
BRAND NEW 2 -VOLT VIBRA- 
TORS. 7 -pin. Self rectifying. 200 volts 
60 mA. 7/6. 
UNISELECTOR SWITCHES, 6 -13ank, 
as new, 37'6. 
BLOWER MOTORS, 12 -24 and 80 
volt, 12/6. 
ELECTRIC' MAGNETIC COUNTERS. 
EX- G.P.O. Every one perfect, as new. 
500 ohm.colls counting to 9,000, Operates 
from 25-50 v. D.C. 7/6. 
NEW U.S.A. HEADPHONES, 120 
ohms, 4/- pair. 
EX-GOV. COPPER AERIAL with Insulators, 4/3 100ft. 
NEW OSRAM PROJECTOR LAMPS, 
12 volt 100 watt, 9/8. Class F. 
12 Inch V.C.R.140 TUBES. Blue 
Screen Magnetic Deflection, magnetic 
focus. 6kv. Heater, 4 -volt International 
Octal Standard Connections, 84/10, -. VALVES EF50, 5/6 ; SP41, 4v. 6.3, 
3 6 ; 6J5, 3/6 : EA50 and Dl, 2/6 each. 
5 -WAY COVERED COPPER WIRE, 
12 yards 5'6. 
TELEPHONE RAND SETS. 8'6. 
NEW 1'30 h.p. MOTORS. 200 volt 
A.C. D.C. double ended, 37/6. 
MOVING ('OIL HAND MICRO- 
PHONES, 30 ohm Voice Coil, 5 /6. 
We have a large stock of A.C. Mains 
Sets at greatly reduced prices, from 
£6 to £15, for callers to suit' themselves. 
Ií1155, equal to new, with power pack. 
£16. Set only, £9/15! -, all guaranteed, 
7.6 carriage and packing. Diagram 
with all Receivers. 
WALKIE TALKIE No. 38. Mk. II. 
Complete with valves, ONE PAIR 
Throat Microphones. ONE PAIR 
Headphones. Ready for use. Except for 
Aerial and Batteries. Wiring Diagram 
and instructions with each set. £3'8'6. Postage and Packing, 2/6 extra. 
EX- R.A.F. 1155 RECEIVER, com- 
plete with Power Pack and Eight -inch 
P.M. Speaker. 200; 250 volts A.C. £14 10 - carr. paid. 
EX- R.A.F. 1155 POWER PACK. 
200'250 volts A.C. £4;10 -. Carriage 
and Packing 5/- extra. 
12 VOLTS POWER PACK. Suitable 
for Philips 12 volts Communication 
Receiver P.C.R.1. £5. Carr. paid. 
ACCUMULATORS. New 6 volts 
85 amps. Size 12in. x 9in, x 71n. Weight 
approx. 471bs. £3/10,'-. Carr. and pack- 
ing 5/- extra. 
ACCUMULATORS. New 6 volts 
125 amps. Size 13ín. x Bin. x 101ín. 
Weight approx. 521ós, £4/7/6. Carr. 
and packing 51- extra. 

23, LISLE STREET, W.C.2. 
Telephone : GERrard ;2969 

SAISONS 
SURPLUS STORES 
Crystal Lapel Mikes, 13ín. diameter, extremely sensitive. 12 8. post 9d. Co -Axial ('able, 30ft. lengths, complete with Pye female plug each end. 80 ohms. Brand new. 7/8, post 113. Meaty Duty Auto Transformer, tapped at 

110, 150, 190, 230 V. 1.6 Kva. £4 10s. Od. Carriage, 5', 
L.T. Transformers, 6.3 volts 15 amps. 

15' -, brand new. Post 1'6. Aerial Masts, 36ft. R.A.F. Type 50. Com- plete kit consists of 9 tubular sections, 
21n. diameter, set of pickets. Box plate. guy and all fittings. Brand new in canvas carrying bag. £3 lbs. Od., carriage 7/6. Type " 38 '"Frans-Receivers. brand new and complete with 4 ARP12s, but less ATP4 and control switch. Free, range 6- 
9 mc,s. 15' -, post 1 /6. Throat Mikes and Earphones for the " 38 " are in stock at 3/6 each. Brand New 12 v. Vibrator Packs. com- pletely smoothed and rectified, output 
210 v. D.C., 70 m.a. 19/6, post 18.' NIFE Alkali Batteries. 2.52.0 volts 10 A.H. As new. Made by Britannia Batteries Ltd. 12/6, post 11-. 

12 Volt 14 A.H. Batteries by Pritchett & Gold. Brand new, in teak cases, 25.' -. post 2 /6. 
Heavy Duty Slide Resister. 152 ohms 2 amps. Twin coils with wheel control. Brand new. 32'6. post 1'6. 

1691171 Edgware Road, London, W.2. Tel.: Pad. 7851. 
125 Tottenham Court Road, W.I. 

Tel. : Eus. 4982. 
All orders and enquiries to our Edgware 

Roatfbranch, please. 

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO. 
For New Govt. Surplus Stock. 

TRANSFORMERS (AUTO), 1,6 EVA.. 
230v. 1 -phase 50 cycles, tappings for 40-80- 
110- 120 -150 -190v, at 7 amps., 45/-, carriage 
5: -. TRANSFORMERS, 0.4 EVA., tapped primary 180 -200 -215 -230v. 1 -phase 50 cycles, output 17.5v, tapped at 14v. at 20 amps.. 
35/ -, carriage 5 / -. I..T. RECTIFIERS. 
metal, full wave, 12v. 11 amp., with all data, 716, post 9d. TRANSFORMERS. 
input 210 -230- 250v., output tappings for 
3- 4- 5- 6- 8- 9- 10- 12- 15- 18- 20- 24-30v. at 2 amps., 
20, -. post 1/.. PARMEKO RADIO TRANSFORMERS, drop through shrouded 
type, input 110- 225- 245v., output 250- U -250v. at 90 m,/A., 5v. 2 amp., 6,3v. at 3 amps., screen. 
17/6, post L -. PARMEKO ;OTTER 
CHOKES, 3.6 to 4.2 H. at 150 m /A., 20 H. at no D.C., weight 4 lbs., 7/6. post 1 / -: ditto 
100 H. at 10 m'A., 5,000 r.m.s., weight 11 lbs., 
5 -. Post 9d. BELL TRANSFORMERS, 
input 200,250v., output 4 and 8v. at i amp.. 
2'6. post 7rí. IMMERSION HEATERS. 
230v. A.C.'D.C., 500 watts, fitted high grade thermostat which cuts out at BO deg. C. and 
in at approx. 3 degrees less, 12,6. post 1 / -. ROME(' VACUUM PUMPS. also suitable 
as air compressors, rotary vane type gives 
even pressure, fitted 2in. long gin. dia. shaft, 
15' -, post 1/3. GENERATORS, ME -11 "A ", 
for electrical engine speed indicators, 10 -, post 1 1-. BOX KITES, dinghy antenna 
type, 36in. x 17ín. x 17in., flying cord and 
screw cap metal box container, 1216, post 
9d. OIL TEMPERATURE GAUGES, 
0-100 deg, C., 40ft. flexible tube and mercury 
capsule, 7/8, post 9d. TELESCOPIC 
DINGHY MASTS, extend to 7Ift., fin. dia. tapers to 716in., ideal for T.V. aerials, microphone stands, fishing rods, etc., weight 6 oz., 7 6. post 6d., 3 for 20/ -, post 
9d. SERIES MOTORS, 12v. 20 amp. D.C., 
} h.p., fitted ¡in. die. shafts, 7fn. long, 4in. 
dia., an ideal motor for electric lawn 

,mowers, etc., 15'-. post 14. TELEPHONE 
SETS. consists of 2 combined microphones 
and telephones, coupled with twin flex they 
provide Perfect 2 -way communication. 
sound power, no battery required, with 
25ft. twin connecting flex, 7/6. post 9d. MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM 17 Tel. HARborne 1308 or 2684. 
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Programme Pointers 
This Month MAURICE REEVE Deals with Some More Recent Programmes 

FREQUENTLY a certain thing happens with FREQUENTLY 
regularity -wider our very noses, 

as the saying has it - of which we are going to 
take notice some day, but never do. Usually it is 
something of no very great consequence to us, 
otherwise we would not let it go by week after 
week without giving it our attention. Nobody could 
imagine the original " Twenty Questions " or 
" Itma " living very long without receiving our 
very prompt and favourable patronage : might as 
well think of a leaking burst pipe or a barking dog 
going unnoticed. And so it was with " The Soviet 
View " until I read that questions about it had 
actually been asked of Ministers in the Mother of 
Parliaments as to the =wisdom of letting the thing 
be put over. I at once looked it up in the Radio 
Times and learned that no less than the twentieth 
instalment was to be heard on May 3rd. 

What was all the fuss and blather about ? We 
know funny questions get asked at Westminster 
about all sorts of peculiar things, but if number 20 
of this excessively lengthy series struck the average 
for the whole, some of our representatives certainly 
seem to get the wind -up over very little. The usual 
quotations from the Soviet press -the whole thing 
is a collection of Russian press and broadcast points 
of view as directed to listeners in the U.S.S.R.- 
about the " capitalist beasts " and " the Western 
warmongers " left me stone cold and more than a 
little sceptical of the translator's abilities. Of the 
rest, I faintly remember something about barber's 
shops, the difficulties of the Russian housewife, and 
such -like innocuania. All very silly, futile and 
boring. - 

A very good programme of its type was " The 
Story of Madame Tussaud," April 18th. The first 
half, or more, might have been mistaken for 
" Scenes and Incidents in the French Revolution," 
so many heads fell into the basket, and so long and 
lusty were the shouts and huzzas of the mob -too 
lusty and too plentiful. But the story of how the 
original and young Madame Tussaud modelled 
them and afterwards brought them to England and 
toured with them, thus founding the famous exhi- 
bition, made a capital story which few of us, 
probably, knew anything about. 

Scrapbook 
r " COUNTRY MIXTURE." The sixth of this 

scrapbook programme series, presenting 
'facts, fancies, legends, songs and stories of the 
western counties, presented Dorset, and gave, a 
delightful hour's entertainment. I hope the whole 

',of Great Britain can he similarly covered. Dorset 
''has ever been one of our most beautiful counties, 

perhaps a little undeservedly overshadowed by its 
'illustrious western neighbour, but given a new 
lustre and added fame in recent years by the 
immortal Hardy. The series, free from the blight 
of the cheap, vulgar record which so mars " Down 
Your Way " -an otherwise rather similar feature 
on a parochial scale -brings home to us the beauties 

of our country in all its manifold variety and 
tradition ; a salutary lesson for all. 

Scott has long been a favourite author of mine, 
and though sales of his works are not what they 
once were, it does not necessarily prove us right 
and our fathers and grandfathers wrong. In any 
case, their bulk is sufficient to make any budding ' 
writer of to -day employ a whole -time secretary 
working out the income -tax they would render him 
liable to pay. The three -part adaptation of 
" Ivanhoe," by J. R. Gregspn, made capital radio 
material, full of colour and alive with action. The 
effects department had a glorious time and did not 
labour in vain. " The Talisman " should be equally 
effective. And how about " The Bride of Lammer- 
moor " for a Sunday evening serial ? Galsworthy 
and Trollope are, I learn on the best authority, 
badly in need of a long rest. 

Steel 
" WE WORK IN STEEL " (April 11th) I also liked 

very much. The story, briefly, only dealt 
with the industry during the last 20 years, and was 
based on a steelworker and his family who, after 
passing through the great depression and drawing the 
dole in the '30s, recover their prosperity and a 
bit more in the boom of the war years, the whole 
winding up with a diplomatically balanced peep 
into the industry's future under nationalisation. 
Whether the programme might have been even 
more effective had a more historical approach been 
made to the subject ; whether a little more of the 
origins and developments of steel -making processes 
and a little less of the joys and sorrows of Mr. and 
Mrs. Wilson and family would have been more 
acceptable, I wouldn't know. It would certainly 
have made a different feature. So we'll leave it at 
that and repeat that it was a very moving and 
human documentary. 

" Itma's " Successor 
" 'TAKE IT FROM HERE " may be " the 

successor to Itma," just as anything else 
may be styled the successor to Gilbert and Sullivan 
or " The Merry Widow." Whether the succession 
is justified is quite another matter. Everything 
has to be succeeded, we know, and if the heir is 
not as worthy as its sire it's just too bad, and the 
best available must come into the inheritance. But 
anyone who tells me that the present No. i radio 
variety show -which is how I believe it is ranked - 
is as good as Itma was, then I say, with all the 
deference that emphatic disagreement permits, Sir, 
or Madam, you simply do not know what you are 
talking about." A very easy way of proving this 
would be to listen to an old Itma programme and 
compare the almost continuous hail of laughter 
which accompanied those programmes. throughout 
their lengths with the comparative quietude and 
sobriety in which the present shows are played. 
There is not one character of `` Take It From Here " 
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that will be talked of five minutes after it gives its 
last show. But Col. Chinstrap, to name only one 
from Itma, is still talked of and quoted as we quote 
Dickens. 

Theatre Productions 
" FLARE PATH " and " Mary Read " -the latter 

notable for the presence of Flora Robson 
in the title role -were good theatre productions. 

` Flare Path " set Terrence Rattigan on his very 
successful career as a playwright. But, good as 
." Flare Path " is -and what a success it achieved 
during the war ! -it seemed strangely unreal five 
years after; unlike " Journey's End," which 
moves us to our depths every time it is put on; 

" Silence in Heaven " was also very interesting 
but I was very amused to notice that, though the 
story occurred in the house of a family which must 
have been able to easily afford excellent quality 
stair carpets, there was an excessive amount of 
running up and down obviously uncarpeted stair- 
cases. 

The opera orchestra has settled down to a very 
capable instrument under the leadership of John 
Sharpe and conducted by Stanford Robinson. They 
give many-Well varied and interesting programmes. 
In a " Music in Miniature," one Friday, Cyril Smith 
played Albeniz's glittering " Triana " as though it 
were " Tunbridge «'ells," by Archibald Snooks, 
from his " Famous Spas " cycle. 

News from the .Clubs 
SOUTH MANCHESTER RADIO CLUB 
Hon. See. : M. I. Wüks, 57, Longley Lane, Northenden, 

Manchester. 

AFTER a very successful run with membership increasing at 
each meeting, activities were concluded with D/F Contest. 

;The club station operated portable at Castle Mills and the first 
team under G2AUC located the site in one hour ten minutes, 
followed by G3ESK and his followers nineteen minutes later. 
Three other entries had difficulties with their receivers and in 
order to join the rest of the club for tea had to open the sealed 
envelopes containing details of the location of G3FVA /P. In 
spite of bad weather, all agreed it had been a most successful 
afternoon and plans are already under way for a repeat perform- 
ance, with the winners this time operating the transmitter and 
the committee forming a team. An 8 mm. cine film was taken 
of the event by G3BVP, and It is hoped to show this at the 
Hamfest. 

I, A later meeting was devoted to a general discussion, and a 
special general meeting was held to amend certain parts of the 
club's constitution the evening being concluded with last -minute 
arrangements for the D/F contest. 

At the meeting on the 0th June, G2AUC and 03ESK spoke 
on their experiences during the D/F contest, explaining the gear 
used. 

Several talks by outside lecturers have been arranged, but 
;dates for these are not yet available. 

Prospective members are invited to our fortnightly meetings 
at the Church Schools, Northenden, meetings for July are 7th 
and 21st at 7.30 p.m. 

WORTHING AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO CLUB 
Hon. See.: A. B. Forge, G3FRG, 2, The Plantation, Worthing, 

Sussex. 
MEETINGS of the above club are held the second Monday MEETINGS 

the month at the Adult Education Centre, Worthing, 
at 7.30 p.m. 

THE MIDLAND AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY 
Hon. See.: W. J. Butler, 32, Pilkington Avenue, Sut ton Goldfield. 

TAR. 
SUMMER recently lectured on The Human Vision in 

relation to Television. The membership greatly 
appreciated the lecture and looked forward to further evenings 
with Dr. Summer. 

The Society holds monthly meetings on the third Tuesday at 
the Imperial Hotel. 

THE WEYMOUTH RADIO AND. TELEVISION CLUB 
H.Q., 74, Franchise Street, Weymouth, Dorset. 
,.THE Club has now settled Into new H.Q. A transmitter has 
F been installed with the call -sign G3GNU. Membership ie 
good ; a few members holding their own licences. A receiver 

ihas been Installed and various equipment for the use of members. 
Monthly meetings are held on the last Thursday of each month 

(at 7.30 p.m. The club is open every evening and members 
have their own keys for. the H.Q. Lectures are being given each 
week on the construction of television and of local details for the 

¡club's own television In the future. Prospective members are 
always welcomed. The section is anxious to increase its 
membership. A club news sheet is published each month. 
Morse classes are available for those wishing to commence 

;or Improve their C.W. The club is now eight months old, and 
it is hoped to Increase the membership. A visit to a B.B.C. 

i transmitter is soon to be arranged for members. 

READING RADIO SOCIETY 
Hon. See. : L. Hensford, G2BHS, 30, Boston Avenue, Reading. 
RECENTLY Dr. Lemon (G2GL) gave a talk and demonstration 

on Lightning. The generation of high voltage electtic charges, and some of the properties of these charges were shown. 
The effect of Installing lightning conductors was demonstrated 
by subjecting models to very high voltage D.C. discharges 
(100KV approx.). Many questions followed. 

Mr. Stride, of Ekco, Ltd., talked on Frequency Standards 
and Frequency Measurement, demonstrating a " Ham " -built 
frequency meter, with an accuracy of two parts in 100,000. 

A postal ballot has shown the majority of,members to be in 
favour of the present system of two main society and one instructional section meetings per month ; but with a higher proportion of talks and demonstrations by local Hams at the main society meetings, in place of the commercial firms as at present. 

BRIGHTON AND DISTRICT RADIO CLUB 
Hon. Sec. : L. Hobden, 17, Harlington Road, Brighton. 

CLUB evenings, during the summer months, will have talks and ragchews on alternate Tuesdays. More ragchew time seems essential, as members find time short after any talk or demonstration held. The club TX (G3EVE) will also get more frequent " airings." June programme includes a further talk 
on aerials and a lecture by a local society connected with T.V.I. locating. The club is also participating in NFD. 

EDINBURGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB 
Hon. Sec. : David A. E. Samson, 50, Elm Row, Edinburgh, 7. 

THIS club is going along very well and now has its own transmitter operating under the call sign GM3HAM. 
During the summer months meetings will be curtailed, but weekly meetings will continue until the first Wednesday after 

NFD, and thereafter at fortnightly intervals until the annual 
general meeting on September 13th. 

POOLE AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO CLUB 
Hon. See. : J. Loader, 5, Highwood Road, Parkstone, Dorset. 
THE club, now five months old, is going ahead, three more 

members being enrolled at the last meeting, when G5GG gave a talk on Audio Filters. Meetings are held on the first and third Mondays in the month, a junk sale being held shortly in order to raise funds for the club's ticket, due any day now, 
when the club's Tx will be active on 160, 20, 10 and 2. New members are always welcome and will be sure of a seat as the club can seat 50 comfortably (on chairs, too I). Refreshments 
will shortly he provided. 

THE WEST MIDDLESEX AMATEUR RADIO CLUB 
Hon. Sec.: P. F. Blomfield, 213, Harrow View, Harrow, Middlesex. 
MEETINGS of the club are held on the second and fourth 

Wednesdays of the month at 7.30 at the Labour Hall, Uxbridge Road, Southall, Middlesex. 
At the annual general meeting the following were elected as club officers and committee. 
Hon. Chairman : H. C. Rostock. 
Hon. Sec.: P. F. Blomfield. 
Hon. Treasurer: C. Gott. 
Hon. Asst. Sec.: G. E. Bunt. 
Hon. Librarian : H. R. Winwood. 
Committee : L. E. Hickingbotham, P.T. Smith. 
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MAINS TRANSFORMERS 
(Postage extra under £2) 

(As supplied by us to the ADMIRALTY, 
MINISTRY OF SUPPLY, B.B.C., 

EDUCATION AUTHORITIES, etc.) 
Screened Primaries 200250 v. Interleaved 
and impregnated. Drop through type. 
(a) 250- 0 -250v. 60 mA., 6.3v.3Á., 5v. 2A), 
(b) 250- 0 -250v. 60 mA., 4v. 4 A., 4v. 2A. f 15'8 
Following Types have U NIVERSAI. 
L.T. Windings, 0- 4 -6.3v. 4 A. C.T. 0 -4 -5v. 2 A. 
(e) 250- 0 -250v. 80 mA.... ... 
(d) 300- 0 -300v. 80 mA.... ... 17'6 
(e) 350 -0-350v, 80 mA.... ... 
(f) 250-0-250v. 100 mA. ... ... 
(g) 300- 0 -300v. 100 mA.... ... .... 19 6 
(h) 350- 0 -350v. 100 mA.... .. 

Upright Types Fully Shrouded. 
(1) 350- 0 -350v. 150 mA., 0- 4 -6.3v. 6 A. 

C.T. 0 -4 -5v. 3 A 39;- 
(j) 425- 0 -425v. 180 mA., 6.3v. 4 A. C.T. 

6.3v. 4 A. C.T. 5v. 3 A... . 426 
GUARANTEED EX -GOVT. VALVES 
IC5, IN5, 5Z4, 6AC7. 6B8, 6K7, 637. 6Q7. 
6137, 6V6, 6Y6, 807 at 6/- ea. ;' 1S4, I85, IT4, 
3S4, 6K8, 717 A at 6/8 ea. : 6H6, EB34 at 2,6 : 

6L6, 9/6 ; 805. 23.6 ; 813. 27/6 ; VCR97 in 
makers transit cases. 32,6. 
MINE DETECTOR AMPLIFIERS 
with three IT4 valves ... ... 22.6 
'F1145 TUNING PANELS with three 
tuning condensers .. 4.6 
PACKARD -BELL PRE -AMPS. 
Complete with valves and spares 
in makers cartons ._ 
COWAN 500 VA AUTO TRANS- 
FORMERS, 115/230v. Lr tropical 
packs. Lis MO 4216 

OTHING CHOKES 
90 mA.. 5/- : 60 mA., 6.6 ; 90 mA., 7'- : 

100 mA.. 12/6: 200 mA.. 
VIEW MASTER TN RECEI% ER. 

All parts stocked. 
Constructional envelopes, 5! -. 

MIDGET HIGH " Q " 3 wave -band 
Coil Packs (465 kcis) ... 298 
MIDGET I. F. TRANS. (465 kc; s) ... 15'6 

COULPHONE RADIO 
" The Return of Post Mail Order Service." 
53, Burxeough Street. Ormskirk, Lanes. 

Send 6d. P.O. for 64 -page catalogue. 

TRANSFORMERS for charging, soil 
heating, etc. 40 v. 2 amp. (230 v. 50 c.p.s. 

primary). Heavy cast shrouds and fitted 
terminal block. Extra windings easily 

added. 1316 each. 

VALVES. All brand new, boxed and 

guaranteed. EF50, 716 ; 6V6G, 716 : 

5U4G, 816 ; 5Z4, 616. 

CHOKES. All with "satisfaction or 
money back " guarantee. 
ION, 80 mA, 519. 10H, 120 mA, 619. 

5H, 200 mA, 816. I5H, 250 mA, 1219. 

10H, 300 mA, 1216. 15H, 100 mA, 816. 

DUNK & HEALEY 
67, OSNABURGH STREET, 

LONDON, N.W.I. 

H./1 A. A SHORT -WAVE 
V EQUIPMENT 

Noted for over 15 years for . . 

Short -Wave Receivers and Kits of 
quality. 

One Valve Kit, Model C " Price 20//- 
Two "E" 431- 

These kits are complete with all com- 
ponents, accessories, and full instruc- 
tions. 
Before ordering send stamped, 
addressed envelope for descriptive 
catalogue. 
"H.A.C." SHORT -WAVE PRODUCTS 

(Dept. Tip 66 New Bond Street, 
London, W.1. 

The " Fluxite Auins " at 
" Our TV is working O.K, 
This fight is the high spot to -day. 

Gosh ! Bruiser looks sick 
It's a knockout ! Look quick ! 

" You're right ! Fetch the FLUXITE ! " 
bawled EH. 

See that FLUXITE is always by you 
-in the hcuse- garage- workshop- 
wherever speedy soldering is needed. 
Used for over 40 years in Govern- 
ment works and by leading engineers 
and Manufacturers. Of all ironmongers 
-in tins, 10d., 1/6 and 3/ -. 
The FLUXITE GUN puts FLUXITE 
where you want it by a simple pressure. 
Price 2 6, .r filled 3/6. . 

Work 

FLUXITE 
SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING 

Write for Book on the Art of " SOFT " 
Soldering and for leaflets on CASE- 
HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING 
TOOLS with FLUXITE. Price ld. each. 

FLUXITE Ltd., Dept. W.P., 
Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.1 

STAN WILLETTS 
R1155 Communications Receiver. 
complete with valves, in wood transit 
case, tested and guaranteed in good 
working order. £8115/ -, carriage 10 -. 
Six -valve Short -wave Receiver (TR9), 
31-80 metres. complete with 6 battery - 
operated valves. 3 VR21s, 2 VR18s. 1 

VR118 or VR22, in working order, 12.6, 
less 
Type 18 with 4 battery -operat battery-operated valves 
(6 -9 me s). 151-, post 2/ -. Headphones 
for same, 4!6, post 6d. Bromide Paper 
(soft glossy). 100 postcard size. 3,6 
(guaranteed), post 6d. I mA Meters, 51 -, 
post Blower 80-volt 

M orr, v / 

post 9d. Hand Mike, No. 9A. 3/11, post 
6d. 1355 Receivers, brand new in wood 
transit case, 59(6, carriage 7/6. 24 -volt 
Relays. 216 each, 3 for 6(6, post 4d. 12 
Mixed Pots, 6/ -, post 6d. 

43, SPON LANE, 
WEST BROMWICH, STAFFS. 

For high and low voltage 
testing : -1 /30 and 100,850 
volts A.C. or D.C. New 

molts A.0 
model for 

Write for interesting 
leaflet 29F. 

RU N BAKfN - MANCHESTER 

RADIO is iet,,FSting. 
With a D5 Coll you 
can build this crystal 
set, or 1, 2, and 3 

valve sets. The most 
comprehensive radio 
coil for simple cir- 
cuits. With full blue- 
print and circuits, 5/ -. 

HILLFIELDS RADIO. 
Dept. II. 8. Burnham 
Rd., Whitley, Coventry. 
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r- SPARKS' 
j 

DATA SHEETS 
Now recognised as the Safest. Inc 
Simplest and the Finest Radio Con- 
structional Sheets obtainable. 

The " CRITERION " A.C. RADIO- 
GRAM. For Quality Reproduction of 
Radio and Records. Bass and Treble 
Controls. Widely praised. M. &_L 

The " CONQUEST " A.C. /D.C. SUPER - 
HET. All -wave. Fine output on Radio 
and P.U. Good range ... ... 2 9 

The " CHALLENGER " A.C.;D.C. 
PORTABLE. Radio in any room with- 
out A. or E. Noted performance ... 2/9 
The " CUB " A.C. /D.C. 2- Valver plus 
Rect. M. & L. waves. A most useful 
Set giving good power and tone .. 2/8 
The " CORVETTE " All -dry Superhet. 
All -wave. Compact and Portable ... 3/- 
The " COMPACT " 2- Valver. A neat 
little battery Set for Speaker results 
on M. & L. waves. Widely used. ... 2;8 
The " EMPIRE " ALL -WAVE TWO. 
A small 2- Valyer for S., M. and L. waves. 
All -dry batteries. Very popular. 2/6 

The above are another 7 of my 40 Tested 
and Guaranteed Designs. Send Stamp 
with Order or for detailed List. 

Components Supplied 

L. ORMOND SPARKS (P) 
48A, HIGH STREET, 
SWANAGE, DORSET. 

REMEMBER US 
FOR ALL YOUR 

METAL WORK 
TO SPECIFICATION 

Chassis- Screening- Housing for 
your VISION, SOUND, TIME -BASE, 
POWER, and TUBE ASSEMBLIES. 

AND 
START WITH THE RIGHT FINISH! 
We crackle or stove -enamel the 
completed job. Estimates with 

pleasure. 
Buccleuch Radio Manufacturers 

6 Wheatfield St., Edinburgh, 1I. 
Grams : "Therm." 'Phone 64596 

BRAND NEW VALVES! 
REAL Bargains and RELIABLE Valves, 
The following ex- Government valves are 
guaranteed to be BRAND NEW, and you 
can purchase with confidence. (Please 
state (A) or (B) when ordering.) 

(A) Original cartons as from manufac- 
turer : EB34, 21- : 9006. 3!- ; 2C26. 2C26Á, 
319 : 9004, 41- : 6C5. 6N7GT /G, 2X2. 419 ; 

6AC7, 5- ; 6J5, 6SK7, 5/3 : 6K7, 6K7GT, 
5/9 ; 688. ; 807, 6F6G, 5Z4, 6/3 : 6Q7GT, 
6/6 : 6C6, 7'- : 6,36. 12/8: 813, 30 -. 

(B) New, mostly boxed (while they last h), 
EB34, 1 6 ; 2C26, 2C26A. 3/3 ; 2X2. 4,3 
6SK7. 4,9 : 688. 5/- ; 6F6G, 6SL7GT, 5Z4* 
5R4GY. VR10510C3, 5/9 ; 6V6GT *, 637 *, 
6Q7GT*. 6/- : 6Y6G, 6/3 ; 6L6G. 7/9. 
*(Manufacturers' surplus, not ex- Govt.). 
Matched valves, 2/- per pair extra. 
Metal can electrolytics. 8 +8 +8, 400 v. wkg., 
8 +8 450 v. wieg., 3/6. (Post free). Pair 
of 8 +8 +8 In carton with clips, 7 3. 
Orders over 15- post free, otherwise please 
add 3d. for valve or condenser. 
REED for SPEED and RELIABILITY I 

DOUGLAS REED, 
39, Burnley Road, Ainsdale, 5cathport 
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News from l the Trade 
A New " Melody Maker " 

LAST year's Radiolympia revival of the Cossor 
" Melody Maker " has proved immensely 

popular with both trade and public, but there are 
many who have asked for a wood cabinet version. 

, This has now made its appearance as Model 500 
at 17A- gns., tax paid. While following the general 
specification . of the current set, the opportunity 
has been taken to introduce one or two circuit 

The new " Melody Maker," Model 500. 

modifications which result in improved signal -to- 
noise ratio and more efficient tone control. 

The appearance is very nice, with polished 
walnut cabinet, larger dial with three -colour 
calibrations, and " gold " metal grille. 

A. C. Coaaor, Ltd., Highbury Grove, N.S. 

High -voltage Adaptor 
TN t he next column is an illustration 

of the Model 341 High Voltage 
Adaptor being produced by Taylor 
Electrical Instruments, Ltd., the 
nett price being 37/6. 

By use of this adaptor the D.C. 
voltage range of the Model 170A 
Electronic Testmeter can be exten- 
ded up to 10 kV. 

With the present demand for 
reliable indication for voltages up 
to that figure this adaptor increases 
the scope of usefulness of Model 
170A to a considerable extent, par- 
ticularly where television service 
work is concerned. 

Teulor Electrice! Instruments, 
I,td., 419 -424, Montrose Avenue, 
,slough, Buck-s. 

New Miniature Hearing Aid 
FOR the past 27 years Mr. Victor 

Foot, F.I.P.I., A.M.Inst.B.E., 
the well -known radio engineer and 
inventor, has devoted his life to the 

improvement of hearing aids. In 1938 he was the 
first man to instal Hearing Aids in London Theatres, 
Cinemas and Convert Halls. 

Now Mr. Foot has produced a new Ossi -Caide 
hearing aid which weighs only 4 ozs. This compares 
most favourably with the government " issue " 
hearing aid which weighs 1 lb. 10 ozs. It incorporates 
the three miniature valves recently developed by 
Mullards. Made of aluminium its case contains 
two minute dry batteries and its size is only about 
3 X 4 in. But these new Ossi- Cailles can also be 
bought with an electro- magnetic pick -up and 
would thus enable a deaf person to listen in to the 
radio while working out in the garden, hearing a 
baby cry indoors while outside their house, etc. 
The retail price is £31 10s. Od. (thirty guineas). 

Ossicaide, 24, Kensington Church Street, W .8. 

Service Aids 

THREE interesting new lines are announced 
by the British Distributing Co. They are : 

Nylon Drive Cord. 5Oft: card, retail price; 
4s. 6d. A guaranteed perfect grip, non- stretch, 
glass -cored drive cord. This material is available 
to manufacturers and large users, on reels of a 
few gross yards at a lower price. 

Radio Cement. -Retail price, Is. 6d. Perfect 
adhesive for all radio and workshop uses. (Cellulose 
cement based). 

Switch and Contact Cleaner. -Retail price. 33. 
A very efficient dirt and verdigris remover, for use 
on all electrical and radio contacts. 

The British Distributing Co., 66, High Street, 
London, N.S. 

Mr. Victor Foot demonstrating his latest miniature hearing aid to 
trade buyer Joan Masters, of New Malden, Surrey, at the B.I.F. 
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Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must 
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication). 

R.F. Capacity Meter 

SIR, -I have studied with interest the article 
. describing the " R/F Capacity Meter," in the 

June issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, and wish to 
point out that the appendix to the article contains 
a number of errors, some of which may have been 
introduced in printing and of them you may well 
be aware. 

The whole of the proof, however, is very mis- 
leading since it sets out to prove that the capacity 
of a condenser can change with frequency, which is 
not true. The writer of the article has, in fact, 
shown that a given parallel circuit of resistance and 
capacity can be replaced by an equivalent series 
circuit (with properly chosen values of Rs and Cs) 
giving the same impedance and phase relationships 
for a given frequency as the original. At low 
frequencies the values of Rs and C's will approxi- 
mate closely to the values of R and C used in the 
parallel circuit but at high frequencies the formulae 
derived in the appendix to the article will have to 
be applied to given values of Rs and Cs applicable 
to each frequency used. Under no circumstances, 
however, can the capacity of a perfect condenser 
be regarded as anything but a fixed quantity. 

The true reason why a low frequency investiga- 
tion of capacities below about 0.1 tiF cannot be 
glade with accuracy is that the impedance offered 
by such condensers to low frequencies is very high 
and small differences between these high impedances 
are difficult to measure. Using the apparatus 
described with a frequency of 1 Mc /s or so and 
producing audible beat notes with a fixed radio 
frequency carrier, a high degree of accuracy may 
be expected. The use of too high a frequency 
would, of course, make Hie reactance of the con- 
densers used very small and the ordinary circuit 
wiring losses would become important., and 1 Mc /s 
would seem to be a good compromise frequency 
for the range of capacities to be tested. -A. W. 
DALE (Leeds). 

IThe Author .states : I have given Mr. A. W. Dale's letter a very 
careful reading and hare cane to the conclusion that he has failed 
to grasp the purpose of the appendix to my article. That purpose 
was, as the first sentence states,'" To prone that a conden.,Ser 

beltares as a lower value of capacitance at increased frequencies 
due to series resistance. "' We are not considering perfect con- 
densers, such do not exist except as concepts to simplify and 
clarify calculations. What we do consider is the sort of eondensser 
an amateur or a radio sèrrice engineer handles every day -a 
practical condenser possessed of a variety of imperfections due 
to dielectric polarisation, lead resistance, plate resistance (especially 
in .silver miens, etc.), insulation resistance and effects doe to 
corona in high- power, high voltage condensers. 

It is standard practice, as you will very well know, to consider 
a normal, every -day condenser as being equal to a perfect con- 

denser with a resistanee added either in series or in parallel to 
simulate the effect of pooping all the causes of power -loss into 
one easily handled quantity. The magnitude of the resistance is 
chosen so that an equal amount of energy is lost in it as would 
be lost in all the imperfections of the normal condenser. 

I would refer Mr. Dale to the following text- books, where he 
will find that the capacity of a condenser can and deco change 
with frequency. - 

1." Experimental Radio Engineering "- Rrtpson. Exp. 4:3 and 
44, Pp. 69 -71. - 

3 Fundamentals of Radio "- Terman. I'p. 10 -12. 
:3. "Radio Engineers' handbook "- Terman. Pp. 100 and 

110. 
As to the errors in the equations these are .so slight that nobody 

is likely to be led astray by them. They are, 1. three " pFds "' 
hare slipped down out of line teith the division bar. they also 
should be Fd'.s, i.e., Farads. i. A slide -ride slip gave the final 
answer as 4.2.:3 pF, this should be about 46 pF: -It. H. -Q.) 

One -valve Signal Generator 

S1 
P.,-Ll the June, 1950, issue of PRACTICAL 

WIRELESS you have printed a circuit of a 
one -valve signal generator (Page 249) from 5 -206 
metres. 

Looking at the irenit at A.2, R.F. is connected 
to a 25 kla pot via .005 tF condenser to H.T. ±. 

Surely no signal will pass due to the 16 pF 
electrolytic condenser from H.T.+ to earth ? 

This will stop any signal passing. Can you please 
cheek this, as I anti VerV interested in the circuit ? 

Also, can you explain the need for a 150 pF trimmer 
across the 500 pF tuning condenser for extending 
range ? -P. POYNTER (Sutton). 
[In reply to _1fr. Poynter's letter, may I say he is quite correct in 

his opinion that the 16 i 1" electrolytic will bypass the R.F. to 
earth. 7'he original signal generator was built as a separate 
unit and used with a commercial power pack which, no dotubt,1 
had a dropper resistor between the 16 ph' capacitor and the o tp it 
terminals which in this case world, of course, be the R.E. output 
connection. The power pack diagrammed was, in fact, an after- 
thought added simply for the benefit of younger readers who may 
not be familiar with power supply connections. . 

An 11 .F. choke or a resistor of about 10,0005? will serve 
effectively to prevent this bypass action if placed between the 
electrolytic and the R.F. terminals. - 

The purpose of the 150 pF trimmer is to extend the range 
of the medium -wave coil to corer the 465 to 473 Re /s. frequencies 
used in so many I.F. .stages. The coil used is a .standard 
suedium -ieace coil which, with a .0005 pF tuning condenser, 
covers up to about 550 metres. The addition of the trimmer 
extends the range to 645 metres, in other words 465 Kc,'s. -- 
T. 1V. D.) 

" s Simpliscope 

S`Iß, -With reference to my article in the June 
issue, the " Simpliscope' was designed for use 

in the audio frequency band. Only one range of 
sweep control was incorporated in the oscillator 
circuit as it was felt that there was little to be gained 
by including sweep frequencies much below 50 
c.p.s., and the range chosen has an upper limit at 
about 500 c.p.s. For normal use this is quite 
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sufficient if the user does not mind seeing a number 
of waves in the trace ; for instance, a 5,500 c.p.s. 
input will give about 10 waves on the screen and 
normal sine wave distortion may readily be observed. 
If a higher range is desired, the 500 pF condenser 
from Vu anode to grid should be reduced to, say, 
100 pF. It should not be necessary to alter the 
value of the screen to suppressor condenser, thus 
a simple switch may be used, but the leads must be 
kept short. 

The signal amplifier will give reliable results up 
to the highest audio frequencies, but there is no 
compensation for the phase shift which occurs at 
high frequencies and may lead to some distortion 
on. say, a square wave trace at frequencies above 
5 Kc /s. 

I have taken care to point out and even exaggerate 
the shortcomings of the instrument when compared 
with a normal commercial machine, but over ten 
years of experience with oscilloscopes has convinced 
me that simplicity is the goal to aim at in the design 
of a general workshop 'scope and, if any extra 
facilities are required, the circuits can be " added 
on " and designed to suit the type of work in hand. - 
F. R. PETTIT (Herne Bay). 

Delivery Dates 
SIR, -I read with interest in your discussion 

columns Mr. Baker's letter from Bristol re 
" delivery dates " in the June issue. I have had a 
similar experience. 

I purchased a double- diode -triode battery valve 
of a well -known make at the full standard price 
(14s.) through one of your advertisers. Un- 
fortunately for me, I had it some time before using 
it, as my time was very limited towards building the 
set I intended it for, which was a P.W. experimental 
set for battery fidelity in which the valve was used 
as a detector amplifier. 

The results were excellent, excepting that the 
valve was intermittently microphonic. Clarity 
and volume were good, but the slightest touch on 
the valve caused the speaker to ring like a bell, 
and the slight ringing rose and died away inter- 
mittently whilst the set was in operation. 

The retailer to whom I returned the valve for 
his opinion suggested sending it to the manu- 
facturer for " test " with a view of replacement, 
and gave me the necessary form to fill out. And 
that was the last I saw of my valve. The result 
of the " test " was contained in a statement from 
the manufacturer a fortnight later, which told me 
that the guarantee period had expired -just that 
and no more. 

I waited a fortnight or so for the return of .the 
valve and then wrote asking for it back. The 
reply came back stating that as it had been through 
a third person's hands they hinted the retailer 
might have it. I wrote him and he, of course, had 
not received it. 

I wrote a second letter to the manufacturers 
and informed them of this, and asked for my 
property back as they should have no interest, 
as the guarantee had expired, and offered to send 
the cost of packing and postage. 

Their reply to this was that all valves sent to them 
were " tested " irrespective of the guarantee 
having expired. Those valves which did not come 
up to their standard were disposed of. This I was 
told was the usual method of the trade. 

I wrote a third letter pointing out that legally 
I considered they had no right to destroy my 
property, especially as the valve was perfectly 
usable and I might have been able to minimise 
the defect by cushioning the valveholder. 

To this I had a reply that since I sent the valve 
at my own invitation they could not be expected 
to accept any responsibility for its safety -but 
had I stated on the form or with it, which accom- 
panied the valve to the manufacturers, that I 
wanted it to be returned they would have returned it 

Unfortunately for me, this question did not 
appear on the form as to the valve being returned 
to me, so I unknowingly sent the valve 200 miles 
or so to be scrapped after a try -out with the set and 
at a cost to me of 14s. 

These faults should be found out at the test bench 
before the valves are marketed, and not at the 
user's expense. -W. GOSLING (Liverpool). 

The Beginner 
SIR, -I have recently spent a few evenings in 

reading through back numbers of PRACTICAL 
WIRELESS, and a paragraph on the Editorial page 
of one of them has prompted me to write to you. 

On February 1st, 1936, you wrote : . . Future 
issues will -devote a considerable amount of space 
to the newcomer, - and articles will be given . 

to bring th'e beginner into line with the experi- 
menter who has been following broadcasting since 
its inception." 

This was practical and sensible and I, for one, 
would be glad to see this policy adopted afresh to 
meet the needs of a new generation of newcomers 
to this most fascinating of hobbies. 

The basic principles of radio. I suggest. are best 
learned by a combination of theory and practical 
work. Would it be possible to embark on a course, 
starting with the simplest receivers as a basis to 
illustrate elementary theory and adding to these as 
the reader's knowledge increased ? 

With proper guidance, such as your journal 
could give, it is possible to obtain a good cleal of 
knowledge and experience without heavy expense. 
and I suggest that to help your less experienced 
readers along such lines would be to render a 
real service to amateur radio. -F. PICHBOURNE 
(Liverpool). 

[ II'e commence a. useful series for the Beginner on 
page 356 of this issue.-Ea.] 

Editorial and Advertisement Offices : 

" Practical Wireless," George Newnee, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.Q.E. 'Phone : Temple Bar 9383. 
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London. 

Registered at the G.P.C. tor transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. 
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical nature suitable for publication in " Practical Wireless." Such articles should be 
written on one side of the paper only, and should contain the name and address of the sender. Whilst the Editor does not hold himself responsible 
for manuscripts, every effort will be made to return them if a stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed. All correspondence intended for 
the Editor should be addressed : The Editor. " Practical Wireless," George Newnes. Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton Street. Strand. W.C.2. 
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless apparatus and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch with the latest developments. 
we give no warranty that apparatus described in our columns is not the subject of letters patent. 
Copyright in all drawings. photographs and articles published in " Practical Wireless " as specifically reserved throughout the countries 
signatory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any of these are therefore expressly forbidden. " Practical 
Wireless " incorporates " Amateur Wireless." 
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2 volt Battery Superhets, 6-9 Mcs. 
Chassis taken from No. IB TxIRx. Tested 
ready for use, 1816, post 116. 

New 1N34 Crystal Diodes, 513. 

Meters, 4kin. 0 -200 microammeters. 
first grade, 4219. 2in. 0 -500 microammeters, 
81 -. 2in. Mit 0 -300 v., IOI -, 0-40 v., 716. 

Multimeters. 2kin. Supplied with black 
bakelite case, 6in. x 41in. x Ikin., and resis- 
tors for D.C. ranges 0-30 v., 150 v., 300 v., 
600 v. and 60 mA. Also scale reads ohms 
0 -5,000 with 1.5 v. battery, 1616 each. 
Headphones, with breast plate micro- 
phone. Packed in wooden boxes. Operate 
with 41 v. battery, 101- a set. 
Miniature Slow Motion Dials, 100-1, 
worm geared, 2 /in. x 2in. Scale 0 -100, 
precision made, 41- each. 
New Brown's Moving Reed Head- 
phones. Best in the world, 616. 

200 -250 v. A.C. or D.C. Motors, about 
A h.p., fitted with 24ìn. x Sin. high grade 
grindstones, medium or fine, made by 
Nortons, 201 -. 
New Carbon Microphones, U.S. made 
for Type 58 Walkie Talkie, 31 -. 

Powerful Small Motors, 31in. x 2 /in. x 
21in.. 24 v. A.C./D.C., with geared spindle, 
816. Transformer 230124v. 16F -. 
24 v. A.C.ID.C. Motors, Sin. x 3in., fitted 
with powerful blower fan. Can be used 
for paint sprayers, vacuum cleaners, etc., 
141 -. Transformer 230124v., 161 , 
Filament Transformers, 4 or 6v. 4A. 616. 

All post paid. Money back guarantee from : 

THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART 
253b; Portobello Rd.. London, W.II 

'Phone : Park 6026. 

Simple self -feed 
epeeds up soldering. 
Better work. Saves 
solder. Write 
for interesting 

leaflet 29 J 

RUNBAKEN 'MANCHESTER I 

LO U DSPEAK E R 
SEPARATOR 

A unit to divide the output between 
two loudspeakers feeding one with bass 
and the other with treble: This in- 
creases frequency response, improves 
clarity and reduces inter -modulation. 

The unit may be used with any 
speakers of IS ohms or less, and we 
will be pleased to recommend suitable 
units for customers' equipment. 

Kit of parts for above ... 301 - 
Unit built and tested ,.. 401 - 

From:- 
RADIO COMPONENTS, 
EAST STREET, DARLINGTON. 

TELEPHONE SETS. Consists of two 
balanced armature telephones connec- 
ted 25ft. P.V.C. flex, no batteries, self 
energised, cheapest form intercom., 
remote listener, etc., 9/- set. Reduction 
for quantity. 
Many other Radio & Electrical bargains, 

INSTRUMENT WIRE. 
Send S.A.E. for list. 
L. C. Northal1,18, Holly Rd., Quinton, 
B'ham, 32. Retail Stores. 416, High 
St., Smethwick. 

RODING LABS. 
have the following out -of- Season brand new 
stock for disposal. BUY NOW AT UN- 
REPEATABLE PRICES ! Mail only. 
LOUDSPEAKERS : P.M. 5in.. 10/- : 61ín. 
wit. 15t- ; Bin., 16/6 : 101n., 22/ -. Mains 
energised Bin., 1,250 ohms or 400 ohms 
field. 15/- : loin. wit 1,250 ohm field, 221 -. 
Please add 1/- post per speaker. 
CONDENSERS : 006 1,000 v., .002 1,000 v., 
2/9 doz. .072 miniature. 3/6 doz. (Special 
bulk prices for manufacturers), 100 pf. 
S.M.. 416 doz. (post extra). 
RESISTORS : h w.. 2/- doz. : 10/- 100 
(2.7 k., 270 k., 1.2 meg.) (post extra). 
CATHODE RAY TUBES : New VCR97 
(in crates) especially selected for Television 
receivers, 40/ -, plus 3/- carriage. 
CHASSIS : Polished Aluminium 12 x 9 
x 21in.. 16 s.w.g. folded 4 sides, 8 /6(post 9d.). 
CABINETS : Walnut veneer (polished) 
sloping front, with baffle and back, size 
21in. x 14ín. x 10in. /12ín., 35/- (post. etc., 9i -). 
VALVES, etc., : VR91's, 41 -. 71A. 21- ea. 
or 15 /- doz. ! ! I VR91 holders, 6d. ea. 
Selenium rectifiers 230 v. 30 mA, 4,'3 ea. 
Neons (no resistance). 2/ -' ea. (Post extra). 
CAR RADIO : 1 only. EKCO 12 v. (latest 
model -slightly soiled), 15 gns. (2/- post). 

Be quick ! First cheque secures. 
Our standard lines are, of course, 
available as usual from stock. 
MODEL 30. Famous-3 waveband superhet 
Coil Packs, aligned and sealed, 29/9 inc. 
MODEL 40 Coil Packs -similar, with R.F. 
stage, aligned and sealed. 57/6 inc. 
1.F. TRANSFORMERS, 'lc, high stability, 
aligned and sealed to 465 kcs. 13/8. pr. 
MODEL 30 TUNING UNIT : Consisting of 
30 Coil Pack, pair of " M.M.' I.F. Trans- 
formers, matched 2 -gang and attractive 
Dial. Components aligned together as a 
unit and sealed. 5419 inc. 
MODEL 40 TUNING UNIT, similar, with 
R.F. stage, 86/3 inc. 
EITHER unit available with JB Spin -wheel 
tuner for 20/9 extra. 
For further information, host of circuits, 
etc., let the ". Home Constructor's Hand- 
book " be your guide to radio realism -at- 
low -cost ! Price 19 or FREE copy given 
with all orders over £1. 
RODING LABORATORIES (Dept. WA), 

70, Lord Avenue, Ilford, Essex. 

YOU 
can become 
a first -class 

RADIO 
ENGINEER 
We are specialists in Home - 
study Tuition in Radio, 
Television and Mathematics. 
Post coupon now for free 
booklet and learn how you 
can qualify for well -paid 
employment or profitable 

spare -time work. 

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE 
-....Post in unsealed envelope, rd. postage....s 

To: R. Heath Bradley, T.C.R.C., 
50, Harland Road, 

Southbourne, Bournemouth. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

P.rc3 

THE MODERN 
BOOK CO. 

The Radio Amateur's Handbook. 
By A. R. R. L. 20s. Postage 9d. 

A Home -built F M Receiver. By 
K. R. Sturley. 4s. 6d. Postage 3(t. 

Practical Wireless Circuits. By F. J. 
Camm. 6s. Postage 4d. 

Wireless Coils, Chokes and Trans- 
formers. By F. J. Camm. 8s. 
Postage 5d. 

Television Servicing Manual. By 
E. N. Bradley. 4s. 6d. Postage 3d. 

Cathode -Ray Oscillographs, By J. H. 
Reyner. Is. 6d. Postage 5d. 

The Antenna) Book. by A. R. R. L. 
105. Bd. Postage 9d. 

Radio Valve Data -Compiled by 
" Wireless World." 3s. 8ds Postage 
3d. 

Radio Servicing - Theory and 
Practice. By A. Marcus. 35s. Postage 

Reproduction of Records. By J. H. 
Brierley. 38. 6d. Postage 2d. 

Loudspeakers. By G. A. Briggs. 5s. 
Postage 3d. 

The Magnetic Amplifier. By J. H. 
Reyner. 15s. Postage 9d. 

Radio Amateur Call Book Magazine 
-Spring number. 165. Postage 9d. 

Radio Handbook. 12th Edition. 
By Editors and Engineers. 25s. 
Postage 9d. 

Vade -Mecum, 1950. By P. H. Brans. 
21s. Postage 9d. 

We have the finest selection of British 
and American television and radio 
books in the Country. Complete list 
on application. 

19 -23, PRAED ST. 
(Dept. P 8) 

LONDON, W.2. 
PADdington 4185 

TELEVISION COILS 
(Suitable for Viewmaster) 

W 
MIDLAVELENGTH AND 2516 

6 LONDON 
181 WAVELENGTH 

per complete set. 

From your local retailer, usual 
factor, or :- 

British Distributing Co. 
66, High Street, London, N.8 

AUCTION SALE 
A Nationally Advertised AUCTION 
SALE of Manufacturers, Wholesalers 
and Dealers Surplus Stocks will he held 

at the 

BINGLEY HALL, BIRMINGHAM 
Largest Hall in the Midlands 

Sale days : Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 
July 19th, 20th, 21st, 1950. Viewing days : 

July 17th, 18th. 
1,500 Lots include a large quantity of Radio. 
Electrical and ex- Government stock. 
Prospective Buyers should write l'or a 
Catalogue (to be forwarded when ready) 

enclosing 6d. stamps. 
Write or phone the ORGANISER (to the sponebrs) 

J. E. FARMER, 
Farmer & France, Ltd., 

St. John St., Bromsgrove, Worcs. 
Tel. : Bromsgrove 2442 or 
HARborne (B'ham) 1808 
Auctioneers to the Sale t 

Walters & Son, Bingley Hall, Birmingha,-n 
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LYONS RADIO 
Dept. M.P.. 

3, Goldhawk Road, 
Shepherds Bush, W.12 

Telephone : SHEpherds Bush 1729 

RESPONSER UNITS, 10 valve 11 metre 
superhet units, ideal for conversion into 
a Midlands or London Television re- 
ceiver. Contains 6 12Mc. IF. Trans- 
formers, 4 Mc. band width, 6 valves type 
VR65 (SP61), 2 VR92's (EA50), and 1 each 
VR136 and 137, 3 tunable slugged coils 
and dozens of other useful components. 
PRICE 22/8, carriage 418. 
INDICATOR UNITS TIME 6A.-As 
specified in several T.V. designs, these 
units contain C.R. tube. VCR97. 4 
VR91's, 3 VR54's, etc, In brand new 
condition, supplied in maker's transit 
case. PRICE 851 -, carriage 7, 6. 
AERIAL RODS. -Copperised steel 
rods, 12ín. long, can be plugged into each 
other to form an aerial any desired 
length. PRICE 31- per dozen, post paid. 
TRANSMITTERS TYPE BC778. 
Powered by built -in hand generator. 
sends automatic S.O.S. on 500 Kc., or 
can be manually operated. Complete 
with morse tapper, valves (1 each 
12SC7 and 12M), neon indicator lamps. 
aerial wire, etc. Housed in waterproof 
cases which are slightly dented and 
marked externally, but in good condi- 
tion internally. PRICE 30 / -, carriage 4' -. 
0100 v. A.C. VOLTMETERS.- Switch- 
hoard mounting type, first grade m, /iron, 
scale length approx. 6ín.. diem. over 
fixing flange lin. PRICE 35/ -, post 1'8. 
Round, plug -In type, 21in. diam. m iron 
with dropping resistance. PRICE 10 %6. 
post paid. - 

INEXPENSIVE TELEVISION. -How 
to convert Gov- surplus equipment 
for T.V. reception. New enlarged 
edition. Price 2/8, post paid. 

JONRAD' + G BESNORFWAYEKI Ng 
7Áis llrotld AG ,'- saE LQN6 DISTANCE 9 í'm9 , XadEo RsctOi'AOx. * 

E OAP- PROBABLY nie sMALLESrONE 

1° VALYE SNORT-WAVE RADIO IN 
TXE 1VOAlD USING 
STANDARD PARTS 

/,/.r STANBAnosRUAO 

awe (nclose .UNIF6 BfYI[ 

tastempPOrta9e) f°,(r.Ap{ryyfEMr OM 
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ENAMELLED COPPER 
WIRE ON REELS 

for immediate delivery, quantities in all 
gauges from 10-50 s.w.g., very attrac- 
tively priced, well below manufacturers' 
prices. 

Products & Commerce. Ltd.. 
14, Dominion Street, London, E.C.2. 

MET 9542/3 & 0530. 

THE WORLD'S GREATEST 
BOOKSHOP 

FOR BOOKS 
New and secondhand Books 
on every subject. Stock of 

3 million volumes. 
Large dept. tor Technical Books 

119 -125 CHARINQ CROSS RD. 
LONDON W.C.2 

GERrard 5660 (16 lines, 
Open 9-6 (inc. Sat.) 

::::?i.- . '.wi :s - -::>;.:.,-. 
:::::, ;hs:aPii::i j 

YOU CAN MAKE A FINE AUTO- 
RADIOGRAM WITH THIS CHASSIS 
1950 5 VALVE FOUR WAVEBAND A.C. 
SUPERHET. Product of a Leading 
Manufacturer. 

Dimensions. 141ín. x lin. x 3in. Finished in cream cellulose. For A.C. operation only. 
200 -250 volts, 40 -60 cycles. Consumption 
60 watts. 
FOUR WAVEBANDS, 12 -30 m., 30 -60 m.. 
200 -550 m 900 -2,000 m. Valve combination, 
Mazda TH41, VP41, HL41DD, FEN45. UU6. 
Large illuminated glass dial, size lin. x 
51n., with coloured waveband scales and station names. IRON -CORED COII.S 
and IF. Transformers. 
HIGH SELECTIVITY and SENSITIVITY. 
PICK -UP Sockets fitted and switched in 
Wavechange assembly. Power output 41 
watts. Variable tone control. Extra L.S. 
sockets, Price includes 8ín. P.M. speaker. 
A MAGNIFICENT INSTRUMENT IN 
EVERY RESPECT. £11 -19 -8 Carr. paid. 

I MARCONI AUTOMATIC RECORD 
CHANGER with pick -up matching trans. 

'810-10-8 Carriage paid. 
With these two units and a cabinet which 
you can make yourself you will have a 
fine instrument equal to any costing three 
times as much. . 

PROMPT DELIVERY PER PASSENGER 
TRAIN. SATISFACTION AND SAFE 

DELIVERY GUARANTEED. 
H.P. RADIO SERVICES LTD. 

Britain's Leading Radio Mail Order House 
55 County Rd., Walton, Liverpool, 4 
Tel.: Aintree 1445 Estab. 1935 

"YOU CAN RELY ON US" 
FOR CLEAN COMPONENTS 

AT COMPETITIVE PRICES 

IMMEDIATE DISPATCH 

MIDGET COIL PACKS 
MW /LW, MWISW ... 251 - 
LW/MW/SW of very small dimensions 

46 i K /cs .... ... . ... 28/8 
COILS 
Medium wave iron -cored with 

reaction (small) ... ... ... ... 3/8 
TRF MW /LW matched pair with circuit 7,6 
FORMERS 
Aladdin lin. with cores... ... each 1Od. 
Aladdin tin, with cores... .. each 7d. 
tin. Bakelite with adjustable iron 

9d. 
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 
210/240 v. to 6.3 v., 1.5 a. Small, with 

green crackle finish ... ... ... 8(6 
210/240 v. to 4 v., 3 a. .., 12í6 
SPEAKER TRANSFORMERS 
Super midget, to match 3S4, DL32, to 

43 
LOUDSPEAKERS 
211n. Celestion Midget, 25'6 : 32in.. 12'6 
5in. with dust cover, 9/9 : 5in. Television 
Type small magnet. 10/6: 611n. Goodman, 
12/6: Olin. Truvox with trans., 18 - : 8in. 
Lightweight Television type, 15 - : 8in. 
R. & A. with pentode trans.. 18 6 : 10in. 
Television type, 21'8: 12ín. Truvox, 39:8. 

Write, 'Phone, or Call for : 

CATALOGUE No, 7, 21d. Stamp. 

RADIO SERVICING CO. 
444, WANDSWORTH ROAD, 
CLAPHAM, LONDON, S.W.8 

Telephone : MACaulay 4155 
77, 77A Bus : 26. 28 Tram. S.R. Station, 

Wandsworth Road. 

WE DON'T supply any - 
thing Ex- Government. 

All Brand New Goods 
-- fully guaranteed - 

AUTO CHANGERS IN STOCK 
GARRARD RC65A A.C.'D.C. MIXED 
RECORDS. Standard lightweight mag- 
netic head. £20 15 -. GARRARD RC65A A.C. MIXED RE- 
('ORDS. Standard lightweight head. 
£15'13/8. 
INTERCHANGEABLE plug -in heads for 
the above. Lightweight, £2'6'8 : High - 
fidelity, £3'5 -. Adaptor .for RC65 and 70, 

E.3LI MARCONI. A.C. Auto -changer, 
NON- MIXED, Hi -Fi. head. Complete with 
transformer, £10'10 8. I 

('OLLARO RC500. A.C. Auto -changer, 
NON MIXED. Crystal or Hl -Fl. head, 
£10.15' -. ' 

CABINETS. Unpolished for all the above 
changers. Motor boards ready cut to fit. 
£3 10 -. 
SPECIAL OFFER. Goodman speakers, 
8in., P,M, 3 ohms, 17.6. 

TAYLOR TEST GEAR 
The entire range by this famous maker is 
now available on hire purchase. S.A.E. for 
catalogue and terms. 
ALL AYO TEST GEAR NOW IN STOCK. 
AVO 7, Leather cases, 22/2/8. post free. 
We are the largest actual stockists of AVO 
METERS In England. S.A.E. for catalogue 
and price list. 
WE ARE NOW ACCEPTING ORDERS for 
2 -speed Gram. units. 331 and 78 r.p.m. for 
early delivery. 
All items can be supplied C.O.D. up to 151b. 
in weight. Otherwise cash with order, 
please. Special attention to overseas 
orders, which are free of purchase tax. 

MODERN ELECTRICS, LTD. 
164, Charing Cross Road, London, W.(7.2 

Telephone : TEMple Bar 7587 

J. E. ANNAKIN 
.01, 5kv, Morse Keys, 1/6. 
12.v. A Rects 1 / -. Valves 

from 1 / -. 
Many other Bargains. S.A.E. LISTS. 

No C.O.D. 

25, Ashfield Place, Otley, Yorks. 

SUPACOILS 
OFFER 

* A complete range of High Q variable 
iron dust cored coils in wavelengths 
10-30, 16-50, 30 -75. 75 -200, 190 -550 and 800- 
2,000 metres : Aerial, H.F. or Oscillator, 
at the remarkable price of 3/- each. 
* I,F. TRANSFORMERS improved, 
iron -cored, high stability, aligned to 
465 Kc /s.. 13/8 pair. 
* MODEL 30 famous 3 waveband 
superhet Coil Packs, aligned, 29/9 each.. 
* MODEL 40 Coil Packs -similar, 
with R.F. stage, aligned, 57/8 each. 
* 6 BAND COMMUNICATION Coil 
Packs -designed especially for the 
" Ham " and covering 5 to 2000 metres. 
decoupling resistances and condensers 
being built into the pack, £8.11.10. 
* TUNING UNITS and COIL GROUPS 
of all types in stock. 
* GRAMOPHONE MOTORS. Com- 
prehensive stock from £5.18.2. 
* RECORD CHANGERS. Collaro 
29.15.0. Plessey £18.6.8. Richard Allan 
(in de luxe cabinet) 827.19.0. 
* MICROGRAMS, pickups, head- 
phones, loudspeakers, main trans- 
formers and valves of all types available. 
* FREE. A copy of the enormously 
successful Home Constructor's Handbook 
will be forwarded FREE with orders of 
201- or more, or a copy can be obtained 
for 1/6 only from 
SUPACOILS, MAIL ORDER OFFICE, 

Greenway Avenue, London, E.17, 
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Impressions ®n the Wax 
Review of the Latest 

FRANZ SCHMIDT'S opera " Notre Dame " 
was a big success when first performed at 
the Vienna Opera in 1914, and the " Czar- 

das " which has been recorded on H.M.V. (73975 
gives ample indication of its tuneful attraction. 
An Austrian horn in Bratislava, Schmidt was at 
first a 'cellist in the orchestra of the Vienna Court 
Opera, before concerning himself quite extensively 
with composition until his death in 1939. Four 
symphonies of his show his qualifications to use 
an orchestra. Johann Strauss's " Furstin Ninette." 
which is on the reverse side, appeared in 1893, 
product of a period in which Strauss was producing 
operas at a rate of nearly one a year. This 
" Ninette Polka " is typical of his engaging style. 
For both dances the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra 
under Karl Bohm give sparkling performances 
of this Austrian music. 

A set of records that should appeal to most is a 
recording of Sibelius's " Symphony No. 6 in D 
Minor, Op. 104," on H.M.V. DB6640 -2. It is 
played by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra under 
the able baton of Sir Thomas Beecham, Bart. 

Bach's " Prelude and Fugue in E Minor " for 
the organ, recorded by Fernando Germani, is 
notable for the fact that it was made in West- 
minster Cathedral, London. The Prelude is in 
four parts on two 12ín. records -H.M.V. 03984 -5. 

Other orchestral recordings from which you may 
take your choice are " Siegfried Idyll," by Wagner, 
played by the Philharmonia Orchestra conducted 
by Paul Kletzki on Columbia L X296 -7, " London- 
derry Air " and " Handel in the Strand," played 
by the Philharmonia Orchestra conducted by 
Warwick Braithwaite on Columbia DX'1660, and 
Borodin's " Overture Prince Igor " orchestrated 
by Glazounov and played by the Philharmonie, 
Orchestra conducted by Issay Dobrowen on H.M.V. 
03979 -80. 

Recordings from Italy 
The Parlophone Company continue with their 

Cetra Series of recordings from Italy by Italian 
artists with " Don Carlos," sung by Cesare Siepi, 
bass, accompanied by the Orchestra Sinfonica 
Della Radio Italiana conducted by Arturo Basile 
on Parlophone R30016. " Don Carlos," first psfo- 
duced in Paris during the Universal Exposition in 
the spring of 1867, was the last work written 
by Verdi before he achieved acclaim with " Aida." 
The libretto of " Don Carlos " was adapted from 
Schiller's tragedy, and although the opera has not 
succeeded in remaining in the regular repertoire 
as a complete work, there are several excerpts of 
wide popularity. This recitative and aria from 
Act 4 is one of the most famous fragments. This 
fine Italian bass gives full dramatic intensity to 
the situation. Also in this series is a recording by 
Gabriella Gatti, soprano, of the Mozart aria from 
the second act of " The Marriage of Figaro " and 
Act 3 of Weber's " Oberon." The number of this 
record is'`Parlophone R30017. - 

Gramophone Records 

Light Music 
Two very old favourites are introduced by Andre 

Kostelanetz for his latest recording of " St. Louis 
Blues " and '` Stormy Weather," on Columbia - 

D Y 1662. 
" Waltz of my Heart," from Ivor Novello's 

" The Dancing Years,:' is featured by Roberto 
Inglez and his Orchestra on Parlophone R3287, 
coupled with " Los Celos Y El Viento " and Josef 
Locke, the popular tenor, gives us that firm favourite 
of Mihie's, " Christopher Robin is Saying His 
Prayers " on Columbia DB2696, on the reverse 
being " The Story of the Sparrows." 

Records by two well -known choirs will be wel- 
comed by those who like this type of singing. The 
Luton Girls' Choir whose records are becoming 
increasingly popular, have chosen " Some Day., 
My Heart will Awake," from Ivor Novelle's " King's 
Rhapsody," and " Take the Sun," from the film 
" The Glass Mountain "- Parlophone R3293. The 
choir is conducted by Arthur E. Davies, with 
orchestra conducted by Philip Green. 

The Kirkintilloch Junior Choir, conducted by 
the Rev. J. R. Macpherson, sing " Morag's Cradle 
Song " and The Isle of Mull " on Parlophone 
R3294. 

Debussy's " Ballade " forms à fitting subject 
for a pianoforte solo by Walter Gieseking on both 
sides of Columbia LB97. 

Variety and Dance Music 
The popular Saturday night broad casting singer, 

Terry, the -Irish Minstrel, has recorded " Peggy 
O'Donovan " and " My Way " on H.M.V. B9917 
and the Tanner Sisters, with the Hedley Ward 
Trio, have selected the hit tune of the moment 
" Choo'n Gum," coupled i.vith " A Load of Hay," 
on H.M.V. B9923. 

When Donald Peers resumed broadcasting earlier 
this year, after a break of several months, it was 
suggested by sonne listeners that his voice had 
gained fresh duality. Certainly the reception 
he has been given since lais return proves that he is 
indeed one of the biggest attractions in show 
business. His latest H.M.V. contributions include 
the British ballads, " Down in the Glen " and 
" When There's Love at Home " on H.M.V. 
B9907. 

Ivor Morton and Davo Kaye continuo their 
series of Tin Pan Alley Medleys with a number 
of popular tentes on Parlophone 1'2408 ; Jack 
Simpson and his Sextet play " l'd've Baked a 
Cake " and " Six Times a Week and Twice on 
Sunday," on Parlophone F2411 ; and finally, Joe 
Loss and his Orchestra play " A Media 

. 
Luz. " 

(Tango) and " 4'hiquita Baoaua " (Samba), on 
H.M. V. DB6069. 

REFRESHER COURSE IN MATHEMATICS 
8/6, by post 9!- 4th Edition By F. J. CAMM 

from: GEORGE NEWNES LTD. 
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2 
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PERSONAL PORTABLES. This new 
book by E. N. Bradley contains full 
constructional details of five different 
circuits. Book 2/6 post free. We 
can supply all the necessary corn - 

,ponents from stock. M. WATTS & 
CO., 8, Baker Street, Weybridge, 
Surrey. 
" A PORTABLE TELEVISOR "- 
Bradbrooks proudly announce their 
second " first- ever " publication by 
Edwin N. Bradley. The result of 
months of experiment. " A Portable 
Televisor " gives complete informa- 
tion for building a 3in. or 6M. TV. 
receiver, the 3in. prototype measur- 
ing only 15in. x llin. x 7in.. with 
powerpack, tube, speaker. etc., all 
self- contained. Not a hashed -up 
conversion job, but a tested new 
design with frame line arising and 
other new features. Order your copy, 
56pp., price 3/- (3/2 post freer, from 
BRAIBROOKS, Sennen. Penzance, 
Cornwall. Don't forget to order 
" Personal Portables " too, a mine of 
information at 2/8, post free. 
EVERYTHING for Radio construc- 
tors, Condensors, Coils, Valves, Resis- 
tors. etc, Send stamp for list. 
SMITH, 98, West End Road, More- 
cambe. Quick service. 
25 RESISTORS, 2/ -; 230v. Soldering 
Irons, 5/6; 1 -Valve Units, 2/6. Midget 
Components. List 2 0. CARTER'S. 
67, Bell Lane, Marston Green. 
B'ham. 
SALE, T1154 £5, R1116A £8/10/ -; 
working order, no power packs: 
buyers collect. 5, Henty Walk. Dover 
House Road, Roehampton, S.W.15. 
CONDENSERS, 2 _ mfd., 500v., 1/6; 
4 mfd.. 350v., 1/6; .001, .002. .005. 
500v., lin. x tin.. 7Rd.; .0005 midg.. 
twin gang with trimmers. 8/6. 
50pf Trimmers, 51d, 100pf. 7 #d.;' 
8 mfd. 450v., small Conds., 2/-, 
Speakers, Alni mag, dust covers. 
loin. 21/ -, 8in. 17/6, 6iin. 14/6. 
Denco TV Coils, Sup. or TRF. from 
2/- ea. S.A.E. Enquiries to RADIO 
MART. 22, Tubwell Row, Darlington. 
PERSPEX, Catalin, Aluminium Sheet- 
ing cut. drilled and made up to your requirements, Metal small parts 
made to sample or drawing. Any 
quantity from one upwards. En- 
quiries welcomed. THE H.B.H., CO., 
21. Portland Crescent, Leeds, 1. 

ELECTROLYTICS, 8 mfd, 600 Ali.. 
,1/3; ,16 mfd, 2/ -; 2.4 mfd, 350 round 
cardboard, 4/6 doz.; 0.1 350v 1/9 doz.; 
Resistors, popular asstmt, 50 new, 50 
used. 5/8, AUTOREX MOTORS, New 

-Whittington, Chesterfield. 
SENSATIONAL NEW AMPLIFIER by 
N.R.S.: The Symphony No, 1 is the 
most flexible on the market to-day ! 

Three separate channels giying en- 
tirely independent control of bass. 
middle and top, also scratch cut for 
records. Gram. and tuner inputs. 
5 watts undistorted output matched 
to 3 or 15 ohms. Price £8/19/6. 
No. 1 High Fidelity Tuner. L. and M. 
wave, T.R.F., infinite impedance de- 
tector. Complete kit £4/10/ -; ready 
built, £5/101 -. No. 2 Superhet Tuner, 
L,M. and S. wave, special quality 
bandwidth, elaborate full -vision dial 
assembly. Kit, £7/10/ -; ready built, 
£8/101 -. Collaro RC49 mixed 8- record 
Autochanger, with crystal pickup. 
£14/618. Marconi AC100 10- record 
Autochanger, with hi -fl lightweight 
pickup and trans_, £10/10/8. Collaro 
AC504 Motor /Pickup /Autostop Unit, 
£5/312. Collaro 1st grade centre - 

.drive Motor, with 12in, iron -magnetic 
turntable. var. speed. £5/18/4. 
Collaro standard model Microgram, 
2,5 watts output, centre -drive motor. 
special offer. £13/101 -. Portable case 
only, uncut motorboard. 47/6. Full 
bargain list 24d. Immediate delivery 
of all above. Terms: C.W.O. or 
C.O.D. N.R.S.. 16, Kings College 
Rd., London, N.W.3. (Primrose 8314.) 

RATES: 3/- per line or part thereof, average live words to line, 
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 6d. extra. Advertisements must be prepaid and addressed to Advertisement 
Manager. Practical Wireless," 
Tower House, Southampton St., Strand. London. W.C.2. 

NEW BOXED VALVES : ECH21, EL33, 
KT61, TP22. 4THA. 1622 (6L6M). 
10/ -: 105, 5V4. 7135, TH233. EMI 
EM34. VP4, SP4. CL4, AC/VP'. 816; 
IR5. 155. 1T4, 354. 6B4. 6Y5, 6Y6. 
12Q7. 35Z4, 42, VPI33, HLI33DD, 
PEN 383, EL35. KT33C. 11D3, U18. 
U52, AC5 /PEN /DD, 7/6; 154, 5U4. 
5Y3. 5Z4M, 6A6, 6AC7M, 6B8. 
6F6, 6J7M, 6K7, 6K'lGT, 6K8M, 6L7, 
6Q7GT, 6SJ7GT, 6SL7GT, 6SN7GT, 
607. 6V6. 6V6GT, 6X5GT, 12Z3. 80. 
KTW61, DL63. U50, MÚ12/14. EF39. 
EBC33. 15D2, SI30, 6/6; 6J5GT. 
6SG7M. 5/ -. Valves. unboxed. but 
guaranteed ; EF36, EL32. TTII. ML6. 
8D2. VP23, KTZ63, 6AC7M. 6C5, 6J5. 
6SH7M, 12A6M, 12SC7M, 4 -; 
ECH35. L63. HL23DD. 5R4G7, 5174. 
9003, 5/ -; Electron Multiplier Photo 
Cell Tubes, type 931A, 27/6; Elec- 
trolytic Condensers, 8 -8 MFD, 
450V.W., 2/9; 32MFD, 350V.W., 2/9; 
50MFD, 50V.W., 1/6; Volume Con- 
trols, less switch, lin. diam,. 50k. 
100k. 200k, 250k, only 1/6 each; 
I Meg., 2/; Colvern Wirewound 25k 
and 30k, 2/6; Mains Droppers .2 amp 
750 ohms, 6 fixed tappings and 1 adjustable slider, 3/ -; "Test Gear." 
.3 amp. 750 ohms, with 2 sliders, 4/ -; 
Condenser Clips, assorted. 2/6 doz.; 
Paxolin Valve Holders, most types. 
including UX4, 5 and 6 Pin 4D; per- 
sonal Portable Cases; Hermes " tour- 
ist," complete with back, chassis. 
oscillator coil, battery support and 
frame aerial former, 10/ -. All goods 
post free. Send for free lists of 
other bargains. S.A.E. with inquiries, 
please. ELECTRAD RADIO, 64, Gt. 
Victoria St., Belfast. 
NEW VALVE BARGAINS : 1S4's. 3 
for 15/6; 6J5M's, 3 for 13/ -; AC6Pen, 
6N7GT, 6J5M, 8/ -; 1T4, 1R5, IS4. 
5Z4M, 5Y30, 6/6; 6V6M, 6J7M. 6N7M, 
6F6G, 6SG7M, 5Ú4G, 7/ -; 1OK, 10W. 
W/W Pots, 3/ -; 100 ass. waxed Tub. 
Conds., 9/6 100 ass. Resistors. 9/6. 
All C.P. S.A.E. list. J. T. ANGLIN, 
106, Cleethorpe Rd., Grimsby. 
VALVES, 6SJ7GT 4/6, CV72 and 73 
4/ -, VU120 5/ -, VU133 3/- CV63 2/ -. 
Condensers, .1 at 350v, 100 for 10/ -; 
.1 at 500v, 100 for £1. Trade sup- 
plied. BARDWELL & CO., 473, Abbey - 
dale Road, Sheffield, 7. 

VALVES, EX. GOVT.-EF50 4/9, 807 
5/ -, 8D2 4/ -, EF55 7/6; IFT's. 465. 
6/- PR; 3 WB Midget iron -cored Coil 
Pack Kit, L.M.S., 9/6; 8mfd 450v., 
2i -; 16 -16mfd 350 v., 216; .01 450v., 
2/9 doz.; .1 350v., 2/9 doz.; .1 500v., 
3/3 doz.; .1 +.1 +.1, 1/8 doz.; 100 
assrt. Mica, 10/ -; 50 assrt. Res.. 1/6; 
" P " Coils, 2 :3; Knobs. 24d.; Mains 
Trans.. 17/ -; Sleeving, 6d. doz. yds.; 
Console TV Cabinets, really super 
job, £10. Many more bargains. Send 
for latest " cheapest list in England." 
SUSSEX ELECTRONICS, LTD. (P.), 
Riley Rd.. Brighton. 7. 

POTS, 2K, 5K, 30K, W.W., 12/ doz.; 
100K, IM, 2M, 10 /- doz.; no presets : 
100K c /s. Xtals, 20/ -; Xtal diodes. 
2/9; Valves, EF50, 6G6G, EL50, 5U4G, 
5Z4, 6K7G. U10, 6SN7, 6SL7, 6SA7, 
1T4, 1S5, 9003. 6F6G, 6SGT, 6J5GT, 
6N7GT, 7V7, 7Q7, 2X2. VR105., VR150, 
EAC91, 6.A07. 6AC7, ML4, all at 5/6 
each. Post 6d, under 20/ -. Stamp 
for list. R. T. & I. SERVICE, 254, 
Grove Green Rd., London, E.11. 
PHOTO- ELECTRIC Meter Compon- 
ents. -Selenium Light Cell, 6/6; 
Micro -amp. Meter Movement, 10/6; 
Perspex Instrument Case, 9/ -; 
Assembly Instructions, 2/0. S.A.E. 
full details. G.R. PRODUCTS, 22, 
Runnymead Avenue, Bristol, 4. 

GUARANTEED ELECTROLYTICS by manufacturers of repute. metal cans. 
8 -8mfd. 450v. or16- 16mfd. 350v., 2/6; 
8mfd. 450v. or 16mfd. 350v., 2/3. 
Also 2pf., 5pf., 20pf.. .0001. .001. 2/8 
doz.; .005, .01. .1. 3/- doz.; .25 or 
.5mfd., 5/6 doz. B.V.A. Valves, ex- 
stock. Over 10'- post free. ELEC- 
TRONIX. 220B, Canterbury Street. 
Gillingham, Kent. 
SERVICE SHEETS wanted. any quantity, high prices paid im- 
mediately. J. BULL. 246. High St.. 
Harlesden, N.W.10. 
VALVES. 155. IRS. 1T4, at 7/6 ea.: 
6J5. 9D2, VÚ111. 5/- ea.; 6K8, 6K7, 
6Q7. 6V6. 6F6, 5Z4. 5174. 6J7. 6AC7. 
KTW61. EK32. 807. AC /XL l)v., 1St 
bnd. new, bxd., 6/3 each, post paid: 
25Z6. 5Y3, 80, 7/6 ea.; R3. APV4. 
6L6M 9/- ea. Speakers. 3in. 11/6, 
31in. 14/6, 5in. 10/6, 6Oin. 11/6, 8in. 
13/6, loin. 16/6, 12in. 35/ -. Vol. 
Cntrls., 2 }in. spindle, l0K to 2M. 
less sw., 2/6 ea.; ditto, with sw., 3/9 
ea. Condensers, .1, 350v., 61- doz.; 
8/8. 450v., 2/6; 8, 500v.. 2/9; 16. 
500v., 3/6; 16/16. 450v., 4/3. Mains Trans., 270/270, 6. 5. 4v., 80ma, 15/6: ditto, 350/350, 16/6 each. Special 
offer, 4v., 350/350, Soma, M /Ts, by Bryce,-Porthminster, etc., at half list 
price. BA5 Hdphones with throat 
mic., 4/ -; twin meter Test Panel with 0'5ma, 0,40v., pots, switches, shunts. 
etc., 12/6, post free, ld. stamp list 
to: LORNE RADIO SUPPLIES, 7, Lorne Rd., Walthamstow, E.17. 
R.F. UNITS type, 24, mod. 27, 12/6 ea.; 60 -80mcs approx. by 6 pos. switch. ideal for Midland T.V., type 
25 for A.P., 12/8; T.V. Pre- Amps.. adaptable for either station, uses two EF50's, less valves 9/6 ea.; Indica- 
tor units. type L. similar to 6a, new and boxed £4/5/- ea., others from 
50/ -; Valves, new, 6AK5 8/8, 9001 
5 6AC7 7/6, EA50 2/8, soiled VR65s at 18/- doz.: Sprague & Micamold 
0.1 350v. 4/- doz.; 36/- gross, We have hundreds of bargains in ex -Gov. 
Radio and Elec. items ; also a wide range of Optical Gear. Booklet on 
ex -Gov. Lenses, etc., 2/6 ea. New 
16 -page llsts free on receipt of your stamped and addressed envelope. 
H. ENGLISH, Rayleigh Rd., Hutton, Brentwood, Essex. 
VALVES, guar., boxed : EF50, EF54, 
EF55, 5Z4, 5U4. ECH3S, 6K8, 6Q7. 
M012/14, 5/8, 4 for £1 ; EBC33, 6V6, 
6K7, 5/ EF50. soiled, 3/6, 6 for £1; SP61, SP41, 3/- ; EA50. 2/6. 5 for 
10/- ; 807, 6/- ; IRS, lS5, 1T4, 3S4, 
HVR2A. 7/6. Spkrs., 8in. P.M., 11/9; 
10in. ELIP M/E 720 ohms, 14/9, 
H.R. Phones, 6/- ; Browns, 8/6,' 0 -500 
Microamp Meters, 5/6. New Mine Detectors, with valves, less probes and phones. 12/6. £1 orders post free. T.R.S., 71. Meadvale Rd., 
E. Croydon. 
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD., late 46, Lisle Street. W.C., have now 
removed to new premises at 11, 
Little Newport Street, London, W.C.2. 
Five doors from Charing Cross Road and Leicester Square Tube Station_ 
Telephone Number Unchanged. 
Gerrard 6653. All goods previously 
advertised still available. Please 
note new address : SOUTHERN 
RADIO SUPPLY LTD.. 11, Little 
Newport Street. off Charing Cross 
Road, London, W.C.2. (Gerrard 66531. 
ALL WAVE Crystal Diode Kits, 17/6; 
Crystal Set Kits (M.W.). 3/3 and 3/9; 
each with instructions. List ld. 
ALEXTONE, Hillworth, Longdon, 
Glos. 
VACUUM CLEANERS and Gram. 
Motors, repairs our speciality. Arma- 
ture rewinds, new bearings and com- 
mutators fitted, also transformers 
rewound, speakers repaired. Com- 
petitive prices. Trade enquiries 
invited, 2 to 5 days c.o.d. service. 
Send s.a.e. for price lists to: A.D.S. 
CO, (V.E.M. Dept.), 261 -3, Lichfield 
Road, Aston, Birmingham, 6. Est. 1935. 
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BRAND NEW Guaranteed Goods. - 
Electrolytics, tubular. 8mfd 450v. 
1/11, Can 8 -8mfd 450v. 2/9, 8 -16mfd 
450v. 3/3, 16 -16mfd 450v. 3/11, 32-16 - 
8mfd 450v. 4;9; Vol. Controls, Erie. 
Morganite and Centralab, long 
spindles, less switch. .5meg, )meg. 
1/11; with switch 10K, 25K, 219; 
50K, 100K, 250 K, .5meg. )meg, 2meg. 
3/11; ex -Gov. Valves- Dl. EB34. 11d.; 
954, SP41. 119; SP61, 2/11; 6J5GT. 
vUi11. VÚ133. 3;11; 6C5GT, 9003. 
4/11; 6K7G. 5Z4Met. EBC33, 5U40. 
5/9; 6J7 Met, 6V6G. 6F6G. 5/11; 
6L6Met, 7/9; Mains Energised 
Speakers. 8iii. Ultra with 5,000 ohm 
trans. (Field 1,000 ohms). 18/9; 
Mains Transformers, drop- through 
types with top shroud, primaries 
standard. 200 -250v. 50 c'es., 260-0 - 
260v. 70ma. 6.3v. 3a. 5v. 2a, 12/11; 
Midget 21-3-21-in., 250- 0 -250v. 60ma, 
6.3v. 2a. 5v. 2a, 15/6; 350 -0 -3505. 
80055, 6.3v. 3a. 5v. 2a. 1'9; 250-0 - 
250v. 100ma. 6.3v. 6a. 5v. 3a fo- 1355 
Conversion, 22/9; 350- 0 -350v. 150ma, 
6.35. 4a, 5v. 3a, 25 9. Full range of 
Mains Trans. in stock, Midget 
fully shrouded. 250- 0 -250v. 60ma. 6.35. 
2a. 5v. 2a. size 21 -3in.. 15/6. A dis- 
count of 20'/ may be deducted from 
orders of 1 doz. of any preceding 
items. T.V. Focus Coils, 916; T.V. 6M. 
and 9i_i. Cream Masks. 7/6 Magnify- 
ing Lenses. 6in. for VCR97. 25'9; P.M. 
Speakers, Truvox 2 -3 ohms. 10in.. 
15/9, Bin. 12(11, 5in. 9/11; Plessey 5in. 
with, trans., 12,6. Full list of bar- 
gains 3d. Special list for trade. 
C.W.O. or C.O.D. over £1. Over £2 
post free. RADIO SUPPLY CO., 15. 
Queen Square. Leeds. 2. 
MAGNETIC RECORDING, stainless 
steel wire, .0036in. dia; special offer. 
8oz., spools - 15/ - 12oz. spools 201 - 
Experimental data and sample of 
wire, 2/6. H. WILSON, 17, Berwood 
Farm Rd., Sutton Coldfleld. 
MAGNETIC SOUND Recording Wire, 
stainless steel, temporary wooden 
spools, approx. 14 hours running 
time at 2ft. per sec. ; 14/- per spool.. 
A. SMART. 40, Grange Rd., Hales - 
owen, Worcs. 
BARGAINS. -Hand Generators. out- 
put 3005./285., 6/6; Blower Motors. 
small, 6 / -; Dynamotors. small. 6v. 
to 256v., 65ma., 10/ -; Microswitches, 
OC /CC, 2/6; No. 18 set 45. Bat. 
S'het., 69 mes, 465kcs, IFTs, with 
cire. and mod. instructions for other 
w'bands, 17/6 Xtals, 455kcs, 10 / -; 
other freqs. 5/- no Hambands), 100 
kcs, 3 -pin, 15/ -; Diodes IN22, 3/ -: 
Tuneons 1/8, Condensers, block 
8kv, .25 or .5mfd, 4/-; Potentio- 
meters. new, asstd.. 7/6 doz.: Con- 
densers, bathtub, new. asstd.. 6/- 
doz.; Yaxleys, new, asstd., 7/6 doz.: 
Coils, IFTS, etc., U.S.9., 8/- doz.: Pye 
Plugs;Skts., 6d., double -ended skts., 
11 -, " T " Skts., 1/3, " T " Skt. Plqgs 
1/3, Plugs (2) on lyd co -ax. 1/6. Plugs 
(2) on 20ft. #in. co -ax. 180u1, 3/6; 
Cone ceramic Standoffs, ribbed 3in., 
1/ -; Min. var. Conds.: ceramic twin 
75pf, 2/6; D.E. 75pf 116, preset 30pf 1/. , 3 -gang 25pí 4/6, 50pf d space 
with SM drive, 3/6: Epicylic SM 
drives, 1/3; Resistors, new, 50 asstd., 
5/6; Ins. knobs, new, 5/6 doz.; metal 
Recs., HW, 240v. Boma, 5/ -, I20v. 
30ma, FW 3/6, 155. 6a FW 22/6, 
48v. 3a 15/ -; Toggles SP 1/ -, 
DP 1 / -, DPDT 2/ -; Transformers, 
std. inputs, 50e -13v. CT 2a. 8 ' -, 300-0 - 
300v. 200ma. 6v. /5a, 55. /3a, 705./.1a. 
20v./.75a. 30/ -; Parmeko, 620 -0-620 
tapped, 550, 375v, 250ma, 2x5v. /3a. 
42/ -: RCA shrouded. 190/250v. input. 
400- 0 -400v. tapped 350v. 200 ma. 6v. 
6a, 5v. /3a. 37/6. Valves, as June 
advt. Hundreds available (surplus). 
Immediate quotations on request. 
Specials : New PT15 8 /8, VR21, EA50 
2/6, ML6, 6AC7, 6C4, 6SN7, 5/ -, 
VS110a, QP21, 6V6GT 6 / -. C.W.O. 
S.A.E. enquiries please. W. A. 
BENSON, 308, Rathbone 71d., Liver- 
pool, 13. 

SURPLUS UNUSED : .1 350v, 2/6 
doz.: ,0I I0C4v, 3/- doz.; 05 500v, 
3/- doz. ; 1 500v 6/- doz.; ,01 Mica. 
3J- doz.: 4pf. 24pí. 2/- doz.; 2 mfd 
500v, 94. each ; TRF Coils, 4/9 pair, 
etc. Bargain list from T. G. HOWELL 
& CO., 29, McWilliam Rd., Brigh- 
ton, 7. 

FRITH RADIOCRAFT, LTD., Leices- 
ter, offer: -A.C. Generators, output 
230v 100w 50c /s, input 24v DC, ideal 
for mobile PA. etc., £31151 -, carr. pd. 
Unused R.A.F. surplus, tested and 
guaranteed perfect; in stout case, 15 
x 10 x 8in., weight 401bs. Telephone 
Handsets, carbon mike, with 4 -way 
lead and plug- latest streamline type, 
10/6 + 9d. post, or two for £1, post 
free; brand new and fully guaran- 
teed. Sleeving, 11mm black Peri- 
braid, reels of 1 gross yds. 7/6, 2 
gross 101 -, 3 gross 12/6, post 6d. per 
gross extra; discount for quantities. 
Single PVC Hook -up Wire, 72 yds. 
for 5/- + 6d. post. Seven lb, Parcels 
of 40 to 50 assorted New Components, 
Resistors. Condensers, Switches, etc.; 
every parcel different; 5/- + 9d. post. 
Workshop Parcel of Wire, sleeving. 
Grommets, Screwed Rod. Nuts and 
Bolts, bumper size, 10 /- + 9d. post. 
Tallon packed -flat TV Cabinets, 9in. 
table Viewmaster, £5/15/ -; 12in. Con- 
sole Viewmaster, £12/10/ -; 12in. Con- 
sole Elect. Eng.. £13/10/ -. )1Úl range 
of TCC Condensers. Morganite Resis- 
tors, Egen Az Reliance Pots, Woden 
Transformers and Chokes. and all 
TV parts from stock. Descriptive 
lists free on request. FRITH RADIO - 
CRAFT, LTD., 69 -71, Churchgate, 
Leicester. 
MINISTRY OF CIVIL AVIATION. - 
Vacancies for Radio Mechanics. Men 
between ages of 21 and 40 are in- 
vited to apply for appointment as 
Radio Mechanics in the Ministry of 
Civil Aviation for service at civil 
aviation radio stations. Candidates 
should possess knowledge of the 
fundamental principles of electricity 
and radio and have had practical 
experience in the maintenance of 
radio or radar equipment. Full par- 
ticulars and application forms can be 
obtained from the MINISTRY OF 
CIVIL AVIATION, Estla /E524 01, 
19/29. Woburn Place, London, W.C.1, 
SUPREME RADIO. 7465, Romford 
Road, Manor Park, London. E.12, 
(Tel.: ILF. 12601. Midget Valves: 
1T4. 1S5. lR5. 154. 7/- ea., boxed. 
0.0005 mfd. Mica Dialectric Variable 
Condensers. 2/9 ea. 21in. and 3in. 
Moving Coil Speakers, 2 -3 ohm. voice 
coil, 14;11 ea. Midget Personal Out- 
put Trans. for DLS2, valves, etc.: 
really tiny, 4/- ea. B.7.G Amphinol 
type Valve Holders. 9d. ea. i watt 
Resistances: 10 ohm, 22, 47. 27. 82, 
120. 180. 250, 330. 390. 820 ohms, 
IK. 3.9K, 11K. 470K and 10 megohm. 
1/9 doz, or assorted doz_, 18/6 gross 
only. g watt Resistances, 2.2K ohm, 
6.8K. 16K, 18K. 33K, 100K. 150K, 
220K ohms, 2/- doz., or assorted doz.. 
21/- gross only. 630 ohms 0.2 amp 
Flat Type Mains Dropper, tapped for 
200 -250v. 116 each, Mica Cond.: 
40PF, 50PF, 605F, 655F, 70PF. 
305PF, 307, 500. 530, 570, 1,800 
and 4,550PF, all at 2/6 doz. or 
assorted doz. only. Balanced arma- 
ture type Headphones with headband 
and lead, 3/6 per pair. CV102 Crystal 
Diodes, 2/6 ea. tin. bore brass 
bushed brown Knobs, 2/- doz. 2005, 
120 M/A Selenium Metal Rectifiers 
or 250v 75 MA. 4/- ea. 1 meg. Carbon 
Vol. Controls, 1/- ea. 5 k -ohms Vol. 
Controls, 6d. 3 meg. Var. Carbon 
Controls, 71d. ea. Noise Suppressor 
Units, consisting of 2. 0.1 mfd Cond. 
and Irón -Cored Choke, 6d, ea., 5/- 
doz. 100 k -ohm Long Spindle Vol. 
Controls with S P switch, 2/6 ea, 
0.25 meg. Vol. Cont., less switch long 
spindle, 2/- ea. Terms C.W.O. . No 
C.O.D. Send 6d, extra for postage 
orders under £5. 21d. S.A.E. all 
enquiries and lists, 

97/6 CHARGING SWITCHBOARDS, 
12/32v.. 500 and 1,260 volts, amps., 
cut -outs, fuses, resistances. etc., 4 
take -off superb unit, in case, 75/ - ;1 

Dynamos, 24v., 1,000 w., 9in. x 
Iin. spindle, 75/ - Motor Alternators 
from 1 -12 kw.. 110 and 220v. D.C. to 
230511/50 A.C., from £15. Motor, 
generators 1 -6 kw., 110 and 220v. 
D.C. to 24/35v. D.C., £5 -£59; Mains, 
Transformers, 1 -200 kva., all types.' 
POWERCO, Wandsworth Town Stn., 
York Rd., London, S.W.I8. BAT ' 

5234. 110 mins. Waterloo.) 
ENGRAVING. -Amateurs and trade 
requirements, panels, plates, metal 
and plastic. Attention to ui gent' 
deliveries. One knob or repetition 
equally entertained. Call or write 
A.G. ENGRAVING, 19a, Windmill' 
Road. Wandsworth, London, S.W.18.' 
DUKE & CO. Extracts from_ Sum -' 
mer price lists. New resistors,' 
assorted, watt to 1 wait, 10 /- 100, 
5/6 50. 3/- 25 Philco Table Cabinets,'' 
new, in brown bakelite, a few left 
only, 151 -, post and packing 2/6 
extra. Ex- speaker Cabinet, walnut, 
metal grill, position for v /control. 
with baffle for loin. speaker, our 
price 25/ -; original Price 5 gns. H.T. 
Batteries, 180v, tapped 90v. 215 bias, 
11 L.T. ; all those tested so far are 
full volts: they are despatched in 
sealed case but are not guaranteed; 
5/6 plus 1/- post. Speaker, in ex- 
tension cabinet, 14/6. Walky Talky's. 
No. 38, all new valves, in first -class 
condition, one valve IATP41 and 
switch (send -receive) only removed, 
17/6, bargain ; 500 only available., 
Circuit and switch connections sup -1 

plied. Short Wave Superhet Receiver. 
complete and tested, free pair of 
headphones included for 17/6. Note,) 
set with little alteration makes first 
class, portable or car radio. I.F_s 465 
ex. to P. coils for medium wave. 
Dunlopillo, 34 x 18 x 2ins., 8/8 plus 
1/6 post. Dunlopillo Seats, plywood 
backed. moquette covered. 12/6 plus 
2/ -. Plywood, 2ft, x 3ft. 3 / -, 2ft. x 
17ín. 2/. Cash with - order, Please 
and allow sufficient for post. Stamp 
only for lists. 219,, Ilford' Lane, 
Ilford, Essex. Valve price reduc- 
tions: 6V6, 6F6, 6K8, 6K7, 6Q7. 
KT33C, etc., 5/9 each; other types 
from 2/6 each. 

EDUCATIONAL 
NO B.N.R.S. Student has ever failed, 
to pass his examinations after coo -) 
pleting our appropriate study course. 
Now in our eleventh year and this 
claim is still true. All our courses 
are conducted by correspondence ands 
our syllabus includes Brit.I.R.E., City 
and Guilds exams. Also maths, 
physics and radar. Nothing succeeds 
like success and what we have done 
a thousand times already for your 
colleagues, we can do again, for you 
-and all for £111 /- per month.' 
Free booklet from BRITISH 
NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL. 66,'' 
Addiscombe Road. Croydon, Surrey. 
(Telephone: ADDiscombe 3341.) 

WIRELESS. Postal Course of In- 
struction for Amateur Radio Trans- 
mitting Licence complete with text 
book at a 'moderate fee. Apply; 
BRITISH SCHOOL OF TELEGRAPHY, 
LTD. 179. Clapham Road, London, 
S.W.9. (Estd. 1906.) 

THE INSTITUTE of Practical Radio 
Engineers have available Home Study 
Courses covering elementary, theo- 
retical, mathematical, practical and 
laboratory tuition in radio and tele- 
vision engineering; the text is suit- 
able coaching matter for I.P.R.E.. 
Service, entry and progressive exams. 
Tuitionary fees at pre -war rates are 
moderate. The Syllabus of Instruc- 
tional Text may be obtained, post 
free, from the SECRETARY Fairfield 
Road, Crouch End, N.8. 
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INSTRUMENT CO. offers 
COIL PACKS 

Osmor Q Coil Pack, type H.O. Long -, medium -, short -waves 
(short -wave band 15.5 metres to 52 metres). Small, compact and 
remarkably efficient. Size 3" x 2 ". Coils wound on low -loss 
formers, price 331-. As above, with H.F. stage, price 481-. Battery 
Model (long -, medium- and short -waves), price 3716. 

All the above coil packs are designed for 465 kcls I.F. 

TUNING CONDENSERS 
Two -gang, .0005 mfd., 416 
Four-gang, .0005 mfd., 319 

I.F. TRANSFORMERS, STANDARD SIZE 
465 kcls ... 619 per parr 

MIDGET SIZE 
465 kcls ... 1216 per pair 

IS4 
ISS 
114 
IRS 
5U4 
5Z4 
615 
6J6 
617 ._ ... 
6K7 ... ... 716 866A ... .., s 

Large numbers of other types in stock. 
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 

8 mfd., 450 volt ... ... 1111 8,-16 mfd., 450 volt .. 
8 mid., 350 volt' ... .,. 116 16+16 mfd., 450 volt ... 8 -8, 450 volt .. ... 316 
16 mfd., 500 volt ... ... 316 25 mfd., 25 volt ... ... 

Mail Order only 

VALVES 
Owing to iimited space only a very few can be listed. 

... ... ... 716 6K8 ... ... .. 

... ... ... 716 6L6 ... ... 

... ... 716 6Q7 ... 

... ... ... 716 6V6 ... 

._ ... 716 41 ... ... ... 

... ... 716 42 ... 

... ... ... 616 78/6D6 ... 

... ... ISI- 80 
716 807 

716 
1016 
616 
716 
716 

1016 
716 

1 11- 

716 
1216 

3/6 

3/9 

It- 

INSTRUMENT COMPANY, 
11, GUNNERSBURY LANE, ACTON, W.3. 

RECEIVER TYPE 18. A four valve superhec, covering 
6-9 mcls., and with a first class performance. Complete with 

, circuit, connecting data and batteries, 2716. 

BALANCED ARMATURE PHONES matched for the 
above set, complete with jack -plug, 219. 

STATIC INTERFERENCE LIMITERS, just plug these 
into the output circuit (low impedance), 3/6. 
FIELD TELEPHONES of American manufacture, with 
hand ringing generator, bell and standard type handset ; in 
webbing cases, 37(6 or in solid leather cases, 451 -. 

VALVES ARPI2 (VP23), 216. AR8 (HL23DD), 2111. ATP7 
(V226 output pentode), 216. 

METERS. 0 -) mA. (new and boxed), 7/6. C -3A thermocouple, 
316. 0 -2.5 A. thermocouple, 316. 0 -8 A. thermocouple, 3/6. 
RECEIVER TYPE 21- with 9 battery operated valves, BFO. 
precision dial, crash limiter, etc. and covering 4.2 -7.5 and IE -31 
mcls.; this is supplied with circuit, connecting data and a 
super capacity all -dry battery, 4216. 

BRAND NEW 1355's. Specified for " inexpensive tele- 
vision " and complete with I I valves ; in original maker's 
cases, but with slight metal discoloration due to long storage. 
ONLY 551 -, plus 71¢ carr. 
MIDGET MOTORS. l(in. dia. x 2lin. long, fitted w'rh 
removable fan and housing ; input is 27 v. A.C. or D.C. .., 
lamp is a suitable dropper), price 916. 

TYPE 21 VIBRATOR PACKS. With electrolytics, con- 
densers, resistors, five chokes, transformer, metal rectifiers, 
etc., these store soiled units are a "snip." ONLY 716. 

BRAND NEW CONDENSERS. Assorted packets at 
216 doz. 

MERCURY BATTERIES 24v HT, and 1.3v LT. ONLY 5,16. 

RADIO EXCHANGE 
9, Cauldwell Street, BEDFORD. 

Phone 5568 

D. CO H E N Radio and Television 
Hayes, FREE To AMBITIOUS f 67, Raleigh Avenue, Hayes, Middy. FREE POST ORDERS ONLY 

1 

This 176 -page Boot ENGINEERS ! 

6- STATION SWITCHED SUPERHET COIL UNIT, 
by famous manufacturer, ideal for car radio or radio set. 
Range coverage Pos. I, zoo -300 m.; 2, 250 -360 m.; 
3, 250-360 M. 4, 320 -460 m.; 5, 400 -550 m. ; 6, 1,100 -: 
1,85o m. ; no oscillator required tor lining up, complete 
with Circuit. 15/6, post and packing t:' -. 
Pre -aligned midget 465 IFs, Q.12o, p. & p. 6d., 816 per pair. 
Chassis to fit Coil Unit and IFs, n) x 5¡ x 1;in., 
2 6 each. 
Mains Transformer, to fit above chassis, Pri. 200'250, 
sec. 250 -0 -250 6e mA, 6 V. 4 amp., p. & p. r' -, 53 6. 
Mains Transformer (I) 350 -0 -350 120 mA., 6 v. 4 amp., 
5 v. 2 amp. Pri. 200 /250, p. & p. 1; -, 186. (II) 350 -0 -350 
250 mA., 6 v. 4 amp., 4 y. 3 amp., fin. gap between lamina- 
tions and bobbin. Extra heaters could be easily wound. 
Pri. 110/250, p. & p. 2, -, 296. (III) 350 -0 -350 7o mA., 
6 v. 2.5 amp., 5 v. 2 amp. Pri. 200'250, p. & p. 1 -, 13/6. 
Heater Transformer. -(I) Pri. 230 25o, 6 v. I) amps., 
P & p. 9d, 6/ -. (II) 2, 4 or 6 v. 2 amp., p. & p. 9d., 7 6. 
Mains Droppers. -(I) .2 amp., I,000 ohms tapped goo, 1 v. (II) .2 amp., 7t7 ohms tapped too, 1'6. (III) .3 1011 .. 
52o ohms tapped, z /6. (IV) .3 amp., 460 ohms tapped, 1 9. 
p. & p. on each of above, 3d. 
Wave Change Switches, 6 pole . 3 -way, 3 pole z -way, 
6 pole 2 -way, 5 pole 3 -way, 5,2 each, post 3d. each. rz -way 
single pole, 2/6 ; 1z -way double pole, 3 6 ; p. & p. 3d. 
each extra. 
Standard 465 Kc. IFs air cored, Q. Ito, per pair, 6' -. 
Standard 465 Kc. IFs, iron cored, Q. 120. per pair, 7; -. 
Miniature 465 Kc. IFs. Wearite type, M.400B, per pair, 
12 6, plus 6d. post and packing. 
Similar to above, slightly larger. By good Manufacturer. 
zo /6 per pair. 
Ceramic Pfs., 3 each of the following : -330, 220, 180, 
82, 2/6. 
5o or too pf. Postage Stamp Trimmers, 4d. each. 
Set of 6 iron -cored coils. L. M. & S. on moulded formers 
with 4 -pole 4 -way switch and circuit. 7'6 per set. 
Line Cord 3 way .3 amp ; 6o ohms per foot. rod. per 
yard. 
Volume Controls with switch by famous manufacturer, 
long spindle, I, I, t and 2 meg., 3 3 each. p. & p., 3d. each. 

Stamp for list. 

':l Have you sent 
'ENGINEERING 
OPPORTUNITIES ' 

is a highly informative 
guide to the best -paid 
Engineering posts. It 
tells you how you can 
quickly prepare at home 
on " NO PASS -NO 
FEE " terms for a 
recognised engineering 
qualification,outlines the 
widest range of modern 
Home -Study Courses in 
all branches of Engineer- 
ing and explains the 
benefits of our Employ- 
ment Dept. If you're 
earning less than £10 a 
week you cannot afford 
to miss reading this 
unique book. Send for 
your copy to -day- 

;j FREE. 
-- - FREE COUPON - - - - 

Please send me your FREE 176 -page 
'ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES " 

'NAME 
ADDRESS 

:Subject or Exam. 
:that interests me 
, British Institute of Engineering Technology 

4093, Shakespeare House, 
47119, Stratford Place, London, W.1 

for your copy ? 

WHICH IS 
YOUR PET 
SUBJECT? 
Mechanical Eng. 
Electrical Eng. 
Ovil Engineering 

Radio Engineering 
Automobile Eng. 

Aeronautical Eng. 
Production Eng. 

Building, Plastics, 
Draughtsmanship 
Television, etc. 
GET SOME 

LETTERS 
AFTER YOUR 

NAME ! 

A.M.I.Mech.E. 
A.M.I.C.E. 
AM. I. P. E. 
A.M.I.M.I. 
L.f.O.B. 

A. F. R.Ae.S. 
B.Sc. 

A. M. Brit. I. R. E. 
CITY & GUILDS 

MATRICULA- 
TION, etc. 

BIET 
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Practical Wireless 

BLUEPRINT SERVICE 
PRACTICAL WIRELESS 

Vo. of. 
Blueprinn 

CRYSTAL SETS 
Blueprints, Is. each. 

1937 Crystal Receiver .. PW71 * 

The " Junior " Crystal 
Set .. .. .. PW94* 

STRAIGHT SETS 
Battery Operated 

Owe -Valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 

The " Pyramid " One- 
valver (HF Pen) .. PW93* 

Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. 

The Signet Two (D & 
L F) .. .. PW76* 

Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 

Summit. Three (HF Pen, 
D; Pen) PW37* 

The " Rapide " Straight 
3 (D, 2 LF (RC & 
Trans)) .. PW82* 

F. J. Carom's " Sprite " 
Three (HF, Pen, D, 
Tet) .. .. PW87* 

Four -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 

Fury Four Super (SG, 
SG, D, Pen) .. .. PW34C* 

Mains Operated 
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 

Selectone A.C. Radio- 
gram Two (D, Pow) PW19* 

Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 

Double - Diode - Triode 
Three (HF Pen, DDT, 
Pen) .. .. .. PW23* 

Four -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 

A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, 
D, Pen) .. .. PW20* 

A.C. Hall -Mark (HF 
Pen, D, Push -Pull) .. PW45* 

SUPERHETS 
Battery Sets : Blueprints, 2s. each. 

F. J, Carom's 2 -valve 
Superhet .. PW52* 

Vo. or 
Blueprint 

SHORT -WAVE SETS 
Battery Operated 

One -valve : Blueprint, 2s. 

Simple S.W. One -salver, PW88* 

Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 

Midget Short -wave Two 
(D. Pen) .. .. 

Three -valve : Blueprints, 
Experimenter's Short- 

wave Three (SG, D, 

The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF 
(RC and Trans)) .. 

The Band- spread S.W. 
Three (HF Pen, D 
(Pen), Pen) .. 

PW38A* 

2s. each. 

PW30A* 

PW63* 

PW68* 

PORTABLES 
Four -valve : Blueprint, 2s. 

" Imp " Portable 4 (D, 
LF, LE, Pen) ., PW86* 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Blueprint, 2s. 

S.W. Converter -Adapter 
(1 valve) .. .. PW48A* 

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND 

WIRELESS MAGAZINE 

STRAIGHT SETS 
Battery Operated 

One -valve : Blueprint, 2s. 

B.B.C. Special One- 
. valver .. .. . , AW387* 

Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 

A modern Two -valver .. WM409* 

Mains Operated 
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 

Consoelectric Two (D, 
Pen), A.C. .. .. AW403 

SPECIAL NOTICE 
THESE biucprints al drawn full 

size. The issues. containing 
descriptions of these sets are now out 
of print, but an asterisk beside the 
blueprint number denotes that con- 
structional details are available, free 
with the blueprint. 

The index letters which precede the 
Blueprint Number indicate the per - 
iodical in which the description appears: 
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL 
WIRELESS, A.W. to- Amateur Wireless, 
W.M. to Wireless Magazine. 

Send (preferably) a postal order to 
cover the cost of the Blueprint 
(stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to 
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint 
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd.. Tower 
House, Southampton Street, Strand, 
w.c.2. 

Blueprint 

SHORT -WAVE SETS 
Battery Operated 

One -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 
S.W. One -valver for 

America .. .. AW429* 

Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each. 
Ultra -short Battery Two 

(SG, det Pen).. .. WM402* 

Four -valve : Blueprints, 3s. each. 
A.W. Short -Wave World- 

beater (HF Pen, D, RC, 
Trans) .. .. AW436* 

Standard Four -valver 
Short -waver (SG, D, 
LF, P).. .. .. WM383* 

Mains Operated 
Four -valve : Blueprints, 3s. 

Standard Four -valve A.C. 
Short -waver (SG, D, 
RC, Trans) .. .. WM391* 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Enthusiast's Power Am- 

plifier (10 Watts) (3/ -) WM387* 
Listener's 5 -watt A.C. 

Amplifier (3/ -) .. WM392* 
Harris Electrogram 

battery amplifier (2/ -) WM399* 
De Luxe Concert A.C. 

Electrogram (2/ -) . , WM403" 

HINTS COUPON 
This coupon is available until August 
7th, 1950, and must accompany all I, 

Practical Hints. p!` 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS, AUG. 1950. 

Published on the 7th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, 'rower House, Southampton Street. Strand, London, W.C.2, and 
printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS, LTD.. Exmoor Street, London, W.10. Sole Agents fol Australia and New Zealand: 
GORDON & GOTCH (Alsia), LTD. South Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. subscription rate Including postage. for 
one year : Inland and Abroad 10s. 6d. (Canada 10s.). Registered at the General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Post. 
CONDITIONS OF SALE AND SUPPLY: This periodical is sold subject to the following conditions. namely, that it shall not, witbovt 
the written consent of the publishers first given, be lent, re -sold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade except at the full 
retail price of 9d.; and that it shall not be lent, re -sold, hired out or otherwise disposed of In a mutilated condition or In any 
unauthorised cover by way of Trade; or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter. whatsoever. 
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INTRODUCE A NEW 

MO'S FULL VISION ,DRIVE 
ASSEMBLY 

Vertical dial with new station markings on short, medium and long 
wavebands (3 colours). Size of dial approx. Sins. x Tins made from 
unbreakable Per pex with back illumination plate. Drive mechanism 
absolutely post ve and non -slip, with nylon cord. 

Complete wills assembly instructions, ONLY 17/6 post 1rr. 

Illustration shows Drive, mounted on a 5 -valve heavily cadmium plated 
chassis (size 13in. x 51ín. x 21ín.), fitted with international octal valve 
holders and terminal strips, together with cabinet fixing feet.' A Plessey 
,two -gang .0005 mfd, tuning condenser, with ball race bearing and rotor 
brushes giving noiseless tuning on short wavebands, is also fitted. 

We can supply chassis assembly less condenser COMPLETE ASSEMBLY AS ILLUSTRATED 32/6 for 111- or with tuning condenser 16- 
(postage íl-.) Postage 1/6 

PARMEKO DUAL SPEAKERS 
Type U. A very high grade twin speaker 
with matching transformer. The frame of 
speakers is of a handsome black moulded 
plastic. Weight 19 lbs. Speaker grilles. 
gin, diameter. Mounted back to back with 
ba.seplate for fixing. Ideal for out of door 
van, P.A., etc. Admiralty type W6682. 10 
watts. 

ONLY 50/- rarriag, 

CV226 CRYSTAL DIODES 
A very efficient permanent crystal detector 
sealed in lead case. 36 each, postage 3d. 

REMOTE CONTROL 
GROUND STATION 

A device for remote control with sensitive 
relay incorporated. Includes fine precision 
heavy duty totally enclosed morse key, 
all components housed in solid wooden 
case. 

ONLY 5/-,arr.. litts. 1/6. 

HEADSET ADAPTORS 
For matching low res istance 'phones to 
high resistance output. With jack plug 
Mid socket, Z/- each, postage 6d. 

UNIVERSAL .MAINS 
TRANSFORMER 

A mains transformer fur use with either 
4v. or 6v, valves. Secondary 350 -0-350 at 
80 mA. Fully interleaved and guaranteed. 

BRAND NEW. 21/. postitge 16 

SPEAKERS 
A high -class 8 -in. mains energized speaker, 
complete with matching,transförmer. New 
and boxed, l8 / each, 1Qst05e 1/6. 

SOLE STOCKISTS of the famous BURGOYNE "INSTANT HEAT" 
SOLDER GUN, 52/6 Post Free - 

MOS MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO., The Radio Centre, 33 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I. Tel : MUSeum 6667 

'Cs HOME STUDY 
backs radio experience with 
sound technical knowledge 
MANY men who wished to link their 
radio experience with a sound technological 
background have received successful in- 
struction by means of an I.C.S. Course. 
Its value has been proved not only to 
amateurs but to men who already have a 

professional interest in radio and tele- 
vision engineering, including those taking 
qualifying examinations. It is invaluable, 
also, to students who wish to prepare 
themselves for a job in this field. Courses 
of Instruction covering radio and, if 
necessary, television including the following: 

Complete Radio Engineering, Radio Service Engineers 
Radio Service and Sales, Advanced Short -Wave Radio 
Elementary Electronics, Radar, Radio. and 

Television Technology. 
And the following Radio Examinations : 

British Institution of Radio Engineer 
I.M.G. Certificates for Wireless Operators 

City and Guilds Telecommunications 
Wriie today for our FREE ' Radio ' booklet, 
which ïulle describes the shove ICS Courses. 

V 
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 

Dept. E\\ 9. cria; led .,I Ifldg;., I(inRSwa I 

G ARDN E RS RADIÇ 
will be pleased to send you a 

complimentary copy of their 
NEW 28 PAGE BROCHURE 

describing the 

" SOMERFORD " 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS 

including the new types 

" BURLEY " and " HENGIST " 
POST THIS COUPON TO -DAY 

To: GARDNERS RADIO LTD., 
SOMERFORD, CHRISTCHURCH, HANTS. 

Please send me your New 28 page Brochure. 

Name 

Address 

1 
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www.americanradiohistory.com

